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J une brings us to the closing of another season of square dancing, with the 
National Convention in Memphis and the 
many special summer events. 
Even while we are making this year's 
graduates welcome in our groups, it's 
time to start looking forward to 1990 
Square Dance Month in September and 
the recruiting of next year's group of 
neophyte dancers. 
Looking back a little, your editors have 
just returned from the Callerlab Conven-
tion as this is written. We want to report 
a very positive outlook, with a great shar-
ing session on promotional ideas that 
grew from the 1989 emphasis on 
"Recruit, Promote and Maintain" (RPM). 
With the risk of sounding like a broken 
record or an unending tape, we repeat 
again that the clubs that really work 
together and plan a promotional cam-
paign with several thrusts seem to be 
recruiting larger classes than they did a 
few years ago. It's also axiomatic that 
those with good leadership and good pro-
grams keep their dancers—some for 
years and years. 
One of the greatest accomplishments 
of Callerlab has been standardizing the 
programs so that dancers may visit any-
where and feel confident on the dance 
floor. Callerlab, we learned, has not stan-
dardized the promotional efforts. These 
were as varied and as innovational as the 
people reporting on them. It's wonderful! 
Watch for some articles soon reflecting 
some of the ideas that you can "re- 
search" and use in your areas for the 
1990 fall promotion. 
Also, if you're looking for a worthwhile 
promotional tool, order the LEGACY 
Promo-Pack with this year's theme for 
Square Dance Month and many sugges-
tions and helps. See the announcement 
elsewhere in this issue. 
Thinking about the Memphis Conven-
tion, let us extend an invitation to visit us 
at the ASD booth, No. 101 during the 
Convention. 
News Item: An event that had begun to 
be a tradition has been reinstated. An 
ASD Trail End Dance will be held at the 
Peabody Hotel in Memphis on Wednes-
day evening with staff callers and others. 
Y'all come and dance, y'hear? Welcome! 
Ron Mineau 
Arroyo Grande, CA 
RECENT RELEASES 
BM105 I'M ALREADY BLUE by Ron 
BM104 LITTLE WHITE LIES by Mac 
BM103 HUSH HUSH by Mac 
BM102 OLD FASHIONED LOVE by Al Cannon 
BM101 STRIP POLKA by Mac 
BM100 CARIBBEAN by Jeanne Briscoe 
BM099 BEER BARREL POLKA by Jeanne 
Mac McCuller 
San Luis Obispo. CA 
HOEDOWNS TO SWING BY 
BM1007 MARTY/Monty Heckler 
BM1006 CONNIE I./John Eubanks 
BM1005 OLD JOE WHOltion Mineau 
BM1004 SLO TRAC/SAN LUIS RAMBLE 
BM1003 WHY NOT/TWEEDLE "E" 
BM1002 DOWN RIVER/Jeanne Briscoe 
BM1001 BOOGIE WITH ME/MAC'S VIBES 
scope— big mac records 
presents 
BM106 LITTLE BROWN GIRL by Mac 
BM107 MR. SANDMAN by Ron 
BM1008 MT. BANJO HOEDOWN/CINDY 
PO Box 1446 
San Luis Obispo CA 93406 
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BY-LINE 
T his issue is full of news-from Callerlab (both the convention details 
and the new OS report), from LEGACY, 
from the Memphis Convention to be held 
late this month. One bit of news is that 
arrangements were made at the Callerlab Convention for your editors to call the 
Callerlab office just after the release dates and obtain the news of new QS choices. 
This should mean less delay in releasing them to you, although it may still not insure 
that we will have them at the beginning of each quarter. 
Now, to our authors-Jo Jan Nunley and Bev Warner are such familiar names that 
we no longer need to introduce them to you. Lowell Hamblin has written an enter-
taining recounting of his efforts to learn to dance, proving that age is no deterrent. 
Ben Jaffe writes about his partner's calling for a group of deaf dancers to tell others 
how it can be done. Things are looking good in the square dance activity. Anything 
can be done if we dream and work and create new methods of doing them. Right? 
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GRAND ZIP 
As you know, we held the 38th National 
SID Convention in Oklahoma City last 
year. The extra publicity we received from 
it has been a bonus to us here in the Cen-
tral District S/D Association. This district 
consists of two clogging clubs, one con-
tra, four round dance clubs and 47 square 
dance clubs. We have graduated 400+ 
new dancers since July 1989. At the pre-
sent time we have 250 more new students 
in lessons. As Educational Directors we 
would appreciate any ASD magazines you 
could send us in the next 60 days. As 
these students graduate, we would be 
happy to pass a sample of your 
magazines out to them. 
Joe & Oreda Henry 
Harrah, Oklahoma 
Enjoy your magazine very much. Wish 
you could have more articles about round 
dancing. Would you please include the 
South Dakota Round of the Quarter 
(March, April, May), Oh Boy, Belco 378A? 
Don & Jean Schultz 
Yankton, South Dakota 
I learned to dance in the early 60's. At 
that time a singing call was very popular 
and I loved it. Now I am a caller and would 
like to have that record, so other people 
could enjoy it, too, but I cannot find it 
anywhere. I wish you would mention  
somewhere in your magazine that if 
anyone has a copy of this record to let me 
know. It is Pearly Shells on Jewel label. 
Grady Humphries 
514 Cottrell Hill Rd. 
Lenoir NC 28645 
Just wanted to let you all know how 
much we here in Yemen enjoy the maga-
zine. The club here has been in existence 
for the past two years and we just 
graduated our second class. We will start 
a new class the first of next month. Our 
current officers are Jeff and Donna Davis, 
presidents; Rcger Sauerweinm, treasurer; 
Tom and Joann Johnson, caller/cuer/ 
teachers. Anyone coming to Sana'a, 
Yemen Arab Republic, is cordially invited 
to come dance with us. We dance every 
Saturday night at the Hadda Community 
Center. 	 Tom Johnson 
Sana'a, Yemen Arab Republic 
...I would like to say how much my 
husband and I have enjoyed ASD for the 
last three years. We have been dancing 
only three years and ASD has helped us 
through some tough spots. Square dan-
cing is a big part of our lives now and the 
future looks great. 
We are members of the Aiken Cir-
culators (S.C.). We have a small club fami-
ly but we are always having a good time. 
My husband and I have been presidents 
for the last two years and enjoy this 
muchly... 	 Evva Nora Pettinato 
Belvedere, South Carolina 
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE-WINDSOR RECORDS 
490 
With purchase of 100 records, all different titles. 45 rpm flip/inst. square dance 
singing calls. Add $6.00 postage & handling. Cal. res. add sales lax. 
Overseas postage & handling, add $18.00. 
790 	
With purchase of 50 records, all different titles. Add $4.00 postage & hand- 
ling. California residents add sales tax. 
A free list of sale titles is available on request. 
Enclose check or money order and mail to: 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 
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A MISS BY AN INCH 
To those of you who attended the 
Winslow-Fest '90 Saturday evening dance 
on April 7, who wonder if I made that mid-
night flight, the answer is no. But it was 
close. Here's the rest of the story.. 
Winslow, Arizona—A contract stipulation 
with the festival sponsors was that at 
dance end, I'd be rushed to the little 
Winslow airport and a private plane would 
fly me 180 miles south to the Phoenix air-
port, where I'd catch a red-eye to Orlan-
do, Florida, when the Callerlab Conven-
tion kicked off on Sunday. Due to a slight 
delay, I missed that midnight flight by an 
inch. No fault of the Winslow pilot. He 
radioed the tower ten minutes out, but 
Delta wouldn't hold the jet for us. So I had 
to curl up in a terminal corner and wait 
for the first morning flight. Even then I was 
only fifteen minutes late for the opening 
board meeting of Callerlab at two o'clock. 
Not bad, Chad. 
Winslow-Fest '90 is a small festival but 
it is certainly jam-packed with down-home 
hospitality. Part of its success is that the 
local Chamber of Commerce gets in-
volved with publicity, doorprizes, contacts 
and arrangements, also assisted by the 
Winslow Department of Parks and Rec-
reation. The main sparkplugs of the event 
were Tom and Linda Reid, with a commit-
tee of the Cross Trails S/D Club. Jack Mur-
ray of Albuquerque called Friday night, 
my spots were Saturday. Hoby and Ida 
Herron covered rounds renditions through- 
American Squaredance, June 1990 
out. It was surprising to see a hundred 
eager cloggers respond to the cues of 
Reid and Kay Davis Saturday afternoon. 
In that group also was clogger/caller Dave 
Roe. Dodging raindrops Saturday after-
noon, a few stalwarts performed at Arby's 
for fun badges. Thanks for many special 
favors to Tom and Linda, Hoby and Ida 
(go-getters), Tim Smith (fast pickup wheels), 
Tex (free wheels from Ford), Tom (C of C 
good guy) and Bruce (Cessna pilot). I'm 
thankful for a side trip I took out there to 
the twin spectacles of Petrified Forest Na-
tional Park (losing oneself in lost ages of 
time) and the breathtaking Painted Des-
ert. (Are "lost ages of time" those years 
you keep shaving off your birth date?—
Co-Ed.) 
Payson, Arizona—To make my south-
western USA trip more eventful, caller/ 
cuers Hoby and Ida Herron set up a 
dance for me with the Mainstreamers of 
Payson just before the Winslow Festival. 
Hoby (a real versatile guy in this 
call/cue/prompt/teach biz) even picked me 
up at the Phoenix airport and gave me a 
shop/stop tour. The dance developed 
some dynamite dynamics and kindled 
kinetic kinships. Thanks again, Herrons. 
BACKTRACKING TO OLD AUTO CITY 
We seem to be moving backwards in 
these looselip lines, but so be it, road dust 
rises and settles in all directions anyway. 
It had been a warm, spring-like night to 
drive west towards a pink 'n purple sunset 
for the Tri-County Skirts and Shirts An-
niversary Dance in that school gym in 
Auburn, Indiana. Don Taylor called it with 
me (just as we'll work together this month 
of June with our caller school there). Nice 
16-set crowd. Emcee was Bob Farver. Lots 
of leprechauns theretwas the night 
before St. Pat's Day. Cuer was Delda 
McHugh. Other callers present were 
Howard Cole and Arnold Mandrick 
(Auburn grad '86). 	 7 
John (Janice) Graves was emcee. Good 
slogans come to mind: Get Ahead at Hilton 
Head; You'll Get A Kick Out Of A Visit To 
This Boot-Shaped Isle. (Stow it, Stan; C 
of C's already have enough gag-sters. 
Co-Ed.) 
Jacksonville, Florida—It was now getting 
close to the closing of March as I pre-
pared for my third fling to the Sunshine 
and Peach States, all in a month's time, 
(Couldn't combine 'em all into one trip this 
year.) and spring had burst forth in full 
finery. Delta took me to Savannah where 
I rented a mini-mousey Mitsubishi for four 
days. Tom Merriman and Frank Wilson 
had set me up a Red Fez Squares dance 
in a Hyde Park school. (Everyone knows 
about the Shriners' charitable works, 
although this was not a benefit dance.) 
(One could say it benefitted only Stan Bur-
dick.—Co-Ed.) Thanks to caller Ken Perez 
for switching his dance and dancers to 
ours that night. Other callers attending 
were Ken Miller, Paul Walker, Louise 
Tanksley and Jerry Reed. This called for 
a special Purple Heart tip, of course. 
"Nothing could be finer than calling for 
the Shriners," Frank Wilson, the Fez prez 
says. Tres bien! 
Carrollton, Georgia—This was another 
dance that wasn't to be! Two weeks before 
I was to come to Carrollton (near Atlanta) 
for this one, I got a call from caller Jim-
mie Moore. No dance. His square dance 
barn had been hit by a freak tornado and 
was demolished. No alternate location. So 
that's the way the wind blows sometimes 
in this biz. (And that's probably the first 
time anyone ever had to get a hall blown 
away in order to avoid getting you to call 
for them.—Co-Ed.) 
Hilton Head (Savannah, Georgia)—Only 
a few weeks earlier I called in Savannah, 
but it had been jointly OK'd for me to 
return so close in time and proximity to 
do one for the Ocean Waves on this pret-
ty island resort area. The dance was set 
up by a long-ago college colleague, Clark 
(and Marge) Underwood. I was also host-
ed by them (Plantation rhymes with sen-
sation.), got an island tour, and dusted off 
some cobwebbed Salem yarns. The 
dance favored new grads tied in with this 
dynamic club (See Aug. '89 ASD, p. 57), 
and once more it became obvious that 
good leaders make good clubs flourish. 
8 
Covington (Cinci area), Kentucky—Fly-
ing in and out of this northern Kentucky 
spot for the annual Cincinnati area ASD 
Dance was a switch from tradition (driv-
ing there is the norm) but it was easy, all 
on a Sunday, climaxing the long weekend 
sojourn. Key-ordinators for the dance, Mike 
and Mary Ann Alexander, shuttled me 
back and forth from the airport, an easy 
drive to Promenade Palace, the area 
home for much S/D activity. A dozen sets 
made the dance a winner. Also good peo-
ple galore. Callers: Gene Record, Don 
Scarpenski, Gayle Dews, Larry Spille and 
Mike A. Cuers were John and Jean Sti-
vers. I renewed another old friendship—
Sid McNutt came; hard to believe it's 
been close to forty years! Several reps of 
the big forthcoming '92 National S/D Con-
vention came also: Jo and Charles Balz 
(vice-chairmen) and Mary Heine 
(business chairman). Do you ever go to 
a dance that feels like a reunion? This is 
one. See Y'all there next year. 
Columbus, Ohio—Here's a Tuesday mor-
ning to remember. I drove to the state 
house in our capital city to join with sixty 
others, all dressed in S/D outfits, most of 
whom were from the the Cinci area, for 
the purpose of lobbying to make square 
dancing the state folk dance. The Balzes 
American Squaredance. June 1990 
had arranged it—a hearing before Sena-
tors Horne, Montgomery, Drake, Leney, 
Snyder (who proposed the bill), Furney, 
Bowere, and Zaleski. Four of us spoke in 
favor; none against: Wayne Florea, '92 
Convention Co-chairman; Jim Clem, Ser-
vices co-chairman; Jo Balz, co-vice-
chairman, and me. I also called a one-
minute tip for a selected set, so the 
honorable senators could see what we do. 
It was a spirited morning. Time will tell 
whether our efforts succeeded. 
a good twist. Larry (Robbiette) Hazel did 
prexie pronouncements. Area editors Car-
roll and Virginia Frick were there. Fran 
and Earle hosted me luxuriously in Pro-
sperity. (Funny thing—a sign as I came 
into their town said Welcome to Prosperi-
ty, and one immediately feels richer for 
being there, especially from knowing folks 
like the Merchants.) 
ANOTHER CAROLINA CAPER 
Newberry, South Carolina—Sometimes 
certain situations (snafus or snaperoos 
alike) are irreversible. It's almost like ask-
ing a leopard to change its spots or per-
suading the Hudson to turn around and 
flow upstream. So it happened in Colum-
bia not once but twice, when a duet of 
contracts got juggled unfairly and slipped 
through my fingers. Alas! But—two love-
ly couples picked up the ball for me and 
rescheduled alternate dates and loca-
tions in both cases—good Samaritans 
Earle (caller) and Fran (cuer) Merchant 
and Barbara and LaVern Harrelson (lea-
ders). Bless 'em. This time the switcheroo 
took me from Columbia (where USAir flew 
me) to Newberry (where Budget drove 
me). Close to ten sets of Smilin' Swingers 
and guests crowded into that little old rural 
schoolhouse. It was so rural that I ex-
pected to see a balding bovine beast 
blink bashfully through the blinds at any 
moo-ment. (An udderly rural scene, in-
deed!—Co-Ed.) Four callers took time to 
attend: Gary Monday (Copecrest grad 
'85), Don Franks, Belton Dennis, and, of 
course, Earle M. Fran M. gave the rounds 
American Squaredance June 7990 
Charleston, South Carolina—Hugo left 
its windy wake of devastation in this area 
last fall. One marvels at the speedy snap-
back from the setback that occurred, and 
remembers sadly that only God can make 
a tree. What I saw as I drove into town 
were too many grotesque gray ghosts that 
were once proud trees, now just stubby, 
lurching shadows of their former sentinel 
selves, awaiting the humiliation of ultimate 
assignment to ax and saw. What a waste! 
Fifty years, they say, before the landscape 
will completely rejuvenate. 
Be that as it may, I was pleased to be 
invited back to the Low County Associa-
tion to do an area (20+ clubs) Special on 
the fifth Friday of March. Close to twenty 
sets came out for this one. Faithful facili-
tator Alex Alexander was the Key-ordinator 
and my host. The crowd was cooperative, 
even when I prompted a contra for them. 
R/D cuers were John and Mary Macuci. 
Callers present were Harold Sparks, Brad 
Tomlinson. Jerry Higdon and Merrill 
Ridgway. 
Traverse City, Michigan—Before you 
could even hear the clear daylight cheer 
of a chanticleer, I was up and gone. It was 
a two-hour drive to Columbia, return the 
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The Samson wireless microphone system 
offers outstanding quality with ease 
operation and minimal size It is idea 
teachers, cuers, callers, or anyone requir-
ing freedom of mobility while using a 
microphone. 
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umor and square dancing are natural 
allies just as are bread and jam, love 
and marriage, rockets and propulsion. 
The friendly activity we have, the manner 
of people who engage in it, and the situa-
tions that so often occur make this hob-
by not only a warm social outlet, but one 
characterized by spontaneous good 
humor. 
We have a marvelous arm-in-arm com-
bination in square dancing—friendliness, 
humor, mental stimlus, and mild exercise. 
Suppose everyone square danced. We 
know our therapists, chiropractors, psych-
ologists and doom peddlers would be out 
of business in a hurry. 
Why do we laugh, and what do we 
laugh at? Let's go back to the beginning 
when Eve turned smilingly to Adam and 
asked, "What's wrong with this here ap-
ple?" and he hesitantly, replied "Okay, I'll 
bite!" Ever since, many generations of us 
have been laughing at ourselves and 
others by means of jokes, witticisms, 
puns, spoofs, anecdotes, limericks, farce 
comedy, satire, ludicrous one-liners, guf-
faws, and rib-ticklers. 
It seems that everyone tries to outdo 
American Squaredance, June 1990 
Twenty-five years ago, in June 1965, 
the cover of American Squares 
featured Stan Burdick and this 
was the feature article. We feel the 
sentiments in it are not out-dated. 
We know that cartoons are always 
popular reading; many tell us they 
read ASD's back cover first of all. 
Stan has been calling for 42 years 
in every state, all provinces but one, 
and 21 other countries; he has been 
co-editor of ASD for 22 years. 
everyone else as a jovial jokester. 
Americans especially try to get more 
"smileage" out of a tired old joke than 
anyone else. Humor is a cultural occupa-
tion, we love it. 
A lexicographer's description of the 
substance that laughs are made of goes 
like this: "Humor—the quality of anything 
that appeals to a sense of the comic and 
promotes mirth." 
Happiness is a hearty laugh. Thanks to 
our Creator we have a backbone for sup-
port and a funny bone for release. 
11 
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"OUST LIZE WHEN ixiE Do-n,A-r-CIRCuLATE,HARRY, 
you've GOT To PASS ME DON TFiE RIGHT 5 Ce•••• 
`‘vini THE CONVENTION DANCERS IN TOWN  
WE'RE A LITTLE CRAMPED..... WOULD 
'10u CARE FOR AN UPPER OR LOwER?. 
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Why do we laugh? Let's 
explore this question and 
then apply it to square 
dancing. 
Probably the simplest 
form of humor is a pun. 
Back to Eve, who allegedly 
allowed to Adam that they 
ought to raise a little Cain. 
We smile at rhymes like that 
historic shortie entitled. 
"Fleas." Adam had 'em. 
Two tools of the 
humorist's trade are con-
temporary slant and satire. 
Using as a reference our 
esteemed ancestors again, 
we might pose this question What na-
tionality were Adam and Eve? They were 
Soviet citizens, naturally: nothing to wear, 
only an apple to eat, but living in Paradise. 
Typical of the confusion of this day and 
age is the account of the space monkey 
who escaped from Cape Kennedy and 
was finally found in a public library with 
a book in each hand. He was reading 
alternately Darwin's Theory of Evolution 
and the Bible, trying to discover whether 
he was his keeper's brother or his 
brother's keeper. 
Underlying anything that really tickles 
us on or off the dance floor is its connec- 
tion with reality for us as we observe it or 
think about it. We can easily put ourselves 
into another fellow's shoes and share his 
experiences. We laugh because, in addition 
to the humor. we recognize the truth. 
We can think back to many experi-
ences, both square dance incidents and 
others, and conjure up our own comical 
anecdotes and stories. And of course, via 
imagination and the passage of time, 
these stories often get funnier each time 
they're told. 
Other ingredients found in today's humor 
are: far-out ideas (it couldn't happen in a 
thousand years); dry tired situations 
(shaggy dog stuff): ridicu-
lous, greatly exaggerated in-
cidents; catastrophies as a 
result of error or clumsi-
ness; embarrassing MO-
ments; naivete or MiS-
understanding; and SU!' 
prise. 
We haven't tied in square 
dancing as yet, but the prin-
ciples involved in a humor-
ous approach to dancers 
are the same as those that 
make anyone laugh. 
Callers find that their 
dancers are already in a 
receptive mood for fun. It 
takes only a few well- 
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In presenting comic 
material for the square 
dance public, there are 
several elements that I com-
monly rely on. An idea may 
be exaggerated, but it 
should be believable. It may 
be frank, but it shouldn't be 
slanderous. It may lampoon 
common practice, but it 
must not be cruel. It may 
touch on our God-given in-
erest in the opposite sex, 
but it mustn't go overboard. 
Among the letters I've 
received, the most memor- 
chosen words here and there to keep 
them smiling all through the dance. A 
caller who wants to be among the best will 
not only develop his technical ability, but 
he'll also capitalize on the value of humor 
in his program. 
Folks have often asked me how I get the 
ideas for "Do-Ci-Do Dolores" and other 
square dance cartoons, and I tell them, 
"Anywhere." At dances, at home, while 
driving, or from friends, the ideas flow in, 
and after modification, they're ready to 
sketch. 
Each one of the types of humor men-
tioned earlier can furnish a nucleus for a 
cartoon when couples with a scene or 
situation found on a dance --
floor. I lean a little toward the 
satirical, and I like to insert 
a basic thought beneath the 
funny situation depicted. 
A great many rough sket-
ches or ideas are worked up 
before an acceptable one 
emerges. I have a file of 
almost as many "castoffs" 
as actual finished works. 
Every cartoonist or 
humorist needs to be selec-
tive. The best cartoons are 
those that create an instan-
taneous reaction, but have 
a message behind them 
(often well hidden).  
able is one from a man who thought 
Dolores was too sexy. I couldn't help 
thinking that this man may not allow his 
daughter to date boys or wear bathing 
suits above the knees. 
We mustn't take ourselves too seriously. 
Our square dance hobby lends itself to a 
special type of humor. Let's enjoy it. 
To all square dancers I say, "Keep 
smiling and keep laughing." If you can 
laugh at yourself, others will laugh with 
you and not at you. I agree whole-
heartedly with comedian Jonathan 
Winters who says, "If you don't laugh, 
you'll cry. Which is better?" 
V0-0-90 'DOLORES by aaa. 
'13'1 11-1E MY— HO'5 I0EA WAS If 10 SECOME 'SQUARE-
DUCKS'f3YDAIQC/NO IN THE CITY PARK FOuNTAINVI  
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A 	 C-218 SPLISH SPLASH—Jerry Haag 
C-711 00 WEE BABY—Marshall Flippo 
C-611 LONESOME ME (Round Dance) 
Wanda Winter with Jack & Ann von der Heide 
IS 	 C-710 ANOTHER SQUARE DANCE CALLER—Marshall Flippo 
al C-116 ZINGER/TODAY—Hoedown 
6.1 	
C-525 LOVE ME HONEY DO—Ken Bower 
C-322 FREEDOM—Gary Shoemake 
C-415 RED RIVER VALLEY—Beryl Main 
C-809 HELP—Scott Smith 
1990 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
August 31-September 2 OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 
May 25-27 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
October 5-7 BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 
1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano, TX 75075 
(214) 423-7389 	Chaparral 
IlL1J117I~~1~/ fflllfT/- RECORDS  
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I got married in January. I won't tell you 
how many Januarys ago because I don't 
want you to put your arithmetic to work—
as in calculating how young I am not 
anymore. Let us just say then that I got 
married a number of years ago in January 
on a cold, blustery northern Texas day. As 
I recall, a blizzard just missed our area. 
That cold, north biting wind however did 
bite at our heels and nipped at the heels 
of our guests. 
No one mentioned to me as a blushing 
young bride the joys of waiting for a June 
romantic wedding. If they had tried, I'm 
sure I wouldn't have listened because at 
that age I knew everything there was to 
know and then some. I have gotten pro-
gressively more stupid as the number of 
years have slipped away and with the 
number of children I have added along 
the route. That's another story I guess, but 
any of my children would happily fill you 
in on any day you might find convenient. 
Somehow January just doesn't seem to 
evoke romantic feelings for couples fall-
ing in love. I have noticed through the 
years that dreamy-eyed brides are not pic-
tured on television with swirls of snow 
around their ankles. Since my grand-
parents married in January, I guess I had 
inherited tendency to do the same. But, 
when the majority of people think about 
romantic weddings, it is not January that 
comes to mind. I would like to add one 
pitch for January weddings, however. My 
grandparents' wedding anniversary came 
and went over 60 times. That's something 
to say for January now, wouldn't you 
agree considering all of the statistics for 
marriages not making it past the first year 
much less into the sixth decade. 
However, June has come and the 
romantic brides and grooms will march 
across our tv screens, if not in our real 
lives. Why not make June special for our 
square dance clubs and capitalize on all 
of this romanticism that fills the June air? 
How, you say? Does your club have 
American Squaredance, June 1990 
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married couples? Unless yours is a 
singles only club, then I would wager that 
your club does not lack for married 
couples. Luckily married couples come in 
all sizes, shapes, and ages just like 
square dancers. Why not honor the grand 
institution of marriage this June in your 
square dance clubs? Does your club have 
a newly-married couple? What about a 
couple who has been married for a great 
many years? 
Maybe the youngest married couple 
and the couple that has been married the 
longest would volunteer to help your club 
have a mock wedding to renew their wed-
ding vows on one of your club dance 
nights in June. The whole club could get 
into the spirit of the "wedding." The caller 
might dress up as an old country 
preacher, complete with an old long-split 
tail coat. Some of the club dancers could 
fill in as bridesmaids and groomsmen. 
Here a little ingenuity might find the men 
serving as bridesmaids and the enchan-
ting ladies serving as their "groomsmen." 
Your club could make this as elaborate 
or simple as it desired. If a club member 
owns a florist shop, he/she might 
volunteer some usual wedding flowers or 
greenery. Flower girls might strew flower 
petals for the lucky couples to trod on. If 
these flower"girls" just happen to be 
some of the male dancers dressed up as 
young flower girls, so much better to add 
to the fun of the evening. Your club 
might enjoy this evening just for its 
15 
members. On the other hand, your club 
might decide to make this a fund-raising 
event and invite area clubs to come par-
ticipate in your wedding party with plenty 
of good old-fashioned square dancing to 
follow the "ceremony." 
Your club might decide against using 
your youngest married couple and your 
oldest and instead have a mock wedding 
with one man dressed as the blushing 
bride and the other man as the proud 
bridegroom. In a time of history not so far 
back when ladies were scarce, our frontier 
kinsmen used these mock weddings for 
entertainment. A good-natured gent 
dancer of today might just be willing to fill 
the bill on your club's mock dance. Think 
about it. How many clubs would pay hard 
cold cash to watch your club's president 
or a prominent dancer wed another pro-
minent dancer—both men dressed for the 
fanciest wedding around, of course. 
A little fun never hurts our clubs. A lit-
tle planning and effort to make the wed-
ding event a money-maker probably 
wouldn't hurt your club either. A little sav-
vy with the local news media might earn 
your club a feature story in the newspaper. 
If the participants are prominent citizens, 
such as the mayor for instance, your event 
might even earn a little air time on the 
local television channel. Folks who can 
have that much fun poking fun at 
themselves will draw attention. Non-
square dancers will feel a little twinge of 
desire to join a crowd that has that much 
fun on a June evening. 
Completing your June mock wedding, 
of course, could be a wedding reception 
with the newly weds accepting con-
gratulations from one and all as the wed-
ding guests wind their way to perhaps a 
three-tiered wedding cake. Maybe among 
your club ranks there is a baker who 
would be willing to donate his talents to 
make a lovely cake for your club. If not, 
many an amateur has made a lovely wed-
ding cake in a pinch. Maybe a local 
bakery would consider donating a wed-
ding cake for some advertising—say a 
sign on the reception table saying, "Cake 
courtesy of Blue Bell Bakery." It's worth 
a try. Maybe the owner of the bakery 
would trade a wedding cake for free 
square dance lessons. Your club would 
win two ways in this event. You would get 
a cake to promote your wedding event 
and you could very well end up with a new 
square dance couple to join your club a 
few short lessons away. 
Call your club together. Instead of put-
ting your thinking hats on, put your wed-
ding veils on and dish up a wedding spec-
tacular for your club. Is that wedding bells 
I hear? Throw some rice for me! 
suce 
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CAMPERS ASSOC.; INC. 
For more information contact: 
Dept. B P.O. Box 224 
Little Chute, WI 54140 
Over 150 Chapters in 37 States & Canada 
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IMPORTANT—Add these SHIPPING COSTS (4th Class) 
Basic/Mainstream Handbooks: 
1 	Book $ 75 19-39 $3.00 
2-5 Books $1.10 40-60 $3.90 
6-11 Books $1.50 61-100 $5.00 
12-18 Books $1 85 
Plus & Indoctrination Handbooks 
1 	Book $ 50 	9-36 $1 85 
2 Books $ 75 37-75 $3.00 
3-8 Books $1 10 	76-100 $3.75 
SHIPPING COSTS FOR USA ONLY — US CURRENCY ONLY 
Diplomas, Awards 
& Certificates 
19 $1 05 
10-17 51 45 
18 33 $2 15 








Round Dancing For Fun 
	
$8.95 
DEALER PRICES ON REQUEST 
For Dealers Only—Quick Service-1-800-666.ORDER 









WE ALSO OFFER: 
Needle Notes Vol I 
Needle Notes Vol II 
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1 KUM DANCING „...ocTR,,,,A,,oN S HANDBOOK re...ea. 
PRODUCTS of 
The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
These three colorful handbooks 




book-450 illustrations $1.25 
each, $9500 per hundred.  
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
Now Marketed By: 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
508-452-3222 
The Caller/Teacher Manual—This 
special guidebook covers the how-to-
teach elements of calling. The 
Mainstream basics are covered with 
guidelines every caller needs to know 
$29.95 each + $4.00 S&H. 
Both volumes bound in quality. 
The Callerrekt —640 pages 100 authors. 
with important tips on how to be a caller.  
Virtually every phase of caller knowledge 
is covered in this marvelous volumf,  
$49.95 each + $700 S&H 
heavy-duty. 3-ring binders 
2. Plus Movements Hand-
book-32 pages, fully illustra-
ted. 750 each, $60.00 per 
hundred 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
3. Indoctrination Handbook 
— Background, history. tradi-
tions—a must for every dan-
cer. 756 each, $60.00 per hun-
dred. 
SHIPPING COSTS si.11.1. 




BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2390 	HELLO MEDLEY (Star's Favorite), 
2389 ONE HUNDRED DEGREE PLUS 
2388 	MY SHADOW AND ME, Mary & 
2387 MEMPHIS GAVE BIRTH TO ROCK 
2386 	14 KARAT GOLD, Johnnie Wykoff 
2385 BUTTON UP YOUR PENNIES FROM 
2384 	WITCH DOCTOR, Garland Smith 
2383 COCOANUTS, Johnnie Wykoff, 
2382 	HERE'S JOHNNIEITHERE'S GARLAND 
2381 TROT THE FOX, Nancy Carver 
2380 JUST THE WAY YOU ARE, Nancy 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
698 	CAN'T STOP MY HEART, Chuck 
697 WE GOT THE MEMORIES, Chuck 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1381 	YES, YES, YES, Ken Jeffries 
1380 ACE IN THE HOLE, John Aden 
RECORD SERVICE 
Johnnie Wykofl 	 Square Dance 
PATTER, David Davis/Riocky Chatwell 	Hoedown 
J.D. Norris 	 Round Dance 
AND ROLL, D. Davis/R. Chatwell 	Square Dance 
Square Dance 





Carver 	 Round Dance 
Myers 	 Square Dance 
Myers Square Dance 
Square Dance 
Square Dance 
WE STOCK MOST SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS: CHAPARAL, ESP RED BOOT, WINDSOR, WAGON 
WHEEL, RANCH HOUSE, RAWHIDE, RHYTHM, LOU MAC, HI-HAT, STING, SNOW, GRENN, CHINOOK, FOUR 
BAR B. JOPAT, KALOX, SCOPE, TNT ROYAL, EUREKA, BIG MAC. CIRCLE D, QUADRILLE, GOOD VIBRATIONS, 
and many others. 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL RECORDS AND TAPES: KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE, EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, 
BOWMAR and others. 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-voice, AKG, Snure. Audio-Technica, Passo 
and Astahc. We have Williams Wireless and Samson Systems. 
FOR YOUR TAPING NEEDS: "Blank Cassettes" 5-Minute, 15-Minute, 30-Minute, 45-Minute, 
60-Minute and 90-Minute with or without boxes, labels extra. 
WE STOCK: Ampex 456 Grand Master reel to reel in 2-Inch, 1-Inch, 1/2-Inch and'/.-Inch. Quarter 
inch in bulk pancakes also. (2500 feet x '/4 inch) 
WE SELL AND SERVICE A COMPLETE LINE OF ' 'CALIFONE • PRODUCTS—For dance schools. 
pre-schools, cloggers, square dance and churches. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR AND HAVE PARTS FOR: Some Newcombs — Califone — Hi!ton 
SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for S/D halls and churches. 
TAPE SERVICE—New Releases for only $24.00 per year subscription. This service will help you 
select your latest singing calls and hoedowns soon after they reach our store. You keep the tape! 
Write or call today for a Free Sample. 
We have a new supply 
12c each, 1-49 	10c 
When in Houston come see us: 
Monday thru Friday closed Wednesday 
Saturday 
ll placing an order after hours, by phone. recorder 
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
MERRBACH 
PO Box 7309. Houstoi 	TX 77248-7309 
of PLASTIC SLEEVES/4 MIL/7"x7.004" 
each, 50-99 	86 each, 100 & up 
8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
will answer (4th ring) 	 713-862-7077 
RECORD SERVICE 
323 West 14th, St., Houston TX 77008 
- 
1 111  
JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
Mal MP 
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Grandpa Learns To Square Dance :Or Does Be?) 
My wife Jackie, and my stepdaughter 
Phyllis, being experienced square 
dancers, and loving it, decided I should 
become a square dancer too. They 
wanted me to enjoy one of the better 
things of life. We used the democratic 
way to decide my future. We voted. I lost 
two to one. 
They knew a square dance caller who 
was starting a class for beginners, and 
believe me I was an absolute zero begin-
ner. I warned them, if things didn't go 
well, my first lesson would be my last. 
"You'll do just fine" Phyllis assured 
me. I was just as sure, I wouldn't do just 
fine. I had a negative attitude, and two left 
feet. 
When the night of the first lesson ar-
rived we drove to the hall, parked and 
went inside. Seated at a small table just 
inside the door was Bette, wife of Ron, 
the teacher and caller. She smiled and 
held out her hand. I shook it. That was 
my first mistake. I was supposed to put 
two dollars in it. So I did. I paid two dollars 
to go through all the torture I anticipated. 
I looked around the hall. Young boys 
and girls outnumbered us oldsters two to 
one. I had joined the youth movement. I 
couldn't see any other grandpas. I 
panicked, but Jackie had a firm grip on 
my arm, and dragged me out on the floor, 
where we joined three other couples. 
Ron the caller looked down on us with 
pity, and began his lecture. Some of it 
was in a foreign language. I understand 
some spanish. It wasn't spanish. After 
some instruction, something about doe-
se-doe-ing, alamaning and promenading 
he started the music. 
I became so confused and fouled up 
the square so bad, I committed the almost 
unpardonable sin of square dancing. I 
walked out of the square. I was going 
home. I could find easier ways to make 
a fool of myself than this. Some of the 
others talked me into staying. They said 
I was allowed to make mistakes. So I 
American Squaredance, June 7990 
by Lowell L. Hamblin 
Layton, Utah 
stayed and again joined the square. 
After going through some strange 
maneuvers I found myself out of position, 
and without a partner. I looked around, 
a lady way over there was waving at me. 
I waved back, then I looked a little closer. 
She wasn't waving, she was beckoning. 
I hurried over and we began to 
promenade. 
"Where is your home?" She asked. 
"In Layton," I answered. 
"No, I mean your home in the square." 
"Oh-I don't know. When the others get 
in place, we'll take what's left," I said. 
"Good thinking," she said. I beamed. 
"Take a break," Ron finally 
announced. We all joined hands in a cir-
cle, bent down, then back up, and said 
"than...k yo...u. What for? I thought. 
I needed a rest, so I started for a bench; 
one of the girls threw her arms around me 
and gave me a hug. Then two more 
hugged me right there before Jackie and 




Met leyhoteelt 	 Ron Everhart 
	
New 	MR78 SUPER COWBOY by Mark 
New MR74 HERE I GO DOWN THAT WRONG ROAD AGAIN by Chuck 
Recent 	MR80 JOSE CUERVO by Hal 
Recent MR72 I'LL START BELIEVING IN YOU by Tom 
Recent 	MR73 ANOTHER PLACE, ANOTHER TIME by Ron 
%.; 
Ronny Mann 
t PRAIRIE 8.4,o.d.nas 
w. 
Arfirrrly Broil 	 altronalnie 	bIn' Sam Mitchel 
New 	PR1100 FALL TO PIECES by SIngin' Sam—Patsy Cline Song 
New PRIM YELLOW ROSES by Al -Dolly Parton Song 
Recent 	PR1101 SUN'S GONNA SHINE by Chuck—Oldie 
Recent PR1102 JONES ON THE JUKEBOX by Renny—Becky Hobbs Song 





Music by Mountain Man 
—walk 
Amain' Grace Wheatley 	BIll Reynolds 
New 	DRAB I NEVER FELT MORE LIKE SINGING' THE BLUES by Troy 
Recent DR43 IT'S A LOVELY, LOVELY WORLD by Grace 
July 	DR44 WHY NOT TONIGHT, July release by Troy 
Recent DR36 YOU'RE STILL NEW TO ME by Bill 
Recent 	DR47 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVIN . YOU by Johnnie 
Len Dougherty 	 Jerry Thole 
Neo 	01136 THRU THE SHADOWS OF MY MIND by Al 
Recent OR31 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY by Len 
Recent OR33 UNCLOLIOY DAY by Gary 
Recent OR30 PASS ME BY by Jerry 
WATCH FOR A GREAT ONE BY DENNIS SOON 
Kent Nyman 
"du- ai 
Wayne Crawford Mike Cabling Leon Whiling Don Cochrane 
July 1.1118 MEET ME IN MONTANA by Kent 	P-M-130-U RECORDINGS 
New UR7 BUTTONS AND BOWS by Mike 4270 W. 1250 S. 
New 	UR6 WHERE'D THAT WOMAN GO by Wayne West Weber UT 84401 
Recent UR5 ABILENE, OH ABILENE by Leon 	 1801-731-7222) 
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Jackie had observed this hugging. She 
was hugging all the men and boys. I 
hadn't seen this much hugging since the 
last funeral I went to. Did somebody die? 
Maybe the way I moved, they thought I 
was dead, but nobody was crying. 
When Jackie got all her hugging done 
she walked up to me. 
A fine spectacle you made of yourself, 
hugging all the men and boys," I said. 
"Oh, come on Lowell, everybody hugs 
at square dances. It's harmless," she 
said. 
"They do? Well then I'd like to square 
dance with Dolly Parton," I said sar-
castically. She hit me. 
Ron is a good teacher, but I'm a poor 
learner. When he says doe-se-doe your 
partner I'm not through alamaneing my 
corner. He told us not to spread our 
square out too much, to keep it smaller. 
I told him the reason ours was spread out, 
they were all hunting for me. 
We are supposed to learn sixty five 
basic movements to become a 
mainstream dancer. In five months the 
others have learned fifty. I think I have 
learned about fifteen. 
I am not a graceful dancer. When Ron 
calls a California twirl mine is more like  
an elephant twirl. I do an ocean wave like 
we were in a hurricane. When he says stir 
the bucket I look for a spoon. Ron makes 
a mistake once in a while too. He says, 
"Now you should be back home with your 
partner." Well, I'm not back home and 
I'm not with my partner, so I'm one up on 
him there. The other dancers seem to like 
me though, as long as I'm not in their 
square. 
Sometimes it seems everybody in the 
square is mixed up but me. I wish they 
would try to do better. I'll just have to be 
tolerant of them. 
At the end of the tip one of the girls will 
hug me and say. "You've done good," 
I love 'em. Bless their little lying lips. 
The others try to guide me. I end up 
facing wrong and someone turns me 
around. I find myself without a partner. 
She hunts till she finds me. 
The messages have to go from the 
caller, through my ears to my brain, then 
to my feet and hands. With the others the 
messages don't go to their brain they go 
directly to their hands and feet, so it's no 
wonder I can't keep up. 
I'm still out there struggling, but do you 
know something? I'm having fun, and I 
love it. 	Thank...You. 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Thanks to the Memphis Convention and Visitor's Bureau through the 39th National 
Publicity Committee for the cover photo this month, a scene many will see as they 
cross the mighty Mississippi from Arkansas, driving to the mightiest showcase of 
square dancing, the annual National Square Dance Convention, June 28-30. 
JERRY MITCHELL 
DeSolo TX 75115 
214-5768715 
VR112 HEY BABY by Jerry 




VR115 ONE WOMAN MAN 
VR114 ROUND THE CLOCK LOVING by Jerry 
VR113 LET ME BE THERE by Jerry 
RECENT HOT RELEASES 
VR109 YOU CAN'T BE A BEACON 
VR110 DO VA? 
CHARLES OUISENBERRY 
Box 152, DeSoto TX 75115 
214.228-2559 
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DICK WAIBEL 
675 E Alluvial 
Fresno CA 93710 
209 439 3478 
JERRY HAMILTON 
821 Madden St.  
Hemet CA 92343 
714-652-3442 
STAN COLE 
4899 Peg Leg lid 
Mariposa CA 95338 
209 966 5182 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES * 
RWH-162 MAKING BELIEVE by Ray 
RWH-161 CHAINS by Stan 
RWH-160 LIGHT IN THE WINDOW by Lee 
* COMING SOON * 
RWH-164 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES by Larry & Dick 
RWH-163 COWBOY'S SWEETHEART by Lee 
BUC-1238 I'M BACK IN THE SWING by Otto 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS * 
RWH-159 THE KEYS IN THE MAILBOX by Jim 
RWH-158 ACT NATURALLY by Stan 
RWH-157 SWIMMIN' UP STREAM by Stan 
RWH-156 THERE'S A TEAR IN MY BEER by Dick 
* PEPPY NEW HOEDOWNS * 
RWH-516 HAMMER HEAD HOEDOWN by Dick 
RWH-515 BLACKJACK HOEDOWN by Stan 
* EXCITING NEW ROUND DANCES * 
RWH-721 TENDER TWO-STEP by the Hamiltons 
RWH-720 SINCERELY (A Two-step) by the Rows 
9 
JIM BROWN 
1104 Rebeccan Av.  
Ridgecrest CA 93555 
619-375-2164 
LEE MCCORMACK 
RI 6. Box 161A 
Mena AR 71953 
501-394-5913 
LARRY COLE 
3302 N 500 West 
Marion IN 46952 
317.3B4 7089 
RAY TAYLOR 
Rd. A3 Box 216 
Bainbridge NY 13733 
607-563-2083 
KEN SIERECKI 
5448 Wisteria Way 
Livermore CA 94550 
415-449-4492 
AL SAUNDERS 
3001 S 28816 Sp154 
Fed. Way WA 98003 
206 839-8970 
IV BUCKSKIN ."), 
RECORDS 
* HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES * 
BUC-1237 MEAN WOMEN BLUES by Ken 
BUC-1236 UNCLOUDY DAY by Jerry J. 
* GREAT NEW HOEDOWNS * 
BUC-1513 OLD BUSTER HOEDOWN by Otto 
BUC-1512 BOOGIE BAM HOEDOWN by Al 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS * 
BUC-1235 TRAINWRECK OF EMOTION by Otto 
BUC-1234 WHY'D YOU COME IN HERE LOOKIN 
LIKE THAT by Steve 
BUC-1233 A BETTER MAN by Jerry J 
BUC-1232 SHE'S CRAZY FOR LEAVIN' by Steve 
* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG 
* DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES * 
* 675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93710 * 209.439-3478 * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***** 
CALLERS- CUERS LEADERS - SPONSOR & ESCORT A CRUISE 
* CALL OUR CRUISE COMPANY, TOLL FREE. FOR INFORMATION * 
In Calif: 1-800-227-1899 * Outside Calif: 1-800-247-1899 
wlm 
STEVE SULLIVAN 
105 Park View Or.  




Rapid City SO 57701 
605-343-4397 
OTTO OMER 
2408 Mesa Verde 
Farmington NM 87441 
505 325 1254 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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A FOOD REVOLUTION 
by Bev Warner 
Every year it seems more and more 
Americans are taking part in a revoution. 
An ongoing effort is being made about 
learning to choose the right foods. 
Dancers are becoming more aware when 
bringing snacks to a dance. We are see-
ing more fresh fruit and veggies, dietetic 
pies and other specially-made goodies. 
The American Heart Association says 
most foods we eat can be part of a healthy 
diet if chosen and prepared properly. 
The Northern Michigan Hospital's 
registered dieticians are doing tours of 
local grocery stores, sponsored by the 
American Heart Association, alerting con-
sumers on how to read lables and choose 
foods that are; 
1. Low in cholesterol or choesterol free. 
2. Low in total fat. 
3. Low in sugar. 
4. Low in sodium. 
5. High emphasis on poly and monoun-
saturated fats. 









ol as there 
are people. Perhaps you love cheese but 
you aren't that crazy about beef and pork. 
You may want to eliminate red meats 
altogether, but keep a skim milk cheese 
like mozzarella, ricotta or cottage cheese 
as part of your regular diet. Of course, 
they do stress eating fruits, vegetables, 
grains and pasta 
Fill those tummies 
with these kinds of 
foods and then 
splurge once in 
awhile with a hot 
Amencan Squaredance, June 1990 
fudge sundae or mashed potatoes and 
gravy. 
One good item that has taken on a 
whole new meaning in the American diet 
is oat bran. According to statistics last 
year, the oat bran products sales 
skyrocketed 2480/0 to $125 million. Oat 
bran has suddenly shown up in 
everything from bread, cereal, muffins, to 
waffles, tofu, vegetable sausages, chewy 
snack bars and pasta. 
We often look for simple solutions to 
complicated problems. It seems easier to 
add oat bran to a diet rather than taking 
the steps necessary to cut fat out of it. 
Try these Bran Muffins with a maple 
glaze at your next dance. Help the cause 
of fighting cholesterol and help your part-
ner's heart. 
Bran Muffins 
3/4 cup wheat bran 
1/2 cup maple syrup 
1 egg, slightly beaten 
1/4 cup vegetable oil 
3 tsps baking powder 
1/2 tsp salt 
11/4cup whole wheat flour 
1/3 cup chopped nuts. 
Glaze 
1 Tbs butter 
1/2 cup powdered sugar 
1 Tbs maple syrup 
Combine milk, bran and maple syrup. 
Mix in egg and oil. Combine remaining 
ingredients. Add maple mixture, stir until 
just moistened. Fill batter in greased muf-
fin tins or muffin paper cups. Bake at 400° 
for 18-20 minutes. Mix glaze and spread 




GRAND SMOKY SQUARE DANCE RESORT 




May 13.17 — PLUS LEVEL — Don Williamson 
& Johnny Jones: Rounds: Sue Pollock. Virginia 
May 20-24 
PLUS LEVEL. RDS.. Hall #1, Ron Lowe (Canada) 
Hall #2, Al Warren (MO), Don Whiteman 
May 27-31 — ROUND DANCE WEEK 
Hall #1 & 2, Phase IV, V, VI 
Easterdays (MD) and Blackford* (FL) 
May 27-31 — PLUS & MAINSTREAM, ROUNDS 
Hall #3, Tom & Glenda Morgan (MO) 
Gene & Del Mcginty (MO) 
July 1.4 — PLUS WEEK 
Hall #1, Red Boot Boys (Don Williamson, Johnny Jones. 
Mike Moose, Mac McCall), Wilson and Ann McCreary on 
Rounds 
Hall #2, Jim Burns (TX) & Brian Judd (TX) 
LAS VEGAS SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
at the SHOWBOAT HOTEL, Las Vegas, Nevada 
m••••••••...-narralro,r  
SHOWBOAT 
Oct. 28-Nov. 2— Plus & Adv. 
Red Boot Boys, Tennessee 
ROUNDS: Harmon & Betty Jorritsma (CA) 
November 4-9 
Hall #1, PLUS & ADV., ROUNDS, Mike Sikorsky (CA) 
Rounds: Ray & Kitty Harrison 
Hall #2, PLUS, MS & RDS, Chuck & Dora Olsen (MI) 
Johnny Jones (TN) & Don Williamson (TN) 
November 25-30 
Hall #1 — Ron Ross (WA), PLUS & ADV. 
Rounds: Ron Noble (WA) 
Hall #2 — MAINSTREAM & ANNOUNCED PLUS 
Connie Gressett, Carol Stanford 
(The Sunshine Girls — TX) 
Don Williamson, Johnny Jones (Two Red Boot boys) 
July 8-12— PLUS —Don Coy (KY) 
Phil Robinson (KY) 
July 15-19 — PLUS 
Hall #1, Kip Garvey (CA), Tom Miller (PA) 
Rounds: Tom & Rosalie Clark (IL) 
Hall #2, Tim Tyl (TX) & Gary Whitsett (TX) 
Leland & Helen Meeley 
July 22-26 — PLUS 
Hall #1, Danny Robinson (FL) 
Hall #2, David Flournoy (TX) 
Hall #3, Texas PO Boys (TX) 
August 3-5 — GRAND SMOKY SQUARE UP 
Red Boot Boys, Rounds: Steve & Jackie Wllholt 
August 5-9 — Jim & Fee Park (MI) 
Chuck & Sandy Weis, (MI) Cliff & Marlyn Hicks (MI) 
August 12-16 — PLUS WEEK 
Ralph Kornegay (NC) 
August 19-23 — Plus 
Johnny Jones, Don Williamson 
August 26-31 
Hall #1: T.D. Brown (TX) & Slim Harrington (TX) 
ROUNDS: Frances Brown (TX) 
Hall #2: Cleo Barker (NC), Paul Kubler (NC) 
Rounds: Phyllis Loflin (NC) 
GRAND SMOKY SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
IP' PD Box 177, Pigeon Forge TN 37863 
Canada:615-636-1652 — U.S.A. 1-800-562-0809 
Dec. 2-7 — ALL ROUNDS WEEK 
Phases Ill, IV, V — Iry & Betty Easterday (MD) 
Ralph & Joan Coffin', Charles & Ann Brownrigg 
December 9-14 — MAINSTREAM & PLUS 
Hall #1 — Joe Sorrell (WY) & Harold Rowden (MO) 
Rounds: Nadine Taylor (WY) 
Hall #2 — Mike Jacobs (VA), Joseph Volvo (NV) 
C-1 with Star Tips of C-2 
1991 
January 6-11 
Hall #1 — PLUS 
Wayne Moment (TX), Ed Larder (TXI 
Hall #2 — NEW DANCERS WEEK 
Jack Murtha (CA) 
February 24-March 1 
Hall #1 — PLUS & Announced ADV. 
Deborah Parnell (CA): Rds: Joyce Doss (CA) 
Hall #2 — PLUS — Rick Allison (IL) 
Rds: Paul & Louise King (IL) 
March 24-29 
Hall #1 — PLUS & ADV. 
Nate Bliss (CA), Vic Kaaria (CA) 
Ric Craig & Debbie Rice (CA) 
LAS VEGAS SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
1111" 	PO Box 93994, Las Vegas NV 89193 .'1111 
Canada: 615-636-1652 — U.S.A. 1-800.562-0809 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights of Past Issues of this Magazine 
the YAK STACK & the DIRECTOR 
SOUND COLUMNS 
imitated But Never Duplicated! 
1=_ 
	 afra 
Call or write today:: 
YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 361 
Tolland CT 06084-0361 
203-647-7530 
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• Light-weight, durable 
• Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
• The choice of professionals 
• A full line 
of Quality Accessories 
25 
25 YEARS AGO—JUNE, 1965 
To Cue Or Not To Cue— that is the ques-
tion. Dottie and Jules Billard of Washing-
ton, D.C., active round dance leaders for 
over ten years, give us their views: 
"I used to round dance but there got 
to be so many dances, I couldn't keep up 
so I quit dancing." Sound familiar? Ob-
viously, that's bad. And sad... 
At a convention, "Tell the dancers what 
the first four measures are, then put the 
needle down; no further cues required." 
You'll see couples begin to drop out as 
soon as those four measures have 
passed, and by the end of the dance 
perhaps only three-fourths of the number 
who started the dance finish. 
Plainly, the answer to keeping people 
dancing—and encouraging others to get 
up on the floor—is to cue more... 
Cover caller this month is Stan Burdick, 
well-known to American Squares readers 
as the creator of "Do-Ci-Do Dolores." He 
has been active as a caller and leader 
since 1948. (His lead article on humor is 
reprinted in this issue.) 
The Oklahoma Federation of S/D Clubs 
has a great publicity program. We quote 
from one of their recruitment flyers: "This 
little pamphlet is presented to you by the 
Oklahoma Federation in the hope that you 
will become a square dancer and enjoy 
all the fun and fellowship that this fine 
recreation has to offer. 
"Believing that square dancing is a 
force for good in our community and is a 
means of providing wonderful fellowship 
and stimulating recreation, the Oklahoma 
State Federation endeavors to increase 
the number of dancers...The more square 
dancers, the more fun for all." 
New Idea: Roll out (in) three-quarters by 
Dick Kenyon, then of Lansing, Michigan. 
10 YEARS AGO—June 1980 
"Good leadership requires sincerity, 
care for people, knowledge, enthusiasm, 
diplomacy, objectiveness, ethics and will-
ing and able followers. It requires inspired 
and honest thought based on accurate in-
formation. Sound planning and past 
Continued on Page 86 
hirc 
COWEN ON 
PLUS 3-ISLAND GUIDED TOURS 
,EY.1(tAtti.PIC3 
• TOP-NOTCH CALLERS/CUERS FROM ALL OVER THE U.S.A. 
STEVE JACOUES, MARYLAND 
DICK LEGER, RHODE ISLAND 
KEVIN LOWE, VIRGINIA 
SAM & DELORES PROCOPIO, PENNSYLVANIA 
DUANE SILVER, NEW YORK 
SKIP SMITH, FLORIDA 
• FESTIVAL-TYPE MS & PLUS DANCING 
• WORKSHOPS AND CLINICS 
• ALL IN SOME OF HAWAII'S FINEST HOTELS 
• YOUR CHOICE OF TOURS, THREE ISLANDS 
• MEMORIES TO LAST A LIFETIME 
CONVENTION DATES: January 24-26, 1991 
TOURS PRECEDING OR FOLLOWING THE BIG EVENT 
HOW ABOUT A TRIP OR CRUISE TO THE CARIBBEAN, TO MEXIN„,._ 
TO THE CANADIAN ROCKIES, OR THE SOUTH PACIFIC? • 
ASK US! 
Uoktuga eypkess UOU/t CO. 
Toll Free: 800-323-2222 Nationwide/800-521-2346 Calif. 
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RIM ROMPERS OF ARIZONA 
The White Mountain Square Dance 
Club (the "Rim Rompers") of Show 
Low and Linden, Arizona was originally 
organized in 1948 as the "Rainbow 
Square Dance Club." They graduated 
their first class in 1949. 
The club was incorporated in 1972. and 
in 1973 the members broke ground on 
their present five acres and began 
building the present clubhouse. The 
building was possible only because of the 
donation of material and labor. Members 
even went to Arkansas to get the hard-
wood for floors. Since then improvements, 
of course, have been added such as kit-
chen cabinets, covered patio and covered 
porch. 
In 1989 the club held its 40th Annual 
Square and Round Dance Festival. Al 
Horn of Utah was the caller and Ralph 
and Eva Sabey of Arizona were the cuers. 
Since the event usually has over 300-400 
people in attendance, preparing for this 
event is a year-long project. John and 
Gloria Locke were chairmen for the 1989 
Festival. For this year's festival (the 41st), 
Milt and Maxine Pins are chairmen. The 
caller will be Pat Barbour of Texas and 
cuers Ralph and Eva Sabey. 
During festival time (the third weekend 
in July each year), the five acres are 
covered with self-contained RVs . A pit 
barbeque is a traditional part of this event. 
The club is also known for the decorations 
made by members to give a festive air to 
the occasion. 
Because the club requires insurance, 
repairs to the facility have to be made and 
there are taxes to pay, some other money-
making events are planned each year. 
The festival, however, remains the largest 
of these and is the primary source of the  
money needed for the club. 
The club business is taken care of by 
elected officers (the 1990 presidents are 
Jim and Dolly Greer) and a board of direc-
tors who meet monthly. Other officers are: 
Mike and Dottie Diaz, vice-president; Bill 
and Dori Lichtenwalter, treasurer; Bob and 
Dixie Sacket, secretary. Board members 
are: Phil & Marilyn McLernan, Jack & 
Almeda Walsh, Wayne & Gerry Clink-
ingbeard, Ben & Cylvia Covey, Fred & 
Dagmar Rhyne, and retiring president, 
Don & Twila Dennee. Also a part of the 
Board are Milt and & Maxine Pins, 1990 
Festival Chairmen, and Don & Gaynelle 
Fox, 1991 Festival Chairmen. 
Over the years, there have been several 
callers. Long-time caller, Ken Carlson 
retired in 1988. He had been there to help 
build the facility! Long time cuers, Ed and 
Alma Skiba also have been there to help 
with club improvements. Our present club 
caller is Denver Britton (formerly of West 
Virginia). He and his wife Madeline are 
now residents of the White Mountains. 
Denver currently teaches a beginning and 
a Plus class through Northland Pioneer 
College. Summer cuers are Ralph and 
Eva Sabey of Yuma and the White 
Mountains. 
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M. & W Widths 
2nd Pair $46.90 
a $68. Value 
7 to 12 Medium Width 
There's nothin' more comfortable 
to SQUARE DANCE IN than 
Genuine North American 
DEERSKIN 
9 9° Black • Tan • Bone 
June Special !! 
SUBURBANS 
$1 9 9°P, 	 
6112 to 13 
• Lightweight 
Easy Care Man-Made Uppers 
A Proven Performer 
Breathable Man-Made Uppers 
Black Only 7 to 12 M & W Width Bone 
June is MENS SHOE MONTH 
Dance into these great values 
Toll Free: 1-800-688-4325 u.s a Can. 17 days a *IA ) 
OR MAIL TO: 
rochester shoe stores 
8186 Pembroke Drive • Manlius, New York 13104 
WE NEED TO KNOW STYLE - COLOR - SIZE - WIDTH 
NAME, ADDRESS, CITY, STATE. ZIP 
Add 13.00 per par la handling st-epelp 
Canada add $.4.D3 per par 
N.Y.S. Residents Add 7% Sales TeL 








Often I sense that people in my club are 
sick to death of hearing me harp on 
teaching the courtesies to our students. 
Sometimes my determination to get the 
point across wavers in the face of apathy 
from other members, and even from of-
ficers. It's lonesome to carry on a crusade 
when you feel like you're all alone (or 
worse yet when you feel like people are 
laughing at your efforts), even when you 
know you're right. 
But my enthusiasm for the task is re-
newed when I hear about incidents on the 
dance floor like the one recounted by Dot 
Schmidt (ASD, December, 1989). She was 
having a good time at a convention until 
five squares of Advanced dancers walked 
onto the floor during a tip, squared up, 
and just stood there until the caller fin-
ished the tip, so they'd have good places 
on the floor for the next caller. 
I think Dot was remarkably reserved in 
her comments about this rudeness. I 
would place those people in a private hall 
somewhere and let them do only the right 
and left thru for all eternity. They definitely 
are not suitable to have on the dance floor. 
Surely all 40 of the most discourteous 
people in the recreation did not by some  
monstrous coincidence show up on the 
same floor at the same time; there must 
be more out there. Where did they come 
from? How did they get to be that way? 
The source, I think, is the clubs who 
didn't teach them to behave properly in 
the first place, and who didn't require a 
standard of behavior at club level dances. 
These dancers are educationally disad-
vantaged! Not that that excuses them one 
whit for doing something that plain com-
mon sense would have prevented, but the 
responsibility for producing dancers like 
that rests squarely upon their club officers 
and callers. 
Walt Cole, speaking to other callers, 
said "We all 'brand' the folks we teach 
in one way or another. What kind of 'bran-
ding iron' do you want to use?" (ASD, Oc-
tober, 1989). He was speaking of dan-
cers' technical competence, but the same 
idea applies to other attributes of good 
dancing, like demeanor on the floor. 
Clubs also have reputations, not just for 
how good their dancers are technically, 
but also for how comfortable visitors and 
callers feel with them. I'll bet the other 
people on that floor knew which clubs 
those 40 dancers came from. How em-
barrassing for the others in those clubs! 
Still it's their own fault... 
In almost every issue of ASD, and in 
almost every club newsletter, there's at 
least one article or letter lamenting the 
decreasing popularity of our wonderful 
recreation, pleading for people to be less 
Continued on Page 100 
#120-54.50 DEALER ENQUIRIES 	SUE'S ORIGINAL PATTERNS 
MANY NEW PATTERNS 
Sizes: (6-8-10) (12-14-16) (18-20-40) 
Blouse Size: (10-12-14) (16-18) 
MAIL TO: SUE'S ORIGINALS 
3913 Fort Ave., Waco TX 76710 
PATTERNS: #120 and #122 
NAME 
2 putt. $2.00 
4 putt. 52.40 
SEND $1.50 FOR NEW 
EXPANDED CATALOG 
Add for Postage & Handling: 1 putt. $1.25 
REFUNDABLE ON FIRST ORDER 	 3 putt $2.55 
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 
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DAN NORDBYE 
3058 S. 60th St.  
Omaha NE 68106 
(402)553-0998 
KIP GARVEY 
PO Box 8045 
Fremont CA 94537 
(415) 792-7099 
JOE SALTEL 





11750 So. Kirkwood 
Stafford TX 77477 EUR 1009 
(713) 933-0088 	EUR 1008 	 
EUR 1301 
	
EUR 1302 	 
EUR 1902 
EUR 1006. 
EUR 1007.  
EUR 2001 
EUR 2002 
EUR 2003 .  
Produced by: 
KIP GARVEY ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 8045 
Fremont CA 94537 
(415) 792-7099 
TOM MILLER 
RD 1 Box 158 
Loretto PA 15940 
(814) 886-2590 
* New Releases * 
Singing Calls 
EUR 1401 	Heartbreak Hurricane, Joe 
EUR 3001 Time For Me To Fly, 
Nordbye, Miller and Saltel 
EUR 1303 	Chicago Dancing Girls, Tom 
EUR 1014 Sea of Heartbreaks, Kip 
EUR 1701 	Sunshine Go Away, Jet Roberts 
EUR 1203 In A Letter To You, Bob 
EUR 1013 	I'm Mr. Blue, Kip 
New Hoedown 
EUR 2004 	Keefer, Gary Carnes (June) 
* Other Hits * 
It Keeps on Hurtin', Kip 
Don't Waste It On the Blues, Kip 
Apple Blossom Time, Tom 
Let's Twist Again, Tom 
Dream A Little Dream, Gary 
Shadows in the Moonlight, Kip 
Daddy's Hands, Kip 
Hoedowns 
..Wildflowers/Flicker 
.Bobbie, Bill Davis 
.Patspik/Funkey Joe 
	 ,-.2222eeedeeZZ,- 
SquatteMalice PI attest 
We have the following brands In stock for immediate shipment: 
Authentic 	• 	C & C Originals 	• 	Kwik Sew 
Ruffle Collection 	• 	Fann Burrus 
ENCLOSE $ 1.00 FOR CATALOG 
NAME 
   
(Doubk cr.) (NoductiopcArtl 
 	4110 WILLOW RIDGE ROAD. n01: 
ADDRESS 
  
   
DOUGLASVILLE, GA 30:33 
14041 949-3648 CITY,STATE,ZIP 
.PIP...JrZ,ezee 
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THE 
INTERNATIONAL 
ASSOC. OF CALLERS 
Callerlab 1990 met at the Hyatt Orlan-
do, actually Kissemee, April 8 to 11. The 
surroundings were pleasant, the cluster 
arrangement of rooms around the con-
vention center allowed for walking out-of-
doors, the meeting rooms were comfor-
table, the food was the best ever at a 
convention. 
The theme was "Building The Founda-
tion," suggested by Mike Seastrom and 
carried out in graphics by Jack 
Berg. 
A variety of special recogni-
tions were given at the final ban-
quet. Darryl McMilan, outgoing 
chairman, recognized his men-
tor, Ron Ray. Martin Mallard .. 
presented a special award to 
Guy Belliveau. Bob Osgood made the 
presentation of a special award to Osa 
Mathews. These three awardees were 
recognized for their service to the square 
dance activity over a period of many 
years. 
Herb Egender presented a special 
award to Karen Rippeto for her work with 
the partner's programs at Callerlab, and 
Darryl McMillan presented the Chair-
man's Award to Jerry Junck for his work 
coordinating donations and fund-raising 
for the Callerlab Foundation. 
Retiring board members Norm Cross, 
Mike Trombley and Francis Zeller were 
presented plaques. 
Quarter Century Awards were present-
ed to callers in attendance who have called 
25 years or more: Art Anthony, Matt 
Asanuma, Roger chapman, Larry Dunn, 
Ed Foote, Al Ford, Al Green, Carl Had-
derer, Wayne Janssen, Larry Johnson, 
John Saunders and Bruce Williamson. 
Small World Awards were given to a 
American Squaredance. June 1990 
large group of overseas attendees: Ulrich 
Brandt, Kevin Brown and Bill VanHoesen 
from West Germany; Al Green, Robert 
Hurst and Stephen Moore from England; 
Arie Stoffer, The Netherlands; Sture Bern-
dtsson and Thomas Bernhed, Sweden. 
Also attending from overseas, but not for 
the first time, were Matt Asanuma, Farley 
Iguchi and Tac Osaki, Japan; Robert Bjork 
and Ingvar Pettersson, Sweden. 
A very positive mood prevailed through-
out all the sessions—from the reporting 
on promotion during the past year to the 
orderly conduct of business on Wednesday. 
Decisions made at the final meeting: 
* The maximum "shelf life" of any QS 
is now not more than two years. 
* Calls from any existing program are 
now eligible to be quarterly selections. 
* Divide has been removed from the 
Callerlab Basic Program. 
* Peel off has been removed 
from the Mainstream Program. 
gm
The Plus notation will be "Peel 
Family: A. Peel off. B. Peel the 
irmu top. 
* Extend has been added to 
the Basic Program after pass the 
ocean but will be used from 1/4 tag forma-
tion only. 
* Triple scoot has been dropped from 
the Plus Program. The wording in the 
Mainstream definition regarding starting 
formations will be changed to enable 
scoot back to be done from columns and 
to require all infacing dancers to do the 
turning action. 
* A re-examination of cloverleaf revealed 
that the correct timing is 6-8 beats from 
a completed double pass thru formation. 
If cloverleaf is called for only two people, 
the timing is 6 beats. 
* The Caller Heritage and History Sub-
committee of the Contra and Traditional 
Dance Committee was designated to 
develop and maintain a history and library 
of materials specifically related to callers 
and calling. 
The new Callerlab chairman is Ernie 
Kinney. New board members are Greg 




BRAND NEW RELEASES 
SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES FOR NAT'! CONVENTION 
See you at our booth in Memphis! 
RYL 110 JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST by Jerry 
RYL 404 COTTON PICKIN'IDOG HOUSE, Hoedown 
RYL 209 PUT A LITTLE LOVE IN YOUR HEART by Tony 
P1 "1 r9 	Pm! P"1 
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NEW RELEASES 
RYL 109 DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE 
RYL 504 THAT'LL BE THE DAY 
RYL 108 FROM THE WORD GO 
RYL 208 DREAM ON 
RYL 306 HIGH COTTON 
RYL 207 EVERYTHING THAT'S WONDERFUL 
RYL 503 RUBY BABY 
RYL 107 YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE DANCIN' 
RYL 403 K.C. BUDDY/FLEA FLICKER 
RYL 402 KAYLA RAE/JAKE 
RYL 305 00 RUN RUN 
RYL 502 A DAY LATE 8, A DOLLAR SHORT 
RYL 106 I'LL HAVE TO SAY I LOVE YOU IN A SONG 
RYL 206 I BELIEVE IN MUSIC 
RYL 303 MORNING SKY 
RYL 304 WHY MUST WE EVER SAY GOODBYE 
BEST SELLERS 
RYL 105 LOUISIANA FAIS DO-DO by Jerry 
RYL 205 YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ALONE, Tony 
RYL 206 I BELIEVE IN MUSIC by Tony 
RYL 103 YOU'RE STILL THE ONE by Jerry 











by Jerry and Tony 
by Larry Letson 
by Jerry 
by Tony 
by Jerry/Tony/Paul Marcum 
by Jerry/Larry 
RYL 202 EVERYBODY LOVES A LOVER by Tony 
RYL 203 TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T BAD by Tony 
RYL 204 AROUND THE WORLD WITH BILL BAILEY 
by Tony 
RYL 302 DREAMING by Jerry/Tony 
Columbus Capers Weekend, Columbus, Ohio, August 3 & 4 
Contact Don and Joyce Garrett, 1-614-654-2284 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt.1 Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 	515-472-3795 
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COMPUTERS FOR THE HANDICAPPED 
A computer is used by yours truly to put 
together this newsletter [for the handi-
capable], and to handle all written com-
munication for the association. There are 
many ways computers have made inroads 
into all of our lives daily. I have come to 
realize that we will become more reliant 
on them in the future, starting now. 
There are new computer-programmed 
uses for the handicapped person coming 
out all the time. Some of them are so 
amazing that we must stand in awe of the 
programmers. I list a few that are available 
today that can benefit the blind, deaf, 
retarded and physically handicapped. 
Today there are citizens who are blind, 
working in the commercial sector, who 
can read what is on the computer screen 
or on a printed page with optical character 
recognition scanners. The output of these 
marvels is sent to either small pads that 
vibrate small needles that trained finger-
tips can interpret as letters or at other  
times as a computer-created spoken 
word. Barbara Wegreich pursues a career 
as a senior programer and analyst at 
Wang Laboratories in Lowell, Mass. She 
is both deaf and blind. With a modem to 
access telephone lines, she communi-
cates with people all over the world, and 
many do not know she is handicapped. 
Ronald Pulleyblank is employed with 
Hewlett-Packard Corp; he is a victim of 
ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease) in an ad-
vanced state. He is paralyzed from the 
neck down but the PC computer has 
allowed him to be a productive member 
of society. He uses a light beam emitting 
device fastened to his head, and when he 
looks at a screen display of a computer 
keyboard, he aims the light wand at the 
character he wants to type. After a cou-
ple of seconds, it types his selection for 
him. Pulleyblank says, "It's slow but not 
frustrating. I was never more than a one-
finger typist, anyway! Besides," he says, 
"without this I wouldn't be doing anything 
at all, and that would be worse." 
Many people who suffer from cerebral 
palsy are today using many types of com-
puters successfully. Some need to use a 
mouth stick to manipulate the keyboard 
because of physical dexterity problem. 
We have seen some square dance in 
wheelchairs while doing some really com-
plicated steps and calls. 
Stephen Hawking, one of the most 
brilliant men alive today, also suffers from 
ALS, and can no longer walk, talk or write. 
Continued on Page 98 
(3  
WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
Great for Classes and Parties! 
SD 506 Virginia Reel 
For Six Couples 
SD 507 Nine Pin Square 
Everyone who works with small children 
to 8 years old) should have these two records: 
SD 1001 FIRST STEPS A 4/ ,̂C, SD 1002 FIRST STEPS B 
JACK MURTHA — P.O. Box 3055 — Yuba City, CA 95992-3055 — (916) 6731120 
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RECENT RELEASES: 	 Bob Van Pam 
ESP 712 SITTIN' ON TOP OF THE WORLD by Craig 
ESP 211 NOBODY'S SWEETHEART NOW by Bob Van 	 ti 
ESP 523 PADDLIN' MADDLIN HOME 
by Bob Newman 
ESP 162 PUT ON YOUR OLD GRAY BONNET 
by Elmer 
ESP 014 IT HAD TO BE YOU (Round) by Jim 
NEW RELEASES: 
ESP 164 L.O.A. (Love On Arrival) by Elmer 
ESP 163 BURGERS AND FRIES by Elmer 
ESP 524 YOUNG AT HEART by Bob Newman 
ESP 015 BLUE FIDDLE WALTZ (Round) by Jim 




GREAT NEW RELEASE 
* * * JP/ESP 801 JUST BUMMIN' AROUND 
by Jerry 
BEST SELLERS: 
JP/ESP 232 THAT OLD WHEEL by Joe 
JP/ESP 230 I HAVE YOU by Joe 
JP/ESP 121 I NEVER SEE MAGGIE ALONE 
by Elmer 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St.,Tallahassee FL 32301 
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LEGACY will present six panels, two 
each day, at the U.S. National S/D Con-
vention in Memphis in June. The topics 
are "Dancer Recruitment Made Easy," 
"Put Fun and Humor In Your Posters and 
Flyers," "Mini What? Mini-LEGACIES—
What They Are And Why We Need 
Them," "Mini-Motion—How to Conduct a 
Mini-LEGACY," "Mini-Motion—How To 
Conduct A Mini-LEGACY," "Funding Your 
Fun—Money-Making Ideas," and "PEP—
Put Excitement in your Projects." 
Panelists include Bernie and Carolyn 
Coulthurst, Stan and Cathie Burdick, Ted 
and Betty Vaile, Chet Vetter, Bo and Agnes 
Semith, Roy and Betsy Gotta, Doc and 
Peg Tirrell. John and Freddie Kaltenthaler, 
Bob and Phyllis Howell. 
At the 7th Canadian Square and Round 
Dance Convention in Vancouver, B.C. on 
July 26-28, LEGACY will also present edu-
cational programs. Topics include "The 
Biggest Problems Facing Square Dancing 
Today," "Our Past S/D History," "How 
Can LEGACY Help Square and Round 
Dancing In Your Area," and "Mini-
LEGACIES." Panelists include Phil and 
Diana Rutter, Dave and Bette Kendall, 
Doc and Peg Tirrell, Bob Osgood, Brent 
Mawdsley, Brian and Lorraine Murdoch, 
John Kaltenthaler, Orphie Marcellus, Stan 
and Cathie Burdick. 
PROMO-KITS NOW AVAILABLE 
The 1990 LEGACY S/D Month Promo-
Kits are now available. The theme is "The 
Best Medicine—Aerobics for Mind and 
Body, Laughter (always the best medi-
cine), Fun, Fellowship—Square Dance 
Has It All." The kit includes two posters, 
new articles to give background, a sam-
ple press release and ideas for paid ads. 
Send your $5.00 check payable to 
LEGACY to Bill & Colleen Wilton, Rt. 3, 
Montello WI 53949. 
A REAL DEAL 4-111 4  
MATCHING PETTIBRIEF 
A FORM FITTING pant of NYLON TRICOT with SHIRRED-
ON MATCHING LACE. Cool, comfortable and light weight. 
In sizes: P(6-8), S(10), M(12), L(14), XL(16) corresponding dress sizes 
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF 
The SENSATIONAL 
E-1-"1" ICC) AT 
An 80 YARD DOUBLE petticoat of FIRM NYLON SHEER 
that is LACE TRIMMED on the hemline of the 4 tiered 
skirt. The 1" elasticized ADJUSTABLE waist and nylon 
tricot ADJUSTABLE (snip - top) YOKE make an easy fit. 
ORDER the SHORTIE for 17.,18",19.,20” - REGULAR 20",21",22",23", lengths 
CHOOSE from 16 colors: white, black, red, navy, brown, wine, purple, 
royal, kelly, natural, yellow, peach, medium pink, powder blue, soup 
A $46.00 value - WITH THIS COUPON - only $37.80 
ORDER NOW I MONEY BACK GUARANTEE I .S.c 
gab 	City 	  State Zip 	  
	 M.W.MuMiam_mi ...... m,mi.MRAMMIIMI 
YES 1 Please rush 	 sets at $37.80 plus $4.60 shipping 
1 
 1 I have CIRCLED my color and size choices. 	Texas add 7% tax 
ENCLOSED is my check or money order. ALLOW 30 days SHIPPING 
[I Please SHIP to: 	[] Please SEND a catalog at no charge to: 
Name "';•'- 
Address 	 I 
TheCatchall 1813 Ninth Wichita Falls, TX 76301 	 SERVICE end ASS4STANCL (817) 766-1612 






Jim Wheeler errnegay  
1E0 
1300? 
RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
RED BOOT RED BOOT STAR, GOLD STAR, J-K, G&W. ENGLISH MT 
Wayne West 
Mike Hoose 	Johnny Jones 	Don Williamson 	Mac McCall 
RB 	3023 THERE'S NOTHING I CAN DO Johnny J. 
RB 3020 IF THE SOUTH WOULD HAVE WON RBB 
RB 	3021 GONNA TAKE ALOTTA RIVER 	RBB 
RB 3017 PINK CADILLAC 	 Don 
RB 	3018 HONKY TONK MOON 	 Don 
RB 3022 FOR THE GOOD TIMES Drew 
RBS 1332 BREAKING NEW GROUND 	Wayne M. 
RBS 1331 SOMETHING GOOD 	Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1327 YOU'RE MY JAMAICA Mike I. 
RBS 1326 ACE IN THE HOLE 	 Bob 
RBS 1324 ME & BOBBIE MCGEE Don Coy 
RBS 1302 MY BLUE HEAVEN 	 Stan 
RBS 3015 BLOWIN' IN THE WIND 	 Red 
RBS 1298 THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND Cliff 
RBS 1320 FROM A JACK TO A KING 	Bill 
RBS 1313 I LIGHT THIS CANDLE Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1311 SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY 	Chuck Marlow 
RBS 1316 DON'T BE CRUEL 	 Paul 
RBS 1312 PURE LOVE 	 Jim & Fae 
RBS 1319 RIDIN'MY THUMB 	 Don Coy 
RBS 1322 HENRIETTA 	 Cleo Barker 
RBS 1325 0 SUSANNA Jim & Fae Park 
RBS 1329 TENNESSEE STUD 	 Ralph 
RBS 1330 MOONLIGHT BAY Jim W. 
RB 3024 HOOKED ON LOVING YOU 
Wayne West 







Chuck Mew,  
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MESQUITE SHIRTS 
654r poly135% cotton 
SIZE 15-17/2 	527 95 
1819 $33.95 
COLORS AVAILABLE 
WHITE, RED, ROYAL BLUE 
DUSTY ROSE, BLACK. BROWN 
NAVY. LILAC. YELLOW 
PINK. PEACH, CREAM 
PEACOCK BLUE. GREY 
KELLY GREEN 
801hpoly/203/4 cotton 
SIZE 15-1772 $28 95 















CHEYENNE $- 46.15 
FULL LEATHER UPPER 2. 
LINING . SOUARE DANCE 8 
CASUAL DRESS FOR MEN. 
STEEL SHANK. CUSHION 
INSOLE, CREPE OUTSOLE 
HEEL 
BLACK. WHITE 





by Bev Warner 
The Japanese lantern sleeve is making 
a comeback. Helen Kickerson, from 
Beaverton, Michigan, obtained her pat-
tern from another dancer out west while 
vacationing. The Hickersons are retired 
and travel from Michigan to California 
every year, making stops in Texas and 
wherever the mood strikes. Helen gave 
me a copy of her sleeve and the direc-
tions. If anyone would like a copy, send 
a self-addressed stamped envelope and 
I will pass the directions on. This sleeve 
is a size 14 but I am sure anyone who 
sews could decrease or enlarge as need 
be. Send requests to Bev Warner, 2303 
Mundt Rd., Brutus MI 49716. 
RANGER PANTS $36.95 EACH 
BANRDLL WAIST SNAP POCKET 
100% poly 
SIZES AVAILABLE 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 
34, 35 36. 37 38 40. 42. 44. 46. 48 
COLORS AVAILABLE 
BURGUNDY, WHITE. 
KELLY GREEN. TAN. BLACK 
RED, LT. GREY MED GREY 
ROYAL. BROWN, NAVY 
DUSTY ROSE. POWDER BLUE 
65%po4 /35% cotton 
COLORS AVAILABLE 
VNIFTE, GREY.  
BLACK, NAVY.  
WHEAT. BROWN 
BALLROOM SHOE $42.96 
LEATHER W/INSIDE HEEL 
WEDGE. ARCH SUPPORT AND 
FLEXIBLE SPLIT LEATHER 
OUTSOLE Saes 7-13 M 
WHITE. BLACK. TAUPE 
cm, 
VISA 8. MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
FOREIGN SHIPMENTS PLEASE ADD 
$6.00 PER ITEM CANADA. HAWAII, 
ALASKA RESIDENTS ADD $3.00 PER ITEM. 
SEND WITH ORDER—STYLE, COLOR, SIZE. PRICE, YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, 
CITY. STATE, ZIP AND TELEPHONE NUMBER. FOR CHARGE PURCHASES, 
PLEASE SEND CARD NUMBER. NAME PRINTED ON CARD, AND EXPIRATION 
DATE. PLEASE ADD $3.50 FOR SHIPPING 8 HANDLING. MISSOURI 








Wed re r r Simare4 % It 
6820 Gravois 
St Louis, Missouri 63116 
(314) 353-7230  
C',7iterx." 
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The Prettiest in the Country . . . and the City! 
Stepp • Out 
Fancy Square and Round Dance 
PETTICOATS 
AND CUSTOM DRESSES 
Made Better! Looks Better! 
Fits Better! None Better! 
NYLON ORGANZA—A RAINBOW OF COLORS: 
Light pink, maize, hot yellow, apple green, forest 
green, lilac, medium purple, dark purple, wine, 
navy, aqua, black, white, red, royal blue, light blue, 
ivory, candy pink, cerise, dusty rose, kelly, peach. 
NYLON ORGANZA PETTICOATS: 
20/20 double sweep (40 yards). . . 	..$47.95 
25/25 double sweep (50 yards) 52.95 
30/30 double sweep (60 yards) 	56.95 
30/40 double sweep (70 yards) 64.95 
40/40 double sweep (80 yards) 	72.95 
60/40 double sweep (100 yards) 87.95 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS: 
Short leg, cotton & lace.. ..$10.95 
Sissy (tennis) pants.. . . .11.95 
Lamb and Twinkle also Available 
830 Wilson Rd. 
Humble, Texas 77338 
713-540-3557 
WHOLESALE AND 
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Mail order to: STEPPIN OUT * P.O. Box 398 * Humble, Texas 77347 
Length 
	
Waist 	  Color 	 
Sweep (yards) 	  Price  
Pet Opant s 	  Price  
Size 	Color 
Postage $300 each 
$600 outside USA 
Acid Sales Tax in Teen 
Check Enclosed 	 Total_ 




City 	  
State 	 Zip 	 
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery 











Please Don't Ever Get Tired 
Of Lovin' Me by Bob 
I Picked A San Antonio Rose 
by Bob 
Poor Boy by Bill 
CRR001—Don't Waste It On The Blues 
Round Oance by Bob & Vida 
CD-104—The Jukebox Played On by Bob 
409 North 7th St. 






BETSY'S BLUE TANGO 
CHOREOGRAPHY: Harry & Elsie Stockfeder 
RECORD: Roper 218 (Blue Tango) 
FOOTWORK: Opposite, except as noted 
PHASE: III 
SEQUENCE: INTRO A INT BA INT B TAG 
ROUNDALAB ROUND OF THE QUARTER—Phase III 
INTRODUCTION 
1-4 	WAIT;; SD TWO-STEP LEFT; SD TWO-STEP RIGHT (W SPINS TO SCP); 
1-2 In CP fcg LOD wait 2 meas:: 3 Sd L, cl R. sd L,—; 4 Sd R, cl L, sd R (W spin 11 L,R,L to SCP fcg LOD),—; 
5-8 	WALK & PU; TANGO DRAW; CORTE,—, REC, —; RUN, 2,—,—; 
5 Fwd L,—, fwd R picking up W to CP fcg LOD,—; 6 Fwd L, sd R twd WALL, draw L to R no wgt,—; 
7 Dip bk L,—, rec R,—; B Fwd L, fwd R, hold, hold; 
PART A 
1-4 	WALK 2; TANGO DRAW; WALK & PU; WHIP, SD, DRAW, —; 
1 Fwd L,—, Mc) R. 	2 Fwd L, sd R, draw L to R no wgt,—/snap to SCP fcg COH; 3 Fwd L,—, fwd R picking 
up W to CP fcg COH,—; 4 Fwd L sml stp whip W across to LOP fcg COH. sd R. draw L to R no wgt.—: 
5-8 	FWD, —, FAN, THRU SCP; PU TANGO DRAW; VINE 4; PIVOT 2 TO 1 .1 OP; 
5 Fwd L.—, tan R CCW (W CW) to SCP fcg WALL, thru R: 6 Fwd L picking up W to CP fcg WALL, sd R, draw 
L to R no wgt,—; 7 Sd L, XRIB, sd L SRIF mnvrg to CP kg RLOD: 8 Pvt d bk L,—. fwd R to V2 OP fcg LOD,—; 
9-12 WALK 2, LACE ACROSS; WALK 2; LACE BK; 
9 Fwd L, 	fwd R,—, 10 Chg sds diag fwd L. fwd R. fwd L (W XIF undr lead hands),—; 11 Fwd R,—, fwd L,—; 
12 Chg sds diag fwd R, fwd L, fwd R (W XIF undr lead hands),—; 
13-16 WALK & PU; GAUCHO TURN B;; RUN 3; 
13 Fwd L.—, fwd R picking up W to CP fcg LOU,—: 14 With a slight crossing action rk fwd L, rec R, rk fwd L, 
rec R trng 1/2 in 4 cts to fc RLOD: 15 Repeat meas 14 to end fcg LOD: 16 Fwd L, fwd R, fwd L,—; 
INTERLUDE 
1-4 	(SERPIENTE) THRU,—, SD, BHD; FLARE,—, BHD, SD; THRU, FLARE, THRU; TANGO DRAW; 
1 Fwd R blndg to CPW,—, sd L, XRIB: 2 Flare L CCW (W CW),—,XLIB, sd R; 3 XLIF, blndg to LOP fcg RLOD 




SCP FWD,—, MNVR,—; PVT 2 & PT TO SCP; WALK & PU; TANGO DRAW; 
1 Fwd L,—, fwd R mnvrg to CP fcg RLOD.—; 2 Pvt rf in 2 qk cts bk L, fwd R to SCP, pt L toe twd LOD,, 4 Repeat 
meas 5-6 of Intro:, 
5-8 
	
(ARGENTINE WK) 2 SLOWS 2 OKS 2 SLOWS 2 OKS;;; WALK & FACE; 
5 In CP fcg LOD fwd L,—. fwd R,—, 6 Fwd L. fwd R. fwd L.—; 7 Fwd R.—, fwd L. fwd R: 8 Fwd L.—. fwd 




9 Sd L, cl R, fwd L bind to RSCP fcg RLOD,—; 10 Fwd R.—, fwd L bind to CP fcg WALL,—; 
11 Sd R. cl L. bk R bind to SCVP fcg LOU,—, 12 Fwd L.—, fwd R, —; 
13.16 WALK & FC; VINE 3 TO SCP; RK FWD, REC, CL; FLARE,—, BHD, SD; 
13 Fwd L,—, fwd R bind to CP fcg WALL,—; 14 Sd L, XRIB, sd L bind to SCP fcg LOD,—; 15 Rk fwd R. rec 
L, cl R,—; 16 Flare L CCW no wgt (W flare CW on R),—, XLIB, sd R trng to CP fcg WALL; 
17-18 THRU, SD, TCH: WALK & PU; 




TWIRL 2; APT PT; 
1 In CP fcg LOD sd L twd COH. XRIB (W twls rf R, L),—; 2. Apt L,—, pt R twd ptr & hold,—; 
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Canadian-American RV Tours, Inc. 
15 Sharon Dr., Massena NY 13662 
Phone: 1-800-628-9219 
Massena, N.Y. KOA Recreation Hall 
SPECIAL! 
Square and Round Dancing Weekends 
and RV Historic Canada Tour 
July 27 through August 5, 1990 
PLUS LEVEL DANCES WITH A-1 Workshops 
10 DAYS—APPROX. 500 MILES—COST $695 U.S. PER COUPLE 
Includes: 
Callers: Mike Callahan, Rochester, New York 
Pete Lawless, Poland, New York 
Louis Sequin, Massena, New York 
Dancing: 6 days — 6 dances — 4 workshops 
Parking: 9 nights — all KOA RV parks 
Water/Electricity/Dump 
Tours: Four — Montreal, Ottawa, 1000 Islands, 
Upper Canada Village 
Meals: 3 Old-fashioned Cookouts 
2 After-dance Parties 
2 Tour Lunches 
WAGONMASTER/TAIL GUNNER IN CANADA 
ROAD LOGS AND CANADIAN INFORMATION 
VISA/MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED 
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IN THE NEWS 
N ews from retired caller Cal and Sharon Golden of 
Hot Springs, Arkansas: He's 
walking (500-mile club) for 
health and teaching a Sunday 
School class. She's teaching in 
the school system. No more 
calling or dancing for health 
reason. They say hello to all old 
friends around the world. 
J ohnnie and Louise Toth from Milwaukee sent a 
note saying that Johnnie has 
had a series of health pro-
blems, starting with open heart 
surgery, and is recovering. 
F 
eatured caller Tom Dash 
r gives a good account of 
square dancing in a full-page, 
full-color section of the Erie, Pa. 
Times-News. Also featured are 
young dancers from the Pappy 
Squares, including Jennifer 
Bessetti, Duane Post, Beth 
Evans, Randy Bessetti, Jamie 
Myers, Carrie Turner, Jason 
Post and Marcia Myers; from 
Generic Squares, Janet and 
Art Dahn. 
D o you watch General Hos-pital on TV? Note the new 
plot with Anne Devane and 
handsome alien, Casey Rog-
ers, and be aware that Casey 
is in real life Bradley Locker-
man of Pittsbsurgh, Pa., son of 
well-known cuers Lloyd and 
Arnencan Squaredance. June 1990 
Eileen Lockerman. (Thanks, 
Jane Marsch.) Casey has also 
made the supermarket tab-
loids. (Star, April 17, '90, p. 4) 
S herry and Jerry Haag of Pharr, Texas (also Wyom-
ing) pointed out that this cou-
ple, Homer and Helen Sumner 
of Middletown, Indiana, are 94 
and 85, respectively, and dance 
regularly at Texas Trails Resort 
in Pharr. 
C allers for Frontier Whirlers, E-Z Movin' Squares and 
Ties and Taws of Buffalo, N.Y., 
Paul and Shirley Rzepkowski, 
appeared on TV's Variety Club 
recently, presenting $1,100 for 
a benefit. When asked by the 
Nashville Bluegrass Band to 
"square dance," they did an 
impromptu clogging routine 
since they were alone on the 
stage. 
F rom Hanns-Dieter Keh in Munich, Germany, comes 
word that the Caramella troupe 
of dancers from Prague has ex-
changed visits and contacts 
often with Munich's Dip-N-
Divers. And so the spirit of in-
ternational friendship is devel- 
oped through S/D activity, 
thanks to D-N-D caller Toni 
Sedlmayr, Prague caller/leader 
Dr. Jiri Basak, D-N-D prexy 
Dietmar Mueller, the Vetrolam 
Band, and others. 
T hat Good Morning America TV show on March 8 fea-
turing square dancers had to 
be quickly planned, say Bob-
bie and Bill Myrick of the 
California Blue Book. With short 
notice, the "Dancing for Fit-
ness" segment was directed by 
Vello Nickolaou and featured 
stars Rita Moreno and Ron 
Montez given dance help from 
caller Lee Schmidt for KABC. 
Also performing were Ted and 
Billie Manning, Chuck and 
Joy Williams, Don Orsbern, 
Joy Myers, Jessie and Joan 
Jackson, Jim and Betty 
Richards, Don and Mary 
Lewis, Jim and Betty Enders, 
Frank and Carrie Jones, 
David Sanborn, Jr., Shalone 
Reed, Brownie and Millie 
Bron, Warren and Sharlene 
Huncovsky, Buzz and Elinor 
Mc En roe. 
ast month, p. 9, that "big- 
gest class"' record no 
longer holds, since Jerry Haag 
and five other callers, Jerry 
Story, Larry Letson, Wiley 
Hutchinson, Bob Baier and 
Darryl Lipscomb Just com-
pleted a McAllen, Texas, class 
of 71 sets. More details coming. 
In Orlando, talking to Ted Cromack of Fairfax, 
Virginia, we learned that when 
he called a guest tip in Brat-
tleboro, Vermont, a dancer 
asked him to sign a Century 
Club book on page 75. On 
page 25, in March of '68, twen-
ty years earlier, Ted's father 
(same name) had signed the 
same book! 
41 
TOUR DAR 8/QUADRILLE RECORDS 
"The Quality Sound" 
ril  —dia—E— 
[ 1
W 
4NEW6107W RELEASES:ILL  B 	
THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN 	Bill 
48-6106 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON—Bill 
4B-6105 CHAINS—Gary 





4B-6102 OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE—Mike 
Lee Main 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 	 918-234-6075 




4B-6100 IF I COULD BOTTLE THIS UP—Bill Volner 
4B-6099 TRAIN OF THOUGHT—Gary 
4B-6096 THE WANDERER—Gary 
4B-6095 STRONG ENOUGH TO BEND—Paul 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
Gary Mahnken 
816-394-2667 
0-870 WALKIN', TALKIN', CRYIN', BARELY 
BEATIN' BROKEN HEART—Bob 
Bob Huff 
314-635-6659 
B 0-869 STRAIGHT FROM THE FACTORY—Lee 
i• 
as oil 	. 
. l'• .- 	t• 	, ' 
kalif \411 
Q-868 YOU ARE THE WOMAN—Ken 
0-867 I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE—  
Richard Lane 
0-866 BLUE EYES CRYIN' IN THE RAIN— 
Lee, Ken, Richard 
;I 
•— 0-865 FULL MOON FULL OF LOVE—Art 
Bill Volner 	0-864 NEVER GIVIN' UP ON LOVE—Bob Huff 
314-471-0392 




1 	 I 
1 
J 	II ir 
RECENT QUADRILLE BEST SELLERS: 
0-862 PARTNERS, BROTHERS & FRIENDS- 
Lee & Ken 
0-861 DANCIN' SHOES— Art 




CALLERS GET-TOGETHER—Cassettes Vol 	I & Vol. II 
Paul Marcum 	 Both for $12.95 postpaid. 	 Art Springer 
615-889-6238 813-223-1955 
EVERYONE IS INVITED TO OUR FREE TRAIL END DANCE 
in the Memphis Ballroom al the Peabody Hotel 
on June 27 at the Memphis National Convention 
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
CONTRA & EDUCATIONAL RECORDS 
I 
Call or Write for our Free Catalogue. 
Box 7-11 	 Richard Lane 
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(
by Harold & Lill Bausch  
Darteng/Pps 
It is interesting—at least it is to me—
how as years go by more and more the 
dancers are expected to remember a 
series of moves given one name. 
Of course, there have always been a 
few calls that dancers had to memorize. 
In "cowboy days," we knew Chase the 
rabbit, chase the squirrel, chase that pretty 
girl round the world or Dive for the oyster, 
dig for the clam, dive for the sardine, take 
the whole can. You had to know just what 
the caller wanted. But today we have 
started to take the calls we have, put 
several together and give this a name. Is 
the time coming when the caller will say, 
"Tip #1 is Square swing chain and scoot 
relay square and then stand back and, 
watch them do it? Or will it get so bad that 
the caller says, "Tonight's program is D42 
-X69-L15 & W23 and if we have more time, 
we'll do XY42." 
Can't you imagine how some of our 
calls developed? Can you imagine a 
caller saying, Do a right pull by and turn 
your girl to face center. This became right 
and left thru. Or maybe, "Head ladies star 
right 3/4, side ladies go right, Side ladies 
star left once and a quarter, Head ladies 
go right, Head ladies star left once and 
a quarter, side ladies go right, Side ladies 
star right 3/4 , head ladies go right." This 
became a tea cup chain. Of course, I 
know the latter is not true because tea cup 
chain originated for a demo group and 
then became popular with club dancers. 
But try to follow my reasoning—Today's 
right and left by could have been called 
years ago by saying "Right and left thru, 
turn 1/4 more and let the ladies slide 
across to a new man." The new call touch 
circulate is (from facing couples) touch 1/4 , 
box circulate, then hinge. Why not just call 
it? It would time out fine. Then we have 
from normal circles Ladies center and turn 
American Squaredance, June 1990 
about. Why not just have ladies run right 
and accomplish the same thing? Now we 
have chain thru the line. From facing 
couples, two ladies chain, put lady in the 
lead and double pass thru. Why not call 
it? Again, the timing is better if called 
directionally; you don't have to look for 
filler words. 
I do not mean to pick on those who 
wrote these calls, but they are good il-
lustrations of what I want to show you. We 
are looking for new names and new calls 
that just are not needed. It is time we 
callers call the dance, not cue it as in 
round dancing. 
Nobody ever said that to be a caller you 
could just rely on others to make out your 
program. From the time I started calling 
I wrote out my calls so I would know what 
I wanted to call. I often go back and look 
through those sheets to get "new" 
material for my dances. Some of those old 
calls were very interesting—and, by gol-
ly, we told the dancers just what to do. Of 
course, some of the old calls were very 
simplistic and would not work today, but 
they give me ideas for new combinations. 
We do need ideas from other callers. 
Some have better imaginations than the 
rest of us, but we still need to put together 
our own dances. We should still be tell-
ing the dancers what we want them to do 
and helping them accomplish it. 
4,715 calls are now listed in the En-
cyclopedia. I'll bet a hundred calls or so 
could be used to call all of them. Don't 
challenge me to do it; it's not my "bag of 
beans!" But do you really believe 
memorizing so many calls is to the advan-
tage of square dancing? 
I am reminded that one traveling caller 
called for a certain group and they booed 
because he did not call enough Advanced 
material. The next month a friend of his 
came to call and told them if they did not 
like his first two tips, he would pack up 
and leave without charging them. He 
called directional MS with many different 
set-ups—he had many standing-but no 
one complained. This was told to me as 
a true incident; I may not have it 100% 
accurate—but you get the idea, I hope. 
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Join the 
4th 
World Square Dance 
Convention 
Austria 
(Sept. 29 &30, 1990) 
Passion Play Year 
Pre & Post Tours: 
• Romantic Road & Passion Play • Vienna & Budapest • Holy Land 
• Additional week in Seefeld 
Daily Optional Tours: 
• Fairytale Bavarian Excursion • Venice • Tyrolean Evening 
• Shopping excursion to Innsbruck and Northern Italy 
• Excursion to Salzburg • Best of Switzerland • Oktoberfest 
Departures starting September 23, 1990 
Prices starting from $1196.50 Per Person 
(9 Days—Per person based on double occupancy, plus $26.00 departure tax) 
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Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to. AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.O. Box 170119 
Arlington, Texas 76003 
Pattern #280 	$5.50 ea. Size(s) 	  
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S _ 
Name 
Address 
City 	  State   Zip 
Add for 1 Pattern —$1.60 
	
3 Patterns—$2.90 
postage & handling: 2 Patterns-52.35 4 Patterns-53.25 
)Calling Tips 
SQUARE DANCE SOUND EQUIPMENT 
by Brian Hotchkies, New South Wales 
From Callerlink, A.C.F. 
Continued from May 
If you are building a hybrid system, here 
are some points that you should keep in 
mind. 
1. You are only as good as your com-
munication link with the dancers—your 
sound system is that link. 
2. Any sound system is like a chain, and 
is only as good as it's weakest link. If you 
buy a good quality amplifier/speaker/turn-
table, and a cheap (poor quality) 
microphone, the extra money you spent 
on the other items has been wasted. 
3. For best results you need independent  
tone controls for voice and music. If you 
only have one set of bass and treble con-
trols, you can't "tailor" the sound of your 
music independent of your voice, and the 
two do require different equalization. With 
only one set of controls, you'll have to 
strike a compromise that will not provide 
you with ideal voice or music. "Off the 
shelf" amplifiers do not usually have 
these twin controls, so it may be 
necessary to purchase two amplifiers, or 
have your amp modified. 
4. A variable speed turntable is a must. 
Most records do not need much adjust-
ment, but many do require some. A table 
with 10% variation is usually enough. 
There are various types of turntables 
available which have this feature: "Idler 
drive," which is the system used by Hilton; 
"belt drive," used by Del-Sound, and 
"direct drive" are the most common. 
Direct drive is the best (and most 
expensive). 
5. You don't need a turntable which is fit-
ted with a tone arm that has all those lit-
tle "dingle dangles" hanging off the back 
end—they are good, but too delicate and 




SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Create an original square dance dress for yourself or your club at a 
fraction of the ready-to-wear prices. This dress features a full circular 
skirt with ruffle sweeping up the side. The pattern has three necklines 
and layered sleeves. Patterns in multi-sizes (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12.14-16, 
18-20-401. Ask for this pattern at your favorite pattern store or order 
direct Complete line of western style patterns for all the family 
featuring shirts, pants, and suits for men and women, children's wear, 
square dance dresses and English riding clothes. 
American Squaredance, June 1990 
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by Bob Howell 
seisY lever 
From Lincoln, Nebraska, comes a still another way of dancing the Charleston. Jo Clinefelter has written this 
dance for both seniors and one-night-stands. To quote, "The beauty of this is that if they get started on the 
wrong foot and the cues just say 'fwd, point fwd, back, point back' without reference to what foot, they will 
have a ball dancing with the music and never know the difference. The older ones cannot do a lot of turning 
as it makes them dizzy—so here's fun moving straight ahead." It's called the... 
CIRCLE CHARLESTON 
FORMATION: Single file circle facing counterclockwise or by twos if your crowd is large. 
MUSIC: Charleston, Decca 25620 or MCA 60104. 
ROUTINE: 
1-4 	Fwd L, point R toe, step back on R, point L toe (Charleston step) 
5-8 Repeat 1-4 
9-12 	Two forward two-steps (left foot lead) 
13-16 Strut four steps (starting on left) 
Mary Jenkins, ASD's book reviewer, has sent me a couple of neat square dance routines. Mary and her hus- 
band. Bill, spend their year in Brooksville, Fla., and Olmsteadville, N.Y. This first one she picked up from a 
caller in Indiana. 
PEEK A BOO OVER 
FORMATION: Square 
MUSIC: Mary uses Alpine Hoedown or Express Hoedown on the TNT label. 
ROUTINE: 
Couple #1 lead to the right, make an arch 
Go over lady #2—peekaboo over, Back up over gent #2—peekaboo back 
Couple #2 make an arch, go over lady #1—peekaboo over 
Back up over gent #1—peekaboo back, join hand (1 & 2) and circle four... 
Couple 1 goes on to #3 and repeat; then to #4 and repeat. 
Couples 2, 3, and 4 repeat the whole dance. 
Mary made up the next dance when she called at a campground at Frontier Town near Schroon Lake last sum- 
mer. I'm going to call it... 
JENKINS JAUNT 
FORMATION: Square (same as above) 
ROUTINE: 
Couple 1 lead to the right, make a right-hand star with couple 2 
Go to couple 3, make a left-hand star 
Go to couple 4, make a right-hand star 
Home you go. everybody swing and promenade... 
Several months ago, Louise Kemsies of Strongsville, Ohio, gave me some materials that had been shared with 
her I misplaced them and this past month they surfaced. Charles Toxey of Bethesda, Maryland, wrote a "tri-
contra" which is a contra where each gent has a lady partner on his right and another on his left forming 
on in a contra line, facing a similar trio across from them. The concept was devised by Frank Konopasek of 
Long Island, N.Y and passed along to Charles by Bruce Merritt of Murrysville, Pa. Charles named his dance 
in honor of his wife and calls it... 
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TRI-CONTRA, RUTH'S REEL 
MUSIC: Kingussie Flower, Stan Hamilton, Vol. 3, Side 1, Band 4 (40 bars) 
FORMATION: Contra lines of triples facing triples (one man and two women) 
ROUTINE: 
8 	Lines go forward and back 
8 Ladies do-sa-do 
8 	Each man moves to the right and stars right with his R-hand lady and the lady across from her. 
16 Each man continues to the right (CCW) to the opposite side of the minor set and faces the R-hand lady 
for a L-shoulder reel of three with these ladies. 
8 	Each man continues to the right and stars right with his present R-hand lady and the lady across from her. 
16 Each man moves to the right (to his original side) and faces his original R-hand lady for a L-shoulder 
reel of three with her and his original L-hand lady. 
8 	Men two-hand turn their R-hand ladies. 
8 Each man swings his L-hand lady and puts her on this right. Unswung ladies (original R-hand ladies) move 
to right one position (to next minor set); ladies at head and foot of long lines cross over. 
NOTE: Charlie writes that "if 40-bar music is not available, you could drop the forward and back and do-sa-do 
and use any 32-bar reel or jig." However, he likes to keep the forward and back as the first figure of every 
tri-contra so that the new trios can complete the regrouping. 
The men do not progress. The women progress to their right one position to the next threesome. If the 
R-hand lady who is thus displaced is at the head or foot of the long contra lines, she crosses over and becomes 
the L-hand lady of a new threesome across the set. 
ASD SCHOLAR-SHARES AWARDS 
The annual awards have been assigned for 1990 and recipients have been notified, 
in case they are attending upcoming summer/fall caller schools. Names will be pub-
lished in the July issue. 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
SQUARE, ROUND AND 	 BOOKS & MANUALS 
CLOGGING RECORDS PLASTIC 
DIPLOMAS 	 RECORD 
RECORD CASES 	 JACKETS 
TOA WIRELESS 
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 
MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE 
REEVES 
P.O. Box 17668 	 1835 So. Buckner 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217.0668 	 214/398.7508 
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Keep 'em Squared Up with Hi-Hat & Blue Ribbon Dance Records 
BE SURE AND VISIT OUR BOOTH (#37) AT THE 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION IN MEMPHIS THIS MONTH. 
STOP BY AND LISTEN TO OUR NEW RELEASES ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
HH 5122 — ALWAYS LATE by Dave Abbott 
HH 5121 — I'VE BEEN LOVED BY THE BEST by Ernie Kinney 
HH 5120 — SWEET GYPSY ROSE by Tom Perry 
BR 252 — SMOOTH SAILIN' by Dave Parker 
HH 5119 — FROM ME TO YOU by Bronc Wise 
HH 5118 — IF I COULD WRITE A SONG by Ernie Kinney 
BR 251 MY IDEAL by Burlin Davis 
For Sing Along Records and ELK (Hi-Hat Pioneer Tapes) contact the producer. 
BRAND NEW HI-HAT PIONEER TAPE (CIMARRON ROLL ON) NOW AVAILABLE. 
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises 
3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 93726, Phone 209-227-2764 
HI HAT DANCE RECORDS 
Come Join Us For A Week of Dancing & All Around Fun 
at 
Circle The Wagons R.V. Resort, La Veta, CO 
GUEST CALLER 
Week of July 8-14,1990 	 calling with 
JOHN BLESSING CHRIS & RITA VIAR 
Denver, Colorado 	Resident Caller/Cuer/National Caller 
(303) 778-1973 Also available in the area: 
Horseback Riding • Swimming • Fishing • Boating • 
Golfing • Museum • Game Room 
For Reservations contact: Joe or Shannon 
Call or Write for Details: Circle the Wagons R.V. Resort 
Box 122, La Veta, CO 81055 • 719-742-3233 
50% deposit required 
$250 per couple in2ludes 
Motel and all dancing plus 
Dinner on Sunday --
Breakfast on Saturday 
Good Restaurants Close By  
$175 per R.V. includes all 
dancing and 
Dinner on Sunday -- Breakfast on 
Saturday 
Good Restaurants Close By }) 
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HERE'S TO LEE & RAY McCORMICK 
Odell (Hood River), Oregon 
Here's a small tribute to a couple of 
square dancers who have contributed 
much time, energy and effort to make 
square dancing in our area and nation the 
wonderful activity that it is. 
Lee and Ray learned to square dance 
in 1958 in Odell and hayed danced con-
tinously since that time, having been 
president couple and secretaries of the 
Snowcap Stompers. They were organiza-
tional charter members of the WyEast 
Whirlers of Hood River, and have been 
president couple and secretaries of that 
club as well. During the time they 
represented the WyEast Whirlers at 
Portland Area Council, Lee served as 
secretary for that council for two terms. 
Lee and Ray served on two Oregon 
State Festival Committees and were on 
the board that put together the Far West 
Square Dance Convention held in 
Portland in 1972. 
Always a seamtress for herself and 
others, Lee branched into custom sewing 
and teaching when she and Ray opened 
their Doubletree Square Dance Shop in 
Odell. They built on to their home a shop 
where they inventory a wonderful variety 
of square dance apparel for men and 
women. Lee also helps many people with 
their own sewing. She also teaches ways 
to make individual patterns; she has done 
uncountable clinics, teaching people how 
to make circle skirts and men's western 
shirts, to name just two items. 
Ray and Lee have attended all the Na-
tional Square Dance Conventions since 
the one held in Seattle in 1981, except 
Baltimore. Lee has done sewing clinics 
at each of these conventions. Ray and 
Lee have had a booth at each of these 
conventions as well as Oregon and 
Washington State Festivals, and they 
have been invited to Illinois, Kansas and 
Minnesota state festivals, which says not 
a little about the professional way Lee and 
Ray conduct their booths and sewing 
clinics at any square dance function. 
The icing on the cake is that they love 
to square dance—Basic, Mainstream, 
Plus —and to round dance as well. When 
their schedule will allow, they attend 
every dance available in the Columbia 
Gorge with courage, expertise, and a 
Smile! 	Dick and Marge Pentecost 
CURRENT RELEASES: 
CR101 Copa Cabana - by Joe 
CR201 Turn The Beat Around - by Glenn 
CR301 Honky Tonk'n (Patter) 
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BO (Fatback) GREEN 
MAC LEMON 
111 11  
GEORGE SHELL 
SILENT DANCE 
This report on a special dance called 
by Elsie Jaffe, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, 
is of interest to any caller who might be 
confronted with a similar situation. 
This dance was a one night-stand for 
a group of approximately 130 deaf peo-
ple, and any caller can appreciate the dif-
ficulties involved. 
Since square dancing depends so 
much on sound, and since these people 
couldn't hear, a special technique had to 
be devised. This consisted of a combina-
tion of large printed signs, the most im-
portant of which were those with numbers 
showing the amount of steps necessary 
for each figure. The music was kept loud, 
with a highly accentuated bass beat, 
because these dancers apparently can 
feel the vibrations through the floor. 
The signs, plus a judicious location on 
the floor of people with square dance ex-
perience, made for a most successful 
evening. Two people manipulated the  
signs in synchronization with the calls, 
and the helpers on the floor cooperated 
by leading the non-hearing dancers 
through the figures. 
The dances were simple, and yet the 
evening was interesting because of the 
caller's judgment in programming. 
Dances which required no partners 
were used to start, circle mixers followed, 
then Red River Valley was called in trio 
formation. Following this, a grand march 
with all its variations was used. A square, 
Life on the Ocean Wave, a tip of folk 
dances and a family-style Virginia Reel 
were highlights of the program. 
The evening closed officially with the 
Hour Waltz, but everybody so thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves that an hour later 
unscheduled dancing was still going on. 
The most remarkable thing about the 
affair was the quietness. This was one 
dance where the caller didn't have to 
shout to be heard. 
By the way, the caller happens to be 
my wife. 	 Ben Jaffe 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET RECORDS 
NEW ON LOU-MAC: 
LM-178 RUNAWAY—Fatback Green 
LM-177 WISH I COULD SEE YOU—Tom Roper 
LM-176 COWBOY RIDES AWAY—Mac Letson 
LM-175 HANGIN' AROUND—Randy Dougherty 
LM-174 GIVE IT YOUR BEST—Mac Letson 
LM-173 FIDDLIN' MAN—Randy Dougherty 
LM-172 LEAN ON ME—Tom Roper 
LM-171 BLUE EYES AND WALTZES—Bob Green 
LM-170 BOOGIE SHOES—Tommy Wells 
BEST SELLERS: 
LM-139 THINK I COULD LOVE YOU—Mac Letson 
LM-142 THE SQUARE DANCE IS ON—Mac Letson & Tony Oxendine 
LM-144 WALNIN' DREAM—Tom Miller 
LM-146 COUNTRY AS CAN BE—Larry Letson 
LM-153 WASTED THE REST—Mac Letson 
LM-156 THE WANDERER—Fatback Green 
LM-157 DO YOU RIGHT—Mac Letson 
LM-160 SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP—Mac Letson 
LM-161 ROCKIN' ROBIN—Fatback Green 
HOEDOWNS: MAR-LET RECORDS: 
PO Be 2406 
Muscle Shoals 
LM-169 WORRY MAR-521 VENUS IN BLUE JEANS 	Robert Townsend Alabama 
LM-163 ROAD MAR-520 DESERT ROSE—Don Wood 205-3817585 
LM-159 CIRCLE MAR-519 BYE BYE LOVE—Robert Townsend 
MAR-518 HEAD OVER HEELS—George Shell 
MAR-517 CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS—Grady Humphries 





National Scpare Dance Convention 
MEMF'HO, IENNESSEE 
JUNE 28, 29, 30, 1990 
TRAIL END DANCES CONFIRMED 
The Peabody Hotel will be the site for 
several exciting Trail End Dances on 
Wednesday, June 27. Lou-Mac Records 
will have a dance in the Tennessee Ex-
hibit Hall, 4-Bar-B/Quadrille Records will 
hold a Plus dance in the Memphis 
Ballroom, and American Squaredance will 
host one in the Venetian Room. The Lou-
Mac Dance will feature seven recording 
artists: Mac Letson, Tom Roper, Randy 
Daugherty, Tommy Wells, Harry Lackey, 
Robert Townsend and Ray Brigance. The 
4-Bar-B/Quadrille Dance will present Gary 
Mahnken, Bill Volner, Bob Huff, Ken 
Burke, Art Springer and Richard Lane. 
The ASD Dance will feature Stan Burdick, 
other staff callers, cuers, and some guest 
callers. 
Close by at the Radisson Hotel, Light-
ning Records will host a dance featuring 
Jimmy Robertson, Barry Echols, Bob 
price, Max Arnold, with Barbara Stewart 
on rounds. 
Other trail end dances were still being 
scheduled by George and Sharon Terrett, 
program chairmen. 
19,050 registered as of March 31, 1990. 
JUST SO YOU WILL KNOW 
The emergency phone number for the 
convention is 901-576-1253. 
A post office with a special convention 
cancellation stamp will be located in the 
Convention Center lobby. 
Ceremonies are scheduled for 7-8 PM 
on Thursday and Friday. The Parade of 
States and ceremonies will take place 
from 6:30-8 PM Saturday. All ceremonies 
are in East Main Hall. 
CALLERLAB TRAIL-OUT DANCE 
The Callerlab Foundation for the Pre-
servation and Promotion of Square Dan-
cing will host its third annual Foundation 
Fund Raising Dance in the East Main Hall 
of the Memphis Convention Center on Ju-
ly 1 from 10 AM to 1 PM. 
The dance will be called by prominent 
Callerlab recording artists. Plan to attend. 
The Foundation was established to bet-
ter inform the non-square dancing public 
about square dancing. The first project 
was production of three spot commercials 
in 1989. With your support, other projects 
can be undertaken to reach more people. 
Oegatite Tkiresse 
P.O. Box 378, Helen, Georgia 30545 	1-404-878-3147 
PROMENADERS LEATHER 
SQUARE DANCE SHOES 
'/)" heel, small boss on toe (Boss can be removed.) 
Colors: White, bone, red patent, black patent 
Sizes 4-10 7s-$1-W 	$1595 
BEAUTIFUL WHITE 
ORGANDY PETTICOATS 
Cotton top, adjustable waist, fluff on bottom 
Specify length. Avail 18'24" 
30 yd.-516.95 	40 yd.-517.95 	50 yd.-519.95 
ROUND DANCE SHOE 
Leather—Available in white, taupe, red, black, silver and gold 
Sizes only 5-9M 	$24.95 
Please include $3.50 postage. 	 Ga. residents add 65e tax. Send S1.00 for catalog or free .ith order. 
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St: TEM UV: 
IN THE WILE 
COME WITH US TO AFRICA—Sept. 24-October 6, 1991 
Square dancers and non-dancers—It's a once-in-a-lifetime adventure! 
Best hotels! See the big game "at home in the wild" before it is too late! 
Ask for color brochure, details... 
Your Personal Hosts 
	
ASD TOURS (with Continental Squares) 
Stan & Cathie Burdick PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
With Native Safari Guides 
	
Phone 419-433-2188 
a a BY CALLER LINE-UP 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals Call Them. 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St.  
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Don Coy (502-491-8878) 
118 Bonnie Ln. 
Louisville KY 40218 
Calling Wknds & Festivals 
You Ring, I Sing! 
Bill Barr (203-934-2653) 
421 Campbell Ave Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nite 
With "Railroad Bill" 
Traveling Weekends 
Welt Cole (801-392.9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd.  
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling Is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
ma. 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 
Louisville KY 40228 
(502)239-1956 
Calling Full•TIme 
Jim Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant MO 63033 
(314)741-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
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IT HAPPENED IN MEMPHIS 
''Start Something Great in Memphis" 
is the theme of the Memphis, Tennessee, 
Convention Bureau. Little do they realize 
how appropriate their theme is to Round-
alab! For it was in Memphis that the seed 
of an idea planted at LEGACY II in Cleve-
land in 1975 germinated and sprouted at 
LEGACY III (May, 1977) into what we 
know as Roundalab, the International 
Assn. of Round Dance Teachers, Inc. 
And even more of a coincidence is the 
fact that Roundalab will be meeting this 
year in the very same hotel where all this 
came about! Then the hotel was called 
the Hyatt Regency. Both hotel and Roun-
dalab have grown and matured as the 
years have unfolded. 
For the history buffs: It all began at 
LEGACY Ill where a number of attendees 
gathered at a buzz session whose objec-
tive was "To better the round dance pic-
ture in square dancing." The group was 
unanimous in believing this objective 
could best be met through an interna-
tional association of round dance 
teachers. LEGACY trustees agreed and 
adopted this resolution: "LEGACY sup-
ports the concept of the formation of an 
International Organization of Round 
Dance Teachers dedicated to the promo-
tion, protection and perpetuation of the 
general Round Dance movement to com-
plement the overall Square Dance picture." 
Participants in those LEGACY planning 
sessions included Cathie Burdick, Charlie/ 
Edith Capon, Jo Coosey, Roland/Lois 
Downs, Elmer/Rosemarie Elias, Dave/ 
Shirley Fleck, Orin/Dela Hendricks, Bill/ 
Kathi Higgins, Jim Hopkins, Bob/Jane 
Jaffray, Dave Johnstone, John Kalten-
thaler, Cem Macey, Mahlon/Harriet Miles, 
Clancy/Betty Mueller, Bud/Shirley Parrott, 
Corky/Paulette Pell, Tom/Barbara Potts, 
Doc/Peg Tirrell, Wayne/Norma Wylie and 
American Squaredance. June 1990 
Lucyan Ziemba. 
At this LEGACY planning meeting, the 
following goals were adopted by the as-
yet unnamed organization: To establish, 
maintain and arrange for publication of 
standards covering all facets of round 
dancing; To provide for accreditation of 
teachers, training schools and coaches; 
To adopt a uniform format and dance 
classification for cue sheets and record 
companies; and To promote cooperation 
of the Round Dance teachers organiza-
tion with all components of LEGACY. 
Wayne/Norma Wylie were asked to un-
dertake the task of setting up the 
organizational meeting for this neophyte 
organization. Invitations were sent to all 
known round dance leaders. In October 
of that same year 107 leaders from all 
over gathered at the Airport Quality Hotel 
to formally organize Roundalab. 
At Roundalab's first meeting the group 
endorsed the previously mentioned goals 
and added more: to start a teaching and 
leadership traing program, to establish a 
code of ethics for round dance teachers, 
and to form a committee to study the 
evaluation of dances by plateaus. 
As some of Roundalab's original goals 
and the business aspects of round danc-
ing have been accomplished, Roundalab 
has been able to devote more of its an-
nual convention time to providing educa-
tional programs for its membership. At 
this 14th Annual Convention in June, 
Roundalab members will be reviewing the 
efforts of a Dance Technique Manual 
Committee, discussing Teaching Pro-
gression in all Phases and Rhythms of 
Round Dancing, Teacher Training, Cur-
riculum Development and a possible Ac-
creditation Program. Education sessions 
will include—The Use of CD Players in 
Round Dance Teaching, Practical Use of 
Video tapes for Teachers and Students, 
The Technique of Picture Figures and an 
Introduction and Clinic on West Coast 
Swing. Many of the Roundalab members 
will be attending an all day Teacher's 
Seminar on Wednesday as well as re-
maining to donate their sevices at the 
39th National Square Dance Convention. 
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Bar 	(TN)  
Gary Sitcom* (TN) 
[RDS]fitay & Beavaly 
(MME  
September 74 
America's Finest Square Dance Resort • 
1990 Weekend Schedule 
CHAPARRAL111CORDSW/ 
Ken Bower (CA Marshall Flippo 
Scott Smkh(UT); BtiTyl Main (AZ) 
GarY Shoe maks \RItl) 
[MS] Ray & flea Dcregy (WV) 
April 27-29 
• 
Demi y Wedlc (GA) 
Gabby Baker (GA) 
[RPS] Nettie Maitre (GA) 
May 25-27 
Ray Doilia eoo (TN) 
Royilarmit.(TN) 
(FIDSLCIara & Earl.lordon 
Cecil .rea (WV) 
Jim Durhark(VA) 




mom Chuck & Nancy 
LA____am (F1),.‘-. 
May 11-13 
Phil Ko4cn)eld (IN) 
Nkk riliy,(IN) 
[RD% Chock &13arb 
4_11I1_011.1914—r' 
1u.1-10 
Frank land (NC) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS1Bonnie Tiatchik 
May 18-20 
Ron tyehtlart (14) 
Dace Gra* (IN) 
[RDSr(yen & Barb. Saxton 
J.0 15-17 
Ks vtryloitm (VA) 
JoaloweIVA) 
PIDSpudy Everttert (IN) 
M ie 24 
ROYAL R1CORDS WIE 
Tony dxenairr (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Lefton (D() 
[R DS] Jim 	Bormanjarii 	(IL) 
July 25-22 
Phil Koalcnimki (IN) 
Jose p4 Mill's{ (FL) 
(RDS).0hil Van Cokeren 
I OH) \ 
Abgliet17-41 


















PIDSpehn & BettVriffin 
SepteMber 28-38 
George Lavdeler (AL) 





Hierry Lackey (eC) 
input 3-5 
Wayne Donald (TN) 
IRDS1 Dee Smith(TN) 
Aug. 31- Sept. 2 
UGHTNINIVECOR DS WM 
JimmeoBerson (NC) 
Ba 	Ech'es (NC) 
Max As nold (NC); Bob Price (NC) 
ERN) Winti I-Norma Dickenson (TN) 
October 12-14 
HarolO'KeBey (GA) 
Jo ha'SwindIe (GA) 
[RDSTHaI & SadiRoden 
(GA)_ 
October 11-21 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISI 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE, TN 3786: 
Ameelcan Squan 
MU SEE\ YOU AT 
THE NATIONAL COPTENTION, 
LOOrkfl ON SOOT H 
lees NUJMy 1 
GOOD OX \SOYS W/E 
Sam Dunh (OH) 
Keith Iimmerinan (OH) 
Mike King (6H) 
(HOS) .Phy/Its. Hathaway (OH) 
July 27-21 
\ 
Mark /la usi}tg (OH) 




(RDS) Nora Hutchins (NC) 
Neviiiber 24 
Bob Poyner (11) 
Jac PlatIy4OH) 




Ross Howell (TX) 
Bob Gambell (TX) 
July 29-August 3 
41rty`prlor (MI) 
CuOratlet(IL) 
Sid Carter ()L) 
Virgil Troxell (IN) 
Chikk Peel (IN)
JohrtPaul Bresnan (AL) 
(RDS) John & Dimple WIllItord 
Seftrielb1116-21 
Tonypigerge (LA) 





}n5te Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 








[RDS1BUd & Ona Nlighetto 
May 27-lune I 
Les Greenwood (Canada) 
Lorne Vickery(Canada) 




Frank ;re4ell (OH) 
ScotlOharniu (OH) 





r 	Da9YI Lipseomb4GA) # 
Aaga _MT 2-17 
Roueld \Week , 
Phoes11/3 & VI 
Wayne & Barbara BiacIdord (FL) 
Frank A Phyllis Lynhed (OH) 
Sripterabef 3-7 
Ken Dewey (CA) 




A2 Into to Cl 






LSO Minn LL,\ 
hoe 3-8 
Marsh FiiPP03 (TX) 
Je Haag(WY) 
[FM] Dan & Unda 
__Plostwieft?' 
July 1-4 
Ylada ‘ or (TX) 
Tim AWrInirc(VA) 






John Kephart (NC) 





Bill *dip n (MD) 
JintLee (Canada) 




Phas'es Ills thru V1 
Torn &.,:ian Kannoel (KY) 
Ralph & Joan Collipi (NH) 
"Mil 13-18 
Pat Diamund (AR) 
Bdb liortIMO) 
(RDS erry & DoRTockey 
km 10-15  
LadyFalkins Week 
Belay Gotta(NJ) 
Grade Wheatley (NM) 
May s~2s 
Charles Clyisenberry (TX) 
JenyStover(OK) 




[Arty Lefton (TX) 
(ADS) Jim_Uane Poodnan (IL) 
July 15-20 
Craig Rolio (IN) 
Art 'range nTNM) 




Ram 	litasch (OH) 
La DuAg (NY) 
(Rps) Lloyd &Eileen 
(Lcc_kerman (PA) 
AaiTlisr 26-31 
Larry Lptsop (TX) 
Lem pramtle,(LA) 
[RDS)-Marilyn Er'Cliff 
(AL) / wicks (a) 
Septiiraer-2g28 
Tony aierine (SC) 
Joni stoiwo 




:NGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
	 55 
37862 • 615-453-0171 (TN) OR 1-800-633-1281 
en Squareclanait knee 1090 
by 
Ed Foote 
HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL ADVANCED & 
CHALLENGE SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
Continued 
Associate Callers and Non-staff Callers. The 
convention has always sought to give ex-
posure to additional callers capable of 
calling the programs of the convention. 
Any caller attending the convention as a 
dancer who was capable of calling all 
floor levels was scheduled to call during 
the event. This began in 1971, with non-
staff callers doing the trail-end dance on 
Wednesday night. Over the years the staff 
callers have assumed responsibility for 
the Trail-End Dance, and the other callers 
have been programmed during the con-
vention. In 1984, the Advisory Board voted 
to establish two categories of callers other 
than staff: associate and non-staff callers. 
Associate callers are the five callers 
who receive the next highest number of 
votes after the staff callers. Associate 
callers are programmed for one or two tips 
in each hall. Non-staff callers are other 
callers attending the convention who re-
quest to call at the Thursday morning 
Non-Staff Caller Dance and who are  
capable of calling all of the programs. A 
combined vote of the advisors and staff 
callers determine which callers will par-
ticipate in the Thursday morning dance. 
Location. Following the initial years in 
Columbus and Cleveland, Ohio, the con-
vention has been held in Niaoara Falls 
four times, Philadelphia three times, Pitts-
burgh eight times, Altoona, Pa., once, 
and in Virginia Beach, Va, four times. The 
1990 and 1991 conventions will be in 
Virginia Beach. 
The National Advanced and Challenge 
Convention always occurs the week before 
the National Convention. The exact date 
is the next-to-the-last Saturday in June 
and the preceding Thursday and Friday. 
Swap Around. Some dancers complain 
they do not like this call because it is 
awkward. Unfortunately, their perception 
has usually been affected by poor choreo-
graphy by the caller. 
Swap around is a smooth call, especial-
ly if it is preceded by a call which has the 
left-side dancer of each couple moving in 
the same direction as required by swap 
around. For example, recycle from a right-
hand wave is an excellent call to give be-
fore swap around. So are the calls wheel 
and deal and turn and deal from right-
hand two-faced lines. 
But if recycle is called from a left-hand 
wave followed by swap around, the result 
is a direct reversal of body flow for the left-
side dancer doing the swap around. 
LEE KOPMAN 
NOW AVAILABLE: 
* VIDEO TEACHING TAPES (Advanced, C-1 & C-2 levels) 
* INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES on Reel or Cassette 
For Beginner, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced, C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-3A 
• Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* DANCE TAPES 
For Mainstream, Advanced (A-2), C-1, C-2, C-3, C-3A & C-4 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN, 2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793 
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JIM TRIBLE 
JIM "WHO" LOGAN 
HERB EDWARDS 
15 GREAT WEEKS 
15 GREAT STAFFS 7 
Nes) 
AI 
AMERICAN PLAN RI SORT 
LOCITUD II Tilt 14!ATLI 4 1. 111-.T 
YOU'LL HAVE 






Osage Beach, MO 
65065 
314-348-2161 
Likewise, right and left thru followed by 
swap around is poor choreography re-
sulting in direct reversal of body flow for 
the left-side dancer. 
All callers know that a quick get-out 
from zero facing lines is: pass thru, wheel 
and deal, centers swap around, left 
allemande. The problem is this is a direct 
reversal of body flow for the boys in do-
ing the swap around. This combination 
should not be called if we want smooth- 
flowing dancing. But so many callers use 
this combination that dancers blame the 
call instead of the choreography. 
The next time you are tempted to say 
that swap around is an awkward call, ask 
yourself what the caller used immediate-
ly before it. It is that call combined with 
swap around that determines your 
perception of smooth or awkward danc-
ing. In other words, analyze the choreo-
graphy, not just the particular call. 
  
 
A G L E 
RECORDS 
 
JIM "WHO" CHOLMONDELEY 
	
EAGLE ENTERPRISES 
11220 Florissant St., Suite 169 
Florissant MO 63032 
Phone 314-653-1441 
EAG 1208 CRAZY OVER YOU by Jim L. 
EAG 1209 OLD LAMPLIGHTER by Jim L. 
EAG 1210 PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND by Jim L. 
EAG 2101 GUITARS, CADILLACS AND HILLBILLY MUSIC, Jim C 
EAG 2102 FULL GROWN FOOL BY Jim C. 
EAG 2103 ONE STEP by Jim C. 
EAG 2104 THINGS by Jim C. 
EAG 2105 HONEYMOON FEELING by Jim C, 
EAG 2106 GLASS HEARTS by Jim C. 
EAG 2201 CANDY MAN by Herb 
EAG 2202 INDIAN LAKE by Herb 
EAG 2401 BORN TO BOOGIE by Wall 
EAG 2601 LOOKING OUT MY BACK DOOR by Jim T. 
ESG 2701 12TH STREET RAG by Chuck 
HOEDOWNS COMING SOON: 
EAG H101 GOLDEN EAGLE/EAGLE HASH 
EAG H102 HOT STUFF (Hoedown)/STEAL (Traditional wlcues) 
WALT ISHMAEL 





Here's a guy who started in a musical 
family, played guitar at age 12, and at-
tended his first caller-training class in 
1974. Now he has five local groups in 
Kentucky southern Indiana, and travels 
extensively, doing what he loves. 
Don is a member of callerlab and 
records for Red Boot Star. He worked on 
the Education Committee of the 1983 Na-
tional Convention. He has held every of-
fice in the Kentucky Callers Association. 
His work has been wholesale manager at 
a Sears & Roebuck store, but square dan-
cing and music have been the big attrac-
tion in his life. 
Some will remember Don's perfor-
mance at a recent Statue of Liberty 
Dance in New York, and many have 
heard his records Ridin' My Thumb to 
Mexico and Bobby McGee. "The best 
people in the world are square dancers," 
he says. 








Squ„csEP- -  — 
-Jeff Drlggs 
	Clogging 









lus Advanced Challenge 
amboree 
Henry B. Gonzales 
Convention Center 
San Antonio. Texas 
Jamboree Chairmen 
Joe & Anna Lee Ray 
655-2834 
Jamboree Contact 
Patti Kirst 590-7763 
Or Write To: 
ALAMO JAMBOREE 
PO Box 5471 
San Antonio TX 78201 
Workshops 
Rounds. Clogging 
Squares through C-2 
Per Person Donations 
nre• re{i 	 Al door 
Sep 1 deadline 
S1600 Fri/Sal Pkg 	82000 
S 800 	En Only S10.00 
S1000 Sal all day $1250 
$ 95 Sal nice only $11.25 
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FRANCES & JERRY STINSON 
Ruston Louisiana 
Frances & Jerry grew up in Ruston, 
La., were high school sweethearts and 
married in 1952 after attending La. 
Tech. After a 30-year Navy career, 
Jerry retired in 1982 at the Naval Air Sta-
tion in New Orleans. They began 
square dancing shortly before retirement 
and began round dancing in 1983 after 
their return to Ruston. 
Frances began cueing and instructing 
in 1986. She has a good musical 
background, having played the piano and 
organ since high school days. 
The Stinsons teach an intermediate 
group in Ruston and an easy-intermediate 
group in Monroe each week. They are 
Members of the RRRndrs and the Bucks' 
Carousel Club in Shreveport. Frances 
regularly cues at various square dance 
club hoedowns in north Louisiana. They 
have attended the Hickmans' Teacher 
Training Institutes in Texas, the Rothers' 
dance improvement clinics, Roundalab, 
URDC and National Square Dance 
Conventions. 
The Stinsons have four children: a 
daughter in Wahsinton D.C., a daughter 
in New Orlenas, a son in Ruston and a 
son in Monroe. The grandchildren are in 
Ruston and New Orleans. 
HAWAIrwith Jim & Gerrie Purcell 
March 2-16, 1991, Flights from all key cities 
For brochure and full information 
Jim & Gerrie Purcell, 340 Highland Ave., Randolph MA 02368 
(617) 963-0713 
Fly to Honolulu, then cruise the islands aboard the SS Independence, visit 
Kauai, Hawaii & Maui. All meals & entertainment aboard ship are included. 




MAG-201 MAGNOLIA MELODY/TRASH HASH (Hoedown) 
MAG-I03 RAISE A RUCKUS 
MAG-104 CHEWIN' GUM 
Previous Releases 
MAG-101 MY GIRL 
MAG-102 NINE POUND HAMMER 
JAY WIGGINS 
Rt. 5 Box 3908, Tallahassee FL 32301 
(904) 421-2337 or 962-2151 
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the hall where club(s) meet. The signs 
aren't made of cardboard, but are of 
washable, heavy-duty plastic, and can be 
used over and over. The emblem is 
fashioned from reflective tape, red and 
black in color, and shines well for 
headlights and streetlights. The holes 
allow twine or nails to be used, and any 
old post will do for holding it up. Make 
"can't get there hardly" into "getting there 
handily" for those out-of-towners. 
TELL'EM WHERE TO GO SIGNS 
Too often dancers come 
into an area at night when 
rain and fog are present, 
and try to find an un-
familiar dance location. 
Has this happened to 
you? Over in El Paso, 
Texas , they've solved the 
problem neatly, and you'll 
find signs like these at 
every corner leading to 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
Calterlao Marnstream and Plus pro- 	Featuring BETSY GOTTA Caller 25 
gram videotapes Filmed in tele• years. Recording artist, featured 
vision studio Broadcast quality 
	
July 117 Am Sit Dance Mag Mem- 
featuring overhead shots 
	
ber Board of Governors. Callerlah 
MAINSTREAM PLUS 
(Callerlab sequence 5067 
	
(27 movements) 
$3995 (6'44,j. rnerVc4T 
per tape) 
	 $ 4995 (NJ roer1100 per tape) 
Please specify 	MAINSTREAM 	PLUS 	VHS 	BETA 
I 
	 Mail check or money order to: 
 teattiroo'le SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Division of Tra Bien. Inc 
PO Box 1350, Maplewood, NJ 07040 





a I 	Ctty 	 
State Zip 	 AS 
Ilsommommmin mmmmmmmmm wommommwmmemimoommmimmiommii 
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Outside U S add 510 Specify 
'- Payable in U S Dollars" 
Check or MO only 





THEME NIGHTS FROM MICHIGAN 
Recently we flipped through a NEMA 
booklet (Northeast Michigan Association) 
and came across a goidmine of ideas for 
theme nights that literally jumped out of 
the pages like fresh spring flowers. 
It made us realize there are so many 
ideas to share in this great activity, and 
here are a few that we think add fun and 
fellowship to any dance party: 
From the Coalminer Squares of St. 
Charles come these ideas: Black Cat 
(bring flashlights); Bake Walk; Turkey 
Trot; Silent Auction; Travel in T-shirts and 
Song; Hearts and Flowers; Crazy Hats 
(prizes awarded); Pie Night; Hawaiian 
Luau; Sundaes and Singing Calls; and 
Last Roundup (wear western hats). 
From the Area Allemanders of Sterling: 
12th Anniversary Cider and Donut Night; 
Pilgrims Promenade; Monkeying Around 
(badge); Pot of Gold; Toot and Scoot; and 
June Jubilee. 
From the Frankenmuth Calico Twirlers: 
Bring a Friend; Crazy Hat; Hospital Gift 
Night; Dieter's Delite; Sweethearts 
Serenade; Chili Nite; Choco-o-holic; After 
Taxes Dance; and Banquet. 
From the Flushing Roadrunners: 
Applefest; Hobgoblin Dance; Harvest 
Hop; Tinsel Ball; Charlie Brown and Lucy 
Special; Hawaiian Revue; and IRS 
Stomp. Wow—that's only the beginning! 
Try some of them at your club for re-






NEW RELEASES 	 *orb 
LR-801 LIGHTNING EXPRESS -4' 
18-402 BE-BOP-A-LULA by Max 
111-302 I DON'T THINK SHE'S 
IN LOVE ANY MORE by Bob 
1.11-105 DO THE LOCOMOTION by Jimmy 
111.202 EARLY IN THE MORNING AND 
LATE AT NIGHT by Barry 
UST SELLERS 
LF1-901 I LOVE A RAINY NIGHT, Tony 0 
LR-103 HELLO TROUBLE by Jimmy 
Lf1 301 SEA CRUISE by Bob 
1R-401 HOOKED ON MUSIC by Ma 
Fn.' 	LIGHTNING RECORDS 
ar. 
4 \
P.O. Box 748 








L11-4134 WALIkiN Shuxa by Max 
LR-168 OKLAHOMA SWING by Jimmy 
18-701 SEMME VIVANT 
Round by Barbara Si 
LR•107 ACE IN THE HOLE by Jim—, 
LR-304 LITTLE SAINT NICK by Bob 
1R-403 GHOSTBUSTERS by Mar 
1R-303 IS IT STILL OVER tr 




     
LIGHTNING RECORDS TRAIL END DANCE 
Radisson Hotel—Downtown 
185 Union Ave., Memphis 
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MICHIGAN S&R/D CONVENTION 
The 29th Michigan Convention will be 
held at Gardner Middle School in Lans-
ing on August 17-19. Lansing has been the 
Michigan state capital for 130 years. Sites 
to visit downtown are the capitol, the new 
Michigan Library and Historical Center, 
the Impression 5 Science Museum, R.E. 
Olds Museum, Potter Park and Zoo, and 
the Carl G. Fenner Arboretum. 
Chairmen for the convention are Jerry 
and Joyce Sleeman. They have been in-
volved in square dancing for fifteen years; 
Jerry has been calling for six. They hope 
this year's convention will be the largest 
and best ever. Chairmen of the R/D pro-
gram are Bernard and Naomi Smith. They 
have been round dancers for 25 years and 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary 
in May. Mac and Louise McCreery are 
clogging chairmen. They have been in-
structors for four years. They have fifteen 
or more instructors lined up for the 
convention. 
Don't miss the opening ceremonies, 
featuring the Maycroft Square Tappers 
and other exhibition groups. Following the 
ceremonies will be the grand march. 
Information on the convention is 
available from the Sleemans, 6263 
Meadowview, Kalamazoo MI 49004. 
CLOGGING CHAMPIONSHIP CANCELLED 
Opryland and Hee Haw will not host a 
clogging event this year, for the first time 
in seven years. Some changes will be 
made for 1991 and input and advice is 
solicited. Write to Melanie Fly, 2802 
Opryland Dr., Nashville TN 37214. 
THE RED ROCK RAMBLERS, Lyons, Colo. 
32st Summer Season of Saturday Square Dances 
Welcome—Rounds 7:45 PM; Squares 8:15-11 PM 
Hem. Gym, 4th & Stickney. Camping & Info 303-823-6692 
1990—Sat. Nights & 2 Sun. Specials: Great callers & cuersl 
Sun . Jn 10—Ken BOW CA 04ds 7. sign 	730-111 After-State Spec 
SATURDAYS - 	 Aug. '4—Scott Smith. UT 
June 16—Chinook Bays. MN-OR 	Aug 11—Vern Weese, NV 
June 23—Dave Guile. WY 	Aug '18—Tom Roper, IL 
.line 30—Randy Dougherty, MN-AZ Aug 	25—Art Tangen. NM 
July 	7—Jerry Junck. NE 	Sept. 1—Dan Nordbye. NE 
July 14—Jerry Haag. WY—TX Sept 	2—Dan Nordbye (Plus) 
July 21—Jerry Jestin. TX-CAN 	1 30-5PM Sunday 
July 28—Dave Kenney. AZ Weekend Whing Ding. 32s1 Ann 
Mainstream. Plus tips 10 30-11 PM Cat High School. S. 2nd Ave I 
Always A Great Dance in Lyons, Colorado. Comet 
NO SINGLES CLUB v tio," 
. 	 IN YOUR AREA? 
Let us help you start a local 
1.1 .1' 	Chapter of Bachelors 'N' 
nal' . Bachelorettes International 
Become affiliated with the largest SINGLES' 
Square Dance Club in the world! Over 50 
Chapters currently and continuing to grow! 
WRITE NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
Bachetors 'N' Bachelorettes International Inc. 
do Roy Northup. International President 





From DAYTON, OHIO 
SPACE IS LIMITED 
WRITE OR CALL FOR INFORMATION 
Walt Wilson 	437 Bellaire 
Dayton OH 45420 513-252-0456 
A BI.ACKWOOD TRAVEL Tour Program 
24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 	....._ 
P Earrings o,  Pendant $395 	 0 
Both for only $6.95 	 • 
plus $1.00 ship. A handling 
(CaId. res. add 6% sales taxi 	riA, r4 	 4 
Earring also available 
with clips.  
When ordenng specify dress 
color red. blue or black. 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 
West Hills CA 91308 
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WORKSHOP NOTEBOOKS / 
by Bob Perkins 
Advanced (A-1, A-2) 
& Adv. QS—Fourth Edition 
PLUS with MS and • -- 
Plus QS—Second Edition 
Unique, complete diagram 
books with definitions 
Notebooks are current with Callerlab 
Looseleaf bound—can be updated. 
Price: S9. each plus $2. pstg. 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM: 
ASD, P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
-71 
Please specity 
Plus or Mv. 
ORIGINAL ROVER BADGES 
CUSTOM ENGRAVING FOR CLUB BADGES 
RHINESTONE BADGES 
LONG-STRING MINI-PURSE (ass't colors) 
BUTTERFLY BELTS 
S/D ACCESSORIES — WRITE FOR CATALOG 
A to Z Engraving Co., Inc., Since 1954 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda IL 60084 	312/526-7396 
J.L. 101 "WHITE" MIKE 
$90.00 plus $4.00 Air Post/Ins. 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute Home Study Program 
$50.00 plus $4.00 Air Post/Ins. 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Mainstream through Plus—$21.00 
With Adv. Supplement—$34.00 
12 issues—January through December 
JACK LASRY'S CALLER SUPPLY 
1513 N. 46 Ac., Hollywood FL 33021 	305.981-778B 
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The Best In 
Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
PHANTOM SQUARE DANCE CLUB 
The Phantom SID Club is having a 14th 
anniversary dance at Pine Grove School 
on July 7 at 8 PM. Gene Geoghagn is the 
caller and all callers are welcome. Two 
special guests will be present. 
Jimmy Thompson 
Valdosta, Georgia 
NEW DANCE AND MUSIC WEEKS 
The Country Dance and Song Society 
will operate two new weeks of dance and 
music at Buffalo Gap Camp in West 
Virginia. Modeled on popular weeks at 
Pinewoods Camp, they are an English 
and American Dance Week, July 8-15, 
and Family Week, July 15-22. For informa-
tion write CDSS, 17 New South St., North-
ampton MA 01060 (413-584-9913). 
4th N.J. CONVENTION BIG SUCCESS 
Now out of its infancy, the New Jersey 
State S&R/D Convention toddled its way 
to a huge success with 1866 dancers from 
all over the eastern seaboard in the grand 
march. This convention, sponsored by the 
S/D Council of New Jersey and chaired 
by Ken and Helena Robinson, offered 
something for everyone in the activity. 
General chairmen for 1991, Manny and 
Gail Amor, have set their sites on 2000 as 
their attendance for April 13. Contact 
registrars Don and Pat Stephens, 674 Clif-
ton Ave., Toms River NJ 08753 for details. 
OVERSEAS DANCER ASSOCIATION 
The time is drawing near to the Over-
seas Dancers Association's 28th annual 
reunion, to be held at the Ramada Inn and 
Conference Center in Portland, Maine, 
August 2-5. An open dance will be held 
Wednesday, August 1. 
Former members of overseas S/D clubs 
will meet to renew friendships formed 
when living and dancing overseas. When 
Tex and Dorothy Hencerling planned the 
first such gathering, they had no idea it 
would be the forerunner of an association 
that would continue to hold reunions 28 
years later. The 29th reunion will be in 
Calgary, Alberta, and the 30th in Portland, 
Oregon. Each reunion chairman automa- 
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TNT268 YOU'VE CHOSEN ME by Wynne Mahler 
TNT269 STAGGER LEE by Mike lavarone 
TNT27D THE LOCO-MOTION by Mike lavarone 
TNT271 PASS ME BY by Mike Trembly 
TNT272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
1,1001—Dick Leper 55.•.75 pst .  
Plastic Record Sleeves Available 
Quacbty Discounts tar 25 50 100 & 1000 




SQUARE DANCE LEADERS 
CALLERS, CUERS, CONTRA 
Send for Free Copy 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 
CALLERS LIABILITY INSURANCE 
NATIONWIDE CALLER REFERRALS 
MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE 
"Oldest & Best" 
NATIONWIDE 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC., INC. 
4819 West M-12, Quartz Hill CA 93536 
805-9436984 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
1 line "Slim Jim" 	 $1.25 
Name only, Regular Size 	 51.35 
Name and Town OR Design 51.50 
Name and Town and Design 	 52.00 
Name, Town, Design, Club Name 	 52.25 
State Shape 	 $2.75 & Up 
$5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, blue, green, brown, red, 
yellow and walnut 
Orders 510.00 or less, 
add $1.00. Orders over 
10.00, add $2.00. 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO eon 847 
Rifle CO 81650 
Tel: 303-6251718 
PROMENADERS 
Clog & Sill Shoes 
Blk & WM 534.95 
Colors 
• Mr 
Gold & Sil. $35.95 
P&H add $300 
SOPHIA T'S 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Route 9, Box 273A • Hwy. 70 East 
Goldsboro, North Carolina 27534 
11
CLOGGER for men (black & while) 
CLOGGER for women (while only) 
536 50 
-• We Ship Anywhere in the World 
Brochure available-52.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, MasterCard. Visa, American Express 
Tel. 919-778-0476 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
* * * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
tically becomes president of OSDA the 
following year, and this office is a coveted 
honor. 
For further information, contact the 
general chairmen, Skip and Betty Brown, 
104 Brighton Ave., Portland ME 04102. 
AUGUSTA HERITAGE CENTER 
Five full weeks of traditional dance 
await dancers this summer at the Augusta 
Heritage Arts Workshops in Elkins, W.V. 
Kicking off the season July 8-13 will be 
Cajun Week, followed by Dance Callers 
Workshop, July 15-20; Irish Week and 
Step-Dance Week, July 22-27; Dance 
Week, July 29-Aug. 3; and Swing Week, 
Aug. 5-12. Augusta 1990 will also offer 
weekly public dances. Complete details 
are available from the AHC, Box DN, 
Davis & Elkins College, Elkins WV 
26241-3996. 
IN MEMORIAM 
A member of the New Orleans Callers' 
Assn., Joe Hollier, passed away in Febru-
ary. Joe was a caller for 25 years and 
served three terms as president of the 
association. He was also a member of 
Callerlab and the Bar None Saddle-ites 
Club. He was an Army Air Corps veteran 
of WW II. Sympathy is extended to his 
wife Josephine, three children and five 
grandchildren. 	Johnny & Janie Creel 
Bud Marcellus, a California round 
dance teacher and cuer for 17 years, 
passed away unexpectedly in February 
while attending the SIO S/D Institute at 
Asilomar. He organized and taught the 
Humboldt Round-Abouts and belonged to 
Roundalab and the Northern California 
R/D Teachers Assn. He never attended a 
clinic, party or workshop without bringing 
something new home to his dancers. 
John Hagopian, a member of the Merri 
Eights Club of East Brunswick, New 
Jersey, and president of the Hitch and 
Squares Camping and S/D Club, passed 
away in March. He was deeply involved 
in square dancing and was always ready 
and willing to take on any job to help his 
clubs or their members. 
Charles & Aldona Schlottfeld 
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Your pin-on 
badges need- 
_to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, IMC. 
(415) 783-8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
SEVEN-SIX RANCHWEAR 
COMPLETE LINE OF 
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS 
WESTERN WEAR 
IRASBURG VILLAGE, VERMONT 
Rt. 58 Exit 26 Ott 91 
Phone: 802-754-2091 
American Squaredance, June 1990 
1990 HANDICAPABLE CONVENTION 
The second biennial Handicapable S/D 
Convention will be held July 27-28 at the 
Abba Temple Shrine Auditorium in Mobile, 
Alabama. Featured will be western 
squares, Appalachian squares, rounds, 
clogging and sit-down dancing. Two halls 
will be used for the two days of the con-
vention. Write for information to Dean and 
Kitty Emery, 9354 Johnson Rd., Mobile 
AL 36695 (205-633-8212). 
ROUND DANCE NEWS 
Roundalab Rounds of the Quarter for 
the second quarter are: Betsey's Blue 
Tango, Phase III; Rock and Roll Shoes, 
Phase IV; Five Hills to Travel, Phase V and 
VI; Mexicali Rose, Classic. Cue sheets are 
available from Roundalab, 3 Churchill 
Rd., Cresskill NJ 07626-1698. 
The Round Dance Council of Florida 
has chosen Paradise Waltz, Phase II, for 
June. Other recent selections have been 
Song for Lovers, Something's Gotta Give 
Quickstep, Boulavogue and Maria Elena. 
John D. Ayres, secretary 
Recent choices from the Minnesota 
Round Dance Council were Wheel of For-
tune, Phase II; Sea of Heartbreak, Phase 
III; Jivin' the Jack, Phase IV-V. 
John & Betty Graves, secretaries 
The Wisconsin R/D Leaders Council's 
recent choices for ROM were Oh Boy All 
Shook Up, Phase II; Harbor Lights, Sleepy 
Lagoon, Phase III; Dancing Moon, Catch 
A Falling Star, Phase IV. 
Jerry & Lorelei Hempe, secretary 
The Toronto and District S&RID 
Assocation recently chose Edilweiss, 
Walking and Whistling, Phase II; Girl In My 
Arms, Sweet Gypsy Rose Phase III & IV, 
Helen Maddeaux 
SANDPIPER SQUARES 
The Sandpiper Squares of Port St. 
Lucie, Florida, held their 8th Spring Fling 
in early March. Ron and Eileen Ellis were 
chairmen of the event attended by over 
35 squares. Al Brundage called and Bea 
Brundage debuted as a cuer. Later in 
March, the club enjoyed its annual picnic. 
Rudolphe J. Cloutier, president 
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Enjoy a Trail Dance 
in St. Louis! 
Plus level dance to benefit the 1993 
National Square Dance Convention 
June 26, 1990, 7:30 pm, $3 @ person, 
Bonhomme Presbyterian Church 
14820 Conway Road, Chesterfield, MO 
Harold Rowden, Earl Kinsey, St. Louis 
Rounds, 011ie Loehr 
West County Spinners, Sponsors 
Information? Call 314/343-5468 
Pa c 
* water and dirt repellent 
* petticoats will not lose their shape 
* use for traveling and storage 
* carry up to 6 petticoats in one hag 
* secure * compact * sturdy * lightweight nylon 
SALES BENEFIT LEGACY 
Send $27 50 plus $2.50 postage 
To: Bob & Dottie Elgin, Box 398 Dept. E 
Harrison City PA 15636 
Make checks payable to LEGACY 	Allow 4-6 weeks 
AnnGene 
Petticoat Kits 
Easy to finish: You simply sew 
the side seam and insert the elastic 
for a perfect fit. 
Available in Two Petticoat Styles 
with sweeps from 40 to 120 Yards. 
Priced from $17.95 to $40.95 
For a free Brochure, call toll-free 
1-800-338-3289 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4th Ave. So. 
Richfield MN 55423 
DATE-LINE 
Colorado-Rocky Mt Dance Roundup. Granby; July 2-8. Write Diane 
Burton, 20 NE 47th, Kansas City MO 64116 
Alaska-S&R/D Festival. Fairbanks: July 5-8. Dale McClary. Lynn/Don-
na Roumagoux. Write Box 10041. Fairbanks AK 99710 
Colorado-Proctor Dance Improvement Phases 586, Dance Ranch, Estes 
Park, July 8-12. Charlie/Bettye Procter Write Frank Lane. PO Box 1382. 
Estes Park CO 80517 
Virginia-Black Diamond Dancers Jubilee. Duffield Elem School; July 
13. J Roberson. K Lowe. Frank/Lynn Rosodo. Call Kevin Lowe 
(703)738-9580 
Idaho-34th Funstitute. McCall. July 13-15. Write Pat Hisaw. 10834 Sand-
hurst Dr. Boise 10 83709 
Colorado-Procter Dance Improvement Phase 4, Dance Ranch. Estes 
Park. July 1519, Charhe/Bettye Procter Write Frank Lane. PO Box 1382. 
Estes Park CO 80517. 
Maryland-271h Star Spangled Banner Festival, Marriott Hunt Valley Inn, 
Battimore, July 19-21 Contact Bill/Jean Toothe. 7215 Willowdale Av. 
Baltimore MD 21206. 
Washington-Summer Fun Fair. Skagit Cty Faogrds, Mt Vernon: July 
1921 Brent Masvelsley, Terry McClelland. Write Beverly Ruuth, 1471 Hwy 
9 Mt Vernon WA 98273 
Oregon-Summer Festival, Hillsboro: July 19.22 Contact Rick/Mary Lar-
son. PO Box 7452. Aloha OR 9701F-7452. 
Georgla-7th Thunderbird Clogging Festival, Mathis City Auditorium, 
Valdosta, July 2421 Wnte Bob/Vivian Bennett. 2111 Hillcrel Dr. Valdosta 
GA 31602 
Arizona-41st S8R/D Festival, Show Low, July 20-22, Pal Barbour, 
Ralph/Evy Sabey. Write Milt/Maxine Pins. Rte 2 Box 1576-P. Lakeside 
AZ 85929, 
North Carolina-R/D Clinic. Polo Rec Ctr, Winston: July 20-22 Write 
Phyllis Lollin, 1002 Courtland Av. Reidsville NC 27320. 
Oklahoma-23rd Annual R/D Festival, OSU Student Union, Stillwater, 
July 20-22: Wayne/Barbara Blacktord Write Mike/Debbie Green, 1613 
Selborne PI, Yukon OK 73099 
Colorado-5th Annual CO Single S/Dancers' Festival. Northglenn Comm 
Ctr. July 20-22. J Mustain. T Roper. Gene/Linda Krueger. Arlin/Linda 
Sample. Write Ella Lusero, 1721 Centennial Dr, Longmont CO 80501 
Colorado-Procter Dance Improvement Phases 283, Dance Ranch, Estes 
Park. July 2226. Charlie/Bettye Procter Write Frank Lane. PO Box 1382. 
Estes Park CO 80517 
Canada-7th Canadian Natl S&R/D Convention. Vancouver Trade 8 Cony 
Ctr. BC: July 26-28 Write Convention '90. Box 2625. Vancouver BC 
Canada V6B 4W8. 
North Carolina-Mt Mixers Dance. Land Harbor Comm CV, Linville: Ju-
ly 27. Kevin Lowe Call Kevin Lave (703)738-9580, 
Pennsylvania-3rd Annual Weekend Festival, Univ of Scranton Cam-
pus. July 27-28; R Correll. R Libby. C Hanks. R Leber. Ron/Ree Rumble. 
J Purcell. B Hanks Write Brian/Gen Phillips. RD 1 Box 515. Olyphant 
PA 18447. 
SCISDA S8R/D Convention, Peoria Civic Ctr: July 2728. 
Contact Jim/Dolores Reed. 2211 E Sherwood Or. Arlington Hgts IL 60004. 
Alabama-2nd Handicapable S/D Convention, Abba Shrine Auditonum, 
Mobile, July 27-28. Write U.S.Handicapable. 9354 Johnson Rd. Mobile 
AL 36695. 
Oldahoma-B-Ville Romp, American Legion Bldg. Bartlesville: July 27-28: 
J Story. T Oxendine, Bill/Virginia Tracy. Contact George/Betty Jensen, 
Box 396, Bartlesville OK 74005 
Ohio-Piqua Promenade. Upper Valley Joint Vocational School: July 
27-28, T Roper. B Newman. Kenn/Mary Carol Meyer Write Don/Carol 
Gerlach, 9895 N Miami Co Rd 25A. Piqua OH 45356 
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40yd 
$49.95') 
50vd 	60yd 	70yd 
$54.9 $58.515- 1.67 
Fashions# 
by Nit 
2011 So. College Ave 	WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
Telephone (409)822-2337 
NEW `DC-9'S ABOVE THE CLOU 
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS...Two la 





Apple. Aqua; Beige. Black, Blue 
Navy. Orange. Peach, P 	 • 
,Blown, Candy Pink, Cerise, Dusty Rose, Ivory. Kelly. Lilac, Maize, 
(Lt.) -Purple (Med.), Purple (DO, Red, Royal, White, Wine, Yellow. 
CLOUD NINE NYLON ORGANZA 
solo!) CbtDR: 
60yd 	70yd 	80yd " 
$51.95 $60.95 $67.95 •e- 
	
40yd 	50yd, 
$44 95 $48.95 To cover postage and 
handling costs, add $3.00 
per petticoat 
Write for COMplete Catalogue 
SPRING RESISTANCE FOOT EXERCISER 
Dancers are urged to replace old 
methods of foot exercises with a new 
spring resistance foot exerciser that pro-
vides continuous resistance as you curl 
the arch and toes. Scientific tests have 
proven the exerciser to be the most effec-
tive and convenient method of foot exer- 
cise, excellent for flexibility, strengthening, 
injury prevention and foot rehabilitation. 
The Archxerciser (TM) sells for $24.99 
from Archxerciser Corp., PO Box 13470, 
St. Louis MO 63138. (1-800-397-7511) 
ASD publishes news of new products as submitted. This 
is not an endorsement by the editors. 
American Squaredance. June 1990 
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MESQUITE SHIRTS—$28.00 Each 
Sizes 14171/2. 65% poly/35% Cotton 



















RANGER PANTS-535.00 Each 
10046 poly—Unfinished Length 




Yellow Tan 	Burgundy 
Red 	Black Dusty Rose 
Olive Taupe Ok. Royal 
Royal Green Lt. Grey 
Ginger Brown Dk. Grey 
White Navy Powder Blue 
Sorg 81/E CHART 






GATEWAY S D ENTERPRISES 
9040 Manchester Rd., Brentwood MO 63144 
314/963-1220 
NA TIONAL AeaOClA now  
BOUARE A ARX143 
ID  CE SkpALER8 
PETTICOATS 
MEMBER 
LIGHT AND FULL NYLON ORGANDY 
This light but firm multi-tiered has been our best seller 
Each tier is headed with a small ruffle. 
1601S 80yd. Double Layer $47.00 
(Ad) Length 17" to 21") 
1601 80yd. Double Layer S47.00 
(Adj. Length 21" to 25") 
COLORS' white. pink. hot pink. wine, powder, royal, navy, aqua. 
kelly. yellow. melon, lilac, purple, natural, brown, red, black 
Both petticoats nave adjustable waists .  
SPARKLING CRYSTAL MAGIC 
This new and sparkling nylon crystaline petticoat is both 
soft and full-bodied Excellent for the traveler 
1313S 80yd. Double Layer $68.00 
(Adj. Length 17" to 21") 
1313 80yd. Double Layer $58.00 
(Adj. Length 21" to 25") 
COLORS while, candy pink, It pink. dusty rose, wine. powder 
royal. navy. aqua. kelly, it yellow, yellow gold, melon, lilac. 
purple, natural, red. black. plum. orange. ruse. china blue 
PETTIPANTS TO MATCH 
You will be very satisfied with these long 'Nearing pettipants with ample ruffles. Available in Petite. Small, Medium. 
Large & Extra Large in both cotton and nylon. At the same price. 
TENNIS BRIEFS (NYLON ONLY), SISSY & MIDI—$9.95 
COLORS. White. It pink (nylon only/. hot pink (cotton only). candy pink (nylon only). wine. powder. royal. navy, aqua. kelly, 
yellow, melon, lilac, purple, natural. brown, red. black, pastel-multi. red/black. white/gold. white/silver, black/silver 
Send check or money order and include ship/handling at $3.00 for each petticoat and $1.50 for each 
pair of pettipants. Canada, Hawaii, Alaska residents add $3. extra per item. Other foreign countries, 
add $6.00 extra per item. Missouri residents add 5.925% sales tax. 
ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS DELIVERY. 	 WE NOW ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD 
(
Th% GATEWAY S / D ENTERPRISES 
.*L 4 ' 9040 Manchester, St. Louis MO 63144 
"..7S ‘ 	 314-963-1220 
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR 
USE MASTERCARD, VISA OR DISCOVER 
Include $2.00 Ship/Hand for One Item 
Add $1.00 for each Additional Item 
MO residents add 5.92.5% Sales Tax 
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INTERNATIONAL    
ft R VIDEO 
3-649 Whittier Boulevard 
Los Angeles. CA 90023 
213/262-5942 
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ROUND REVIEWS 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
Please bear with the smaller type-size used this month. There 
are 39 round dances to squeeze into this space. 
I'M SO LONESOME I COULD CRY—Collectables 3006 
Choreography by Chuck & Barbara Jobe 
Good BJ Thomas vocal and a nice, different, easy-
intermediate waltz Phase 111+2 
MUCH TOO YOUNG—Capitol 44342 
Choreography by John & Norma Becker 
Garth Brooks vocal with an easy-intermediate two-step. Phase 
II +2. 
CABARET—Roper 282 
Choreography by Chuck & Barbara Jobe 
Good music and a good. easy-intermediate two-step. Phase 
III +1. 
HEARTBEATS WALTZ—Grenn 14135 
Choreography by Bill Owen 
Pretty music and a nice. easy waltz. 
BLUE-EYED GAL—Grenn 14152 
Choreography by Narle & Ernie Lee 
Good peppy music and a fun-type easy-two step with a banjo 
Charleston. Phase II. 
SWAN SERENADE—Grenn 14180 
Choreography by Bill Owen 
Nice music and a smooth, very easy waltz. 
TANGO ROMANCE—Grenn 14242 
Choreography by Charlotte Hegemann 
Good music and an unusual easy-intermediate tango 
AIN'T SHE SWEET—Belco 382 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good peppy music and a good. easy two-step, cued by 
Richard. Phase II +1 
HAPPY TIME RAG—Belco 382 
Choreography by Butch & Nancy Tracy 
Good lively music and an interesting easy-intermediate two-
step and swing cued by Butch. 
BIG CHIEF—Wagon Wheel 822 
Choreography by Ray & Anne Brown 
Good music and an intersting easy two-step, cued by Ray. 
Phase II + 2. 
HEY GOOD LOOKIN'—Wagon Wheel 822 
Choreography by Ray & Anne Brown 
Good music and a two-step with a susie q and trombone rock 
the boat Cued by Ray Phase II +2 
MOCKINGBIRD HILL—Wagon Wheel 823 
Choreography by Ray & Anne Brown 
Nice music and a good. very easy waltz cued by Ray. Phase II. 
SUMMER SOUNDS—MGR (174 (MacGregor 5011) 
Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger 
Good music and a nice, very easy two-step cued by Pete. 
Phase I. 
BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON—EN033, HH 8484 
& 913; Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger 
Good music and an interesting, three-part, easy-intermediate 
two-step with escort position, like footwork and a swing se-
quence. Cued by Pete. Phase III +2. 
BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES—Grenn 17133 (14228) 
Choreography by Bill Owen 
Nice music and a comfortable, very easy waltz cued by Bill. 
SWINGING PICNIC—Grenn 14181 
Choreography by Ralph & Joan CollIpi 
Good big band music and an interesting, challenging jive 
routine. Phase V +2 
ENCHANTED LADY—Grenn 14299 
Choreography by Delton & Sybil Moore 
Pretty music and a good intermediate waltz with basic figures. 
Phase IV 
EYE LEVEL CHA—EP618 
Choreography by Darrel & Lynda Wilson 
Good music and a good high-intermediate cha. 
MISTY MORNING—Grenn 14276 
Choreography by Dorothy Sanders 
Good music and a flowing. easy two-step and foxtrot. Phase 
III. Should be speeded 	 Continued on Page 96 
Plus Square Dancing (DBD) with DON MCWHIRTER 
11Vol. 1-Teacup Chain to Relay the Ducey 
. Vol. 2-Cross Foe to Spin Chain and Eiichange the Gears 
Western Dancing with MAXINE PEARL 
❑ Vol. 2-10-step; with Variations, and Others 
Clogging With MARILYN HANSEN 
t I Vol 1- Beginning Clogging 
Basic Square Dancing with LARRY McBEE 
LI Vol. 1-1 thru 23 
0 Vol 2.24 thru 49 
0 Vol. 3-Mainstream 
Basic Round Dancing with BOB 8 EDNA FAUDREE 
0 Phase 1 & 2-Fraulein & St. Louis Blues 
0 Phase 3 8 4 Answer Me 
Contra Dancing with HAL RICE 
NAME 
ADDRESS_ 
CRY 	 STATE 	ZIP 
es 
LSQUARES 
HARD TIMES ROLL—A Bar K 106 
Caller: King Caldwell 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, right and left thru, 
square thru, right-hand star, heads star left in the mid-
dle, swing corner. promenade. 
ALBERTA BOUND—Blue Star 2393 
Caller: Johnnie Wykott 	 Key:A/B Flat/B 
Mainstream. FIGURE: Heads promenade '/2, square 
thru. right and left thru, veer left, couple circulate, 1/2 
tag. scoot back twice. swing, promenade. 
CARD CARRYING' FOOL—Bogan 1383 
Caller: John Aden 	 Key:A 
Mainstream. FIGURE. Heads square thru. do-sa-do cor-
ner, swing thru, boys run, terris wheel, centers pass 
thru. slide thru. square thru 3/4 . swing, promenade. 
SINGIN' THE BLUES—Bogan 1384 
Caller: Otto Warteman 	 Key: G/A 
Mainstream. FIGURE' Heads square thru, split the 
sides, round one to a line, pass thru, U-turn back, star 
thru, circle 1/2 , square thru 3/4 , left allemande, swing, 
promenade. 
ARE THERE ANY MORE LIKE YOU—Chinook 103 
Caller: Daryl Clendenin 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do. swing thru, boys 
run, bend the line, right and left thru, pass the ocean, 
recycle, swing, promenade. 
LIVIN' IN THE HOUSE—Chinook 104 
Caller: Bill Helms 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , square thru, swing thru, 
boys run, ferris wheel. square thru 3/4, swing, 
promenade. 
FOUR IN THE MORNING—Cimarron 110 
Caller: Gerald McWhirter 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , pass the ocean. ex-
tend, swing thru, spin the top, right and left thru, pass 
the ocean. ladies trade, boys cross fold, swing, prome-
nade. Alternate: Heads promenade 1/2 , pass the ocean, 
extend, swing thru, boys run, tag the line right, wheel 
and deal, turn thru, left allemande, swing, promenade. 
119 Allen Street 	 eueitytliolg 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 
P_700 Nylon Ruffles 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
''horse hair" bouffant. This is not only a very 
durable but beautiful garment. Heavy elastic 
waistline is double stitched for comfort and 
long wear. 
Colors: 	Purple/Purple Ruffle 
Black/Black Ruffle 
White/White Ruffle 
Hot Pink/Hot Pink Ruffle 
White/Multi-colored Ruffle 
Pink, Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored Ruffle 
Red, White, Navy 
Red/Red Ruffle 








Sizes: 	Small. Medium & Large 
Length. 19" 21" 23" 







Send $1.00 for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order 
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BOBBY MCGEE—Cimarron 111 
Caller: Gerald McWhirter 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, touch 1/4 , scoot 
back, boys run, right and left thru, pass the ocean, 
scoot back, swing, promenade. 
NOT COUNTING ON YOU—Circle D 242 
Caller: Andy Petrere 
FIGURE. Heads promenade 1/2 , square thru, right and 
left thru, pass thru. trade by, single circle to a wave, 
boys trade, spin the top, slide thru, swing, promenade. 
ON SECOND THOUGHT—Circle D 243 
Caller: Dean Crowell 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, spin 
the top, right and left thru, square thru 3/4 , swing, 
promenade. 
IT'S A SIN TO TELL A LIE—Dance Ranch 699 
Caller: Ben Goldberg 	 Key: A Flat 
Mainstream. FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , star thru, 
pass thru, veer left, couples circulate, ferris wheel, 
centers square thru 3/4 , swing, promenade. 
BANJO PICKER'S BALL—Grenn 12219 
Caller: Earl Johnston 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, right and left thru, sides 
pass thru, separate around two to a line, forward and 
back, box the gnat, circle left, allemande, grand right 
and left, promenade. 
THE RACE IS ON— La Bandito 101 
Caller: Richie Burkhart 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , right and left thru, 
square thru, do-sa-do, eight chain four, swing, 
promenade. 
MEMPHIS— La Bandito 102 
Caller: Richie Burkhart 
FIGURE: Heads square thru. do-sa-do, swing thru, spin 
the top, recycle, pass the ocean, swing thru, girls U-
turn back, promenade. 
OKLAHOMA SWING— Lightning 108 
Caller: Jimmy Roberson 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, sides right and left thru, 
square thru, do-sa-do, eight chain four, swing, 
promenade. 
PUT A LITTLE LOVE IN YOUR HEART—Royal 209 
Caller: Tony Oxendine 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, square thru, right and 
left thru, pass thru, trade by, touch 1/4 , scoot back 
twice, swing, promenade. 
ROYAL BAVARIAN 
HOLIDAY TOUR 
Enjoy the Beauty and 
Grandeur of the Tyrolean Alps 
September 9-September 17, 1991 
The Beauty of the Austrian Alps 
WADE DRIVER and TONY OXENDINE 
Helen & Bill Stairwalt 
Five nights of square and round dancing in a beautiful 
new air-conditioned hall on Parquet wood floor. 
Seven Days visiting AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, ITALY & GERMANY. 
Call or write for our brochure that will give you the details about our delightful trip. Also ask about our incentive 
program if you would like to reduce the cost of your trip by gathering friends to join you on this vacation. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY, 8350 E. Lakeview, Mesa AZ 85208 
Call toll-free: 1-800-373-1661 








ALL THE FUN— Silver Streak 201 
Caller: Rick Allison 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys 
run, bend the line, right and left thru, flutter wheel, 
slide thru, swing, promenade. 
IN TIMES LIKE THESE— Solid Gold 203 
Caller: Tom Manning 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, square thru. swing thru, 
spin the top, square thru, trade by, swing, promenade.  
PATTER RECORDS 
HAPPY PIANO (Key 0)/COMPANY'S COMIN' HOE (Key 
A)—Blue Star 2394 
BANJO OB LINE (Key G)/MOUNTAINS OF HARMONICA 
(Key G)—Bogan 1385 
STICKS/WONDERFUL— Cimarron 203 
DOGHOUSE HOEDOWN/COTTON PICKIN=Royal 404 
SQUARE DANCING AND 
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE 
SIGN UP FOR ASO NOW! PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
$12.00 One Year 	S22 for Two Years 
Canadian Add SI Add. Postage—Overseas Air Mail 545 One Year 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
e5ilver @Sounds 
Records 
* RECENT RELEASES * 
SSR 119 WHEN I FALL IN LOVE— 
Mickey Rogers 
SSR 118 PALISADES PARK—Phil Kandrut 
SSR 117 OH, WHAT A LOVE—Sally Castracane 
SSR 116 WE AINT OUT OF LOVE YET—
Jim Ryans 
SSR 115 GLENDALE TRAIN—Cliff Brodeur 
SSR 114 THE PIANO MAN—Mark Castracane 
SSR 113 LIFE'S HIGHWAY—Bruce McCue 
SSR 112 MY HERO—Jack O'Leary 
WE WELCOME THESE FINE CALLERS 








Mark Castracane—CT Jim Ryans—CT 
Sally Castracane—CT Bruce Williamson—PA 
SILVER SOUNDS RECORDINGS * P.O. Box 229 * Glastonbury CT 06033 
(203)633-0370 or (203)529-0937 
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THE BILL PETERS 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK SERIES 
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY 	 Book 1C 
An easy to read guidebook dealing with the HOW and WHY OF Sight Call-
ing, with special emphasis on resolution/get-out techniques and the mechanics 
of modern choreography. This book is a MUST for all callers who want 
to learn to sight call 	 $8.95 
FORMATION MANAGEMENT 
This book is a new companion volume to Sight Calling Made Easy and 
covers the art of extemporaneous calling. It explains in detail what a sight 
caller does before the get-out and shows how a caller may improvise interesting 
choreography while calling 	 $8.95 
SPECIAL COMBINED VOLUME 
Two of the books in this guidebook series—The Mightily Module and Sight 
Calling Made Easy are combined and bound into a single money-saving 
volume 	 $13.95 
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to: 
BILL PETERS, PA. Box 10692, Zephyr Cove NV 89448 
Canadian or overseas order- l'.S. Funds please. NM S1 cti fin- Air Mail 
EXPERIENCED, WELL-QUALIFIED 
CALLER-INSTRUCTORS 
FOR YOUR CALLER SCHOOL OR CLINIC 
HAROLD BAUSCH 
	
2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025 402-721-4925 
DICK BAYER 
	
9099 Parshallville Rd., Fenton MI 48430 313-629-2706 




216 Williams St., Huron OH 44839 
WALT COLE 
	
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
ED FOOTE 140 McCandless Dr., Wexford PA 15090 
EARL JOHNSTON 
	
PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066 
LEE KOPMAN 
	
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793 
DON MALCOM R.R. 2 Box 87, Sheldon MO 64874 
MAL MINSHALL 
	
1316 Quince, Sidney NE 69162 
WAY N E MORVENTioledo Bd Lk, HC 52 Bx 344, Hemphill TX 75948 
LEE SCHMIDT 	 648 Wilde Pt., Anaheim CA 92802 
DON TAYLOR Promenade Hall, 1212 Depot St., Auburn IN 46706 












PO Box 940, Rockwall TX 75087 214-771-9701 





4017 Central Ave NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-255-8961 
FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these Shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley CA 95470 
Toll free 800-468-6423 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
ROMIE'S SID & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd.  
San Diego CA 92105 
(619) 280-2150 
CAROLS COUNTRY CORNER SID 
21932 Schoenborn St.  
Canoga Park CA 91304 
818-347-1207 
Quality at Discount Prices 
BOOT HILL SID APPAREL 
Discount Prices 
7610 Balboa BI.  
Van Nuys CA 91406 
818-901-9544 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW SID SHOP 
8650 49th St N 
Pinellas Park FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
PROMENADE SHOP 
4200 F 62nd Ave N 
Pinellas Park FL 34665 
813-522-4547 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
GEORGIA 
L'ELEGANTE PRINCESSE 
PO Box 378 
Helen GA 30545 
404-878-3147 
One of a kind designer outfits 
HAWAII 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
Everything for S/R D's on Big Island 
Bed & Breakfast avail by reservation 
24-hr ph. 808-966-7076 Write F Rita 
RR$1 Bx 125, Pahoa HI 96778 or 28 
Ohia Dr., Ainaloa Sub Div, Pahoa HI 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
312-589-9220 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST.  
112 Depot St 
Auburn IN 46706 
219-925.3818 or 925-6039 
24-hour Phone Service 
KANSAS 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, Inc. 
3300 Strong Ave. Box 6004 
Kansas City KS66106 (913-262-4240) 
Serving . 0 dancers since 1972 
Catalog: $1.00 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
Rt. 9 Box 997 (318)855-4470 
Lake Charles LA 70611 
Member NASRDS, Visa 8 MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
207-657-3412 
Catalog fl Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd. (301-795-0808) 
Eldersburg MD 21784 
Catalogue Available—$2 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats 8 
pantalettes 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE S/D SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr 507-345-1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
1449 welcome mail orders! 
NEW YORK 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
8186 Pembroke Dr.  
Manlius. NY 13104 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
SKY RANCH WEST & S/D STORE 
109111 S Main St (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western 8 S/D Store 
Send for Free Catalog 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
Rt. 1 Box 313 (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 28460 
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5602 
Just outside OK City 8 worth the top! 
GRAND TRAVEL S/D SHOP 
Twirl Away Togs. PO Box 690092 
Tulssa OK 75169 
Mail Order Service 1-800-282-4726 
Free Catalog 
PENNSYLVANIA 
FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sts. 
Lewisburg PA 17837 
Phone 1-717-523-6280 
.A10000000000000000 
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CALLSRLAB QS REPORT 
MAINSTREAM QUARTERLY SELECTION—Ferris Recycle 
Starting Formation: parallel waves 
Action: Outfacing ends and adjacent dancers recycle, 
infacing ends and adjacents recycle but move to the 
far center as in ferris wheel; that is, they stretch to the 
other center. 
Ending Position: Double pass thru 
Timing: 6 beats 
Choreography: 
Zero line, right and left thru, pass the ocean, ferris recycle 
Double pass thru, first left, next right...zero line. 
Singing Call: Heads square thru, do-sa-do to an ocean wave 
Ladies trade, swing thru, swing thru again, ferris recycle 
Pass thru, swing corner, promenade... 
PLUS QUARTERLY SELECTION—Chase and Follow 
Starting Formation: Parallel two-faced lines 
Action: Outfacing couple chase right or chase left [out-
facing end dancer leads (does the zoom action) which 
determines the direction of the chase; from right-hand 
two-faced lines, the chase is left; from left-hand two-
faced lines, the chase is right]. Infacing couples circu-
late one position, then that center runs around that end. 
Ending position: Right-hand two-faced lines end in 
parallel left-hand ocean waves; left-hand two-faced lines 
end in parallel right-hand ocean waves. 
Timing: 8 beats 
Choreography: 
Static square: Heads lead right, veer left, couples circulate 
Chase and follow, boys circulate, left allemande... 
Heads square thru, do-sa-do to a wave, boys run 
Chase and follow, explode the wave, left allemande... 
Singing Call: Four ladies chain 3/4 , heads promenade 1/2 
Heads lead right, veer left, couples circulate 
Chase and follow, trade the wave, swing, corner, promenade...  
MS EMPHASIS CALLS FOR 1990 
1st Quarter: None; 2. Cloverleaf, eight chain thru; 3. 
Slide thru, wrong way thru; 4. All 8 circulate (waves and 
columns), walk and dodge. 
PLUS EMPHASIS CALLS FOR 1990 
1. Dixie grand, 2. Peel the top, 3. Follow your neighbor, 
4. Coordinate 
ROUND OF THE QUARTER—Tuxedo Junction, NCR 003 
SWING THRU 
RD 1 Box 428 




THE PROMENADE SHOP 
Ann 8 Richard Byrd. 207 Lesley Dr.  
W Columbia SC 29169, 1303794-6671 
For the Newest Look in Ladies' & 




Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
N BAR J (MARJAC) 
2406 S. Hampton Rd. 
Dallas TX 75224 
214-339-2251 
YELLOW ROCK SHOP 
1622 S Buckner Blvd.  
Dallas TX 75217 
Free Catalog 
CIRCLES 8 SQUARES INC 
.047 Garland Rd.  
Dallas TX 75218 
214-3288684 
S/D Apparel & Monogramming 
VERMONT 
7/6 RANCHWEAR 
Exit 26 from 1-91 to Irasburg, VT 
PH. 802-754-2091 
Complete Line S/D & West Apparel 
Open Mon thru Sat. 9-5, Eves by Apt 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
RI. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone. 703-298-8676 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KMB ENTERPRISES, INC 
250 W Broad St.  
Falls Church VA 22046 
CANADA 
S/DANCERS FASHION EXCHANGE 
3282 East 1st Avenue 
Vancouver BC V5M 1B8 
Phone 251-5530 
Ken & Sally Crisp. Caller/Teachers 




MAIL ORDER--MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932) 
Square. round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
SPECIALTY RECORDS & SUPPLIES 
PO Box 335 
Largo FL 34649 
882-DANCE(3262) or (813)535-3043 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles. etc. 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd.  
Waukesha WI 53188 (1-800-328.3800) 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687. Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
Toll Free- 1-800-445-7398 (US. & Canada) 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records 8 Equipment—FREE CATALOG 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey. Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
lust $21. Yr & you keep the tapes. 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
Call Toll Free 1800-346-4867 
Tape Service available only $24 per year. 
YOU keep the tape 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398.7508) 
CANADA 
THOMASSON SID SPECIALTIES 
121 Barrington Ave 
Winnipeg. Manitoba R2M 2A8 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London E17. England (Ph.081.539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS 
SONG AND DANCE STORE 
Manor Workshops, West End. Nailsea 
Bristol, England Tel. (0272)810399 
Suppliers of Records, Tapes 
Caller Equipment & Dancewear 
BADGES 
D & H ENGRAVING 
N 5003 HWY 0 (1-608-847-6569) 
Mauston, Wt 53948 
Club. Fun & Mini Badges 
Send 25C for Catalog 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main.  
Moore, OK 73160-5105 (405-794-5774) 
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSN. INC 
Callers Notes Service 
4819 West M-12 
Quartz Hill CA 93536-2429 
805-943-6984 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508) 897-9767 
176 West Acton Rd.  
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No.  
Maple Plain MN 55359 
Mainstream through A-2 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Dick Han 219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St.  
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sample 
CANADIAN CALLERS NOTES 
Anne & Joe Uebelacker 
RR1 1158 Tara Rd 
Peterborough. Ontario K.9.1 6X2 
Basic thru Plus or Adv. thru C-3 
SQUARE DANCE BALLS 
In the St Petersburg area.  
OXBOW HALL, INC. 
8451 49th St. No. 
Pinellas Park, Florida 33565 
Earl Steele. Owner, 813-821-3809 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today.  
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.50 plus 500 postage & handling. 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54402 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd , Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30326 
Albuquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue—Ph505-883-4963 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH 8, DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walkthru & prac-
tice of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls. 
are widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance 
tapes & two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls 
are taught all position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous wa,kthrus of the more dif-
ficult calls at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples 
of dancing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding 
of calls is emphasized, 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, 
Plus, A-1. A-2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format.  
Cost: 63925-1 tape: $5995-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock. 
2107 Shunk Ave. Alliance OH 44601. 
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BOOKS 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved ter-
minology. mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot. 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and/or records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844, S. 1091h St., Toledo OH 43811. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus program and Al 
& A2. To order: Send $3.50 to Pocket Dictionary, PO Bea 2223, 
Vernon CT 06066 Specify which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple system 
for new sight callers. Based on the premise that anyone can 
sight call. Price $6.50. Order from Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave. 
SE, Waseca MN 56093. 
COLD FEET: How To Get Them Dancing by Kaye Anderson. 
150-page Round Dance reference book for the Beginning 
Dancer Step-by-step directions for man and woman. 140 
diagrams; 430-item index. $11.50 ppd. DANCE ACTION, Dept. 
AS, PO Box 15591, Long Beach CA 90815-9997. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book 1, Line, Partner & 
Couple dances. Book II, Continues on!; Bock III, Photographed 
Turns!, Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V, Line Dances 
Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches; 
Book VII. More Photographed Turns. Order by number. $20 
each includes pstg. & handling. Kelly Geliege, PO Bar 43425. 
Las Vegas NV 89116. 
OUT OF SIGHT. A Text on Mental Image Choreography for 
Square Dance Callers. Learn what makes choreography 
"tick" with this step by step approach to mental image and 
sight calling. Send $20. plus postage ($1.00 or overseas $6.00) 
to Don Beck, 176 W. Acton Rd., Stow MA 01775. 508-897-9767 
THE CALL'S THE THING-A new booklet that just might be 
the "survival kit" for square dance clubs experiencing finan-
cial or other difficulties that threaten to force them out of ex-
istence. It features a CALL CARD designed for beginners as 
well as veteran dancers to properly describe the execution of 
calls as well as a CALL CARD RACK for flexibly displaying 
the cards for reference at classes or dances. Many other 
features include: TEACHING TAPES-THE SQUARE DANCE 
POSITION GAME-.!'COMPUTER" SLIPS FOR FORMING 
SQUARES BY NUMBERS-DIAGRAMMING DECALS-LINE 
DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES-AND MORE. $4.00 plus 
81.00 post& hand. Satisfaction guaranteed. Russell L. 
Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen, Rm 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
POTLUCICS AND PETTICOATS, 336 pages of square dancers' 
favorite recipes AND a full color history of American square 
dancing. Club fund raisers-Christmas presents-everyday 
use! $1195 plus $150 shipping. Quantity discounts. Potlucks 
and Petticoats, PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537. Credit card 
orders 404-746-2134. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: $1500; All Movements. 
MINI-BOOK, Basics-C3, $7.00. DIAGRAMMED GUIDE-
Basics & Plus, $7.00. ADVANCED DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2, 
$10.00. Order from Jon Sanborn, 661 Middlefield Rd., 
Salinas CA 93906. Phone: 408-443-0761. 
PLIA, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE. 
4 books available: Plus, A-1 & A-2 (both in 1 book), C-1, C-2. 
Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated program from 
a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for dancing 
the calls. Books are 81/2 x11 with spiral binding, laser printing 
provides clear sharp images. The most complete diagram 
books for Advanced & Challenge available today. Cost -
$12.95/book ($13.45 to Canada) includes postage. Order from 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-A comprehensive 117,414 
word glossary-reference manual for teachers, beginners, ex-
perienced dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, articles, 
descriptions & definitions. Order now $1350 ppd. Fred Maury, 
8810 La Grime de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111 
Phone 505-298-5050 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, PO Box 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 1400.445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing the Dealer Management Program 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE DISTRIBUTORS, 9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepulveda CA 91343, 818-891-6622 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Five color, eye-catching SEALS on 
all correspondence, checks, etc., are an invitation to square 
dancing. Order from Box 18/442, Memphis TN 38181 3 sheets 
(50 each), $1+.25 p&h; 10 sheets, 53+ .75 p&h; 20 sheets, 
95.00 +$1 p&h; 100 sheets, 517.50 + 52.50 p&h.(1st class). 
Samples on request. (SASE appreciated) 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
Write PA. Box 2223 Vernon CT 06066 
Phone 203-649-5144 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$9.00 Per 100 plus $$3.50 shipping 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED 
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 
5 patterns each. $500 ea +$1.50 pstg. per order State pat-
terns available upon request at $150 ea. +504 pstg. per order. 
Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican 
Trail, Wilmington NC 28403. 
FREEI SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music 
TOLL FREE Order Phone - DISCOUNTS 
Serving Callers Since 1971 - A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, PO Box 697 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 (In NJ, 201-445-7398) 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033-E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 415-682-8390 
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instructor Each Color Video about 90 
min. long. Presentations organized and complete. $4995-one 
tape. 679.95-both tapes. Order horn Dale Garlock, 2107 Shank 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL S/D CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B, PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICAN MENSA, LTD. 
Bruce W. Franz, 460 Lamplighter Piece 
Xenia OH 45385 (513)372.0448 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest. 
We offer superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swim-
ming pool and a staff that pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D 
Resort, PO Box 129 Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746-2134 
WESTERN MONTANA Square & Round Dance Vacation. 
June 8-Sept. 3 11 miles south of Missoula. Dancing every 
evening. National callers on weekends. No Packages. Camp-
ground among the pines on Lolo Creek. Square & Round 
Dance Center, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo MT 59847.406-273-0141. 
MORE ON NEST PAGE 
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QUILTING TEMPLATES $2.50 
SzIC 	2. I 
traisatielL 
1644R,Arer- 
HO.123 THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY by Jerry 
HD-122 HELLO TROUBLE by John Kwalser 
HD-121 RUBBERNECKIN' by Terry Mosier 
HD-120 SLOWLY I'M FALLING by Doug Davis 
HO.119 SLIPPIN' AWAY by Mike 
HD-118 FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN by Je 
SUMMER: 
7915 N. Clarendon 
Portland OR 97203 
503-285-7431 
WINTER: 
PO Box 919 SR 542 




John Kwaiser 	r*v'1 Mope Dose Davis 	N3i. Krehbal 
MAGAZINES 
APART POINT MAGAZINE, The International Round Dance 
Magazine attuned to the needs of the Round Dancer and 
Leader. Cue sheets, articles by "on stall" leaders, "pop" poll, 
and much more. Rates: US $20, Can. $27, Others $27. Send 
to Apart Point. 33369 Tollhouse Rd., Tollhouse CA 93667 or 
call 209-841-3728. 
SPECIAL runs 
LANSING AREA CALLERS & CUERS ASSOCIATION 
ROUND DANCE CLINIC, July 28-29, 1990; Level 11,111,10; Ed 
& GLoria Kilner; Mason Community Hall, Mason, Michigan. 
For reservations or information, contact Claude 8 Shirley Nor-
ton, 13608 Summer Lane, Grand Ledge MI. Ph. 517-626-6941. 
34th FUNSTITUTE, McCall, Idaho, July 13,14,15; 2 days and 
nights of dancing, workshops & fun. Breakfast served in the 
pines sat. & Sun. $10 per person. Contact Pat Hisaw, 10834 
Sandhurst Dr., Boise ID 83709. 
Rita's Ouiltique 
A Square Dancers Exclusive!! 
SQUARE DANCERS QUILT-TOP KIT includes: 
• 30 pre-cut stamped, white blocks, to be appliqued 
& embroidered.• 
• 30 pre-cut solid color blocks. 
• Enough solid color fabric for final binding. 
• Patterns for applique pieces. 	 , 0444/4, 




Use left-over fabric from your dresses. 1451,44k. • 
Available in queen/double size only 
Finished size approximately 82 x 102 
Batting & backing NOT INCLUDED 
COLORS 
TAPE SERVICE 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sam-
ple tape. Palomino SID Service, S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd. 
Waukesha WI 53188 (1.800.328-3800) 
FOR SALE 
100x40' METAL BUILDING; 40060' AREA FINISHED FOR 
SQUARE DANCING. Maple floor, 3-bedroom home nextdoor 
6 years old; 8 acres, dry storage for 140 boats; RV storage. 
Located in the Ozarks in South Missouri. For information, write 
ASD, PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839. 
USED EQUIPMENT: 75A Hilton Turntable $650; 200 Clinton 
Turntable. $200; Speaker $100; Lasry Mike $75; Speaker Stand 
$35.00; approx 150 Records, $50.00. Lloyd Schroeder, 110 N. 
5th St., Minersville PA 17954. (717) 544-3033. 
RITA DAVIS 
96 Palace Drive 
I Dayton, Ohio 45449 
513-859-3824 
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NEW UN CHINuOK LABEL RECORDS 
CK-1134 LIVIN' IN THE HOUSE by Bill 
CK-103 ARE THERE ANY MORE LIKE YOU by Daryl 
CK-102 ME & MILLIE by Daryl 
CK-101 MAGIC CARPET by Dan 8 Joe 
CK-100 IT'S NOT FOR ME TO SAY by Joe 
CK-099 TENNESSEE SIX STRING by Daryl 
CK-098 OLD HIPPIE by Bob 
CK-097 WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD by Daryl 
CK-096 YOUR MEMORY WINS AGAIN by Dan 
CK-095 EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART by Joe 
CK-094 I'LL BE YOUR BABY TONIGHT by Dan 
CK-093 HUMMINGBIRD by Daryl 
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Cecil Snodgrass 
Roswell, New Mexico 
er-
e? 
A CALL FOR HELP 
Due to the increasing numbers of single 
women in the dance field without a place 
to dance or someone to dance with, I feel 
that in many places it is time we did 
something about it. 
The pattern dance instructors have 
helped by creating the Line Dance, and 
the aerobic, for exercise but women still 
like to dress up for a ball once in a while; 
it helps their spirits as nothing else does. 
Not many years ago I saw a picture in 
the ASD of an All Girls Square Dance 
Club in Salida, Colorado and it started me 
thinking that the same could have been 
a success in many towns where squares 
had folded and couple dances were non-
existent, at least for 90% of the seniors. 
I recently learned of such a club in Sun 
City, Arizona; there may be more 
elsewhere. Since I have found the town 
where I expect to put down some roots, 
I am seriously considering getting out my 
tools, honing my talents and starting such 
a club here in Roswell N.M. (Come on 
down, you snowbirds.) 
I know there may be lots to learn about 
such a venture but it should be exciting 
to say the least. There is dress identifica- 
tion; whether to accept married women; 
how to tactfully match the couple up 
where they have not already accomplish-
ed that fact; and get then on the floor fast; 
whether to avoid typical costumes, 
especially during class and early stages 
while some are making up their minds 
about permanence. I am sure those who 
dance as men would have to wear pants 
(whoops long ones) and men's style 
shirts. If they have no definite partners; 
they should bring along a wrap-around or 
quick-change dress in case they were an 
ambidextrous dancer. Sooner or later, 
most would have their own special danc-
ing partners except in cases of illness. 
I know from experience that some 
women take on this role of dancing as a 
man with ease. In one of my classes 
some years ago one appeared who 
belonged to a singles club. She told me 
that she had never danced in a square 
as a lady. I think a club of this kind might 
help sustain and feed a regular club by 
always having a friendly widow near who 
could fill in. 
If anyone has experience in this 
endeavor and would care to share their 
experiences, I would appreciate any in-
formation, including pictures, which they 
would - 	F me. 
Round Dancer Magazine 
• Serving round dancers, leaders, teachers and cuers since 1957. 
The FIRST nationally and internationally circulated RD magazine. Round 
Dancer is an important, influential part of the ROUND DANCE LEGACY. 
• Want to know more? Send for your free Introductory Package 
from Round Dancer. There is no obligation ... We'd just like to have an 
opportunity to send you a list of items/services available to subscribers and non-subscribers, 
alike, for your enjoyment and information. The best-informed round dancers value Round Dancer. 
• Send for your Introductory Package by writing: 
Round Dancer Magazine — Intro Pkg — RD I Box 843 — Petersburg PA 16669 
• Or Call Brian & Sharon Bassett at: (814) 667-2530 




   
   
   











3 Styles and 
Sizes Shown. 
Mins 
SHIRLEY'S NEWEST SQUARE DANCE PATTERN PIECES 
H-Gore with 
Ruble 
Includes all 7 skirt styles shown 
and Peasant Blouse pattern. tool 
Shirley's Patterns are also 
available at your local S/D Shop. 
Elastic Waist 
SKIRTS 
1-Size-fits-all 	S4 95 + $1.50 
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PHASE 18 U 
1. King of the Road 
2. Salty Two Step 
3. The Boy Next Door 
4. Fiddlestepper Polka/ 
5. Edilweiss 
PHASE III 
1. Axel F 
2. Deja Vu 
3. A Beautiful Time 
4. Die Lorelei 
5. Sea of Heartbreak/ 
Lili Marlene 
PHASE IV 
1. Rainbow Connection IV 
2. Manuela 
3. White Sport Coat 
4. Fascination Waltz) 
Night Train 
PHASE V & VI 
1. I Love Beach Music 
2. Pink Cadillac/ 
Allegheny Moon 
3 Ramona 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and en 
joyed by 235 National Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1 Ramona (Krol) 
2. I Love Beach Music (Raybuck) 
3. You Make Me Feel So Young (Kral) 
4. Pink Cadillac (Lawson) 
5. Mint Julep (Bother) 
6. Kokomo (D'Aloiso) 
7. Moonllight Romance (Childers) 
8. Close To You (Barton) 
9. Our Shadow Tango (Barton) 
10. Axel F (Mathewson) 
11. Come Dance (CHristmas) 
12. Rhumba Hermosa (Lawson) 
13. Sweet Nothin's (Tonks) 
14. Romeo and Juliet (Moore) 
15. Java Jive (Childers) 
16. Shall We Dance (Goss) 
Callerlab ROO: TUXEDO JUNCTION 
1989-90 ROUNOALAB 
CLASSIC LIST 
PHASES 18 II 
A Taste cube Wind 
Hush 
Bully 




Piano Roll Waltz 




Little White Moon 
Pearly Shells 




Patr icia  
Maria Rumba' 
Apres




That Hapoy Feeling 
Third Man Theme 
Beautiful River 
In the Arms of Love 
Games Lovers Play 
Sheik of Araby 
Three A M 
PHASE IV 
Gazpacho Cha 
I Want A Quickstep 
Adios 
Send Her roses 





Hooked On Swing 











12 Solid Colored Pleats 	 10-Gore 	 4-Gore 
	 Circular 
with 12 contrasting pleats With pockets 
	
Double Ruffle 
Square Dance MAIL ORDER CATALOG 0 
Contains newest S/D patterns: plus apparel including 
skirts. blouses. shirts, petticoats, pettipants and 
Beginner Discount specials! 	SALE PAGE! 
Send $1.00 refunded on 1st $10.00 order 
F4111:  
SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE 
Route 9-D Box 423 Dept B 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
Telephone (914) 297-8504 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our Catalog, we will send you 
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Reverse dixie style 
Spin chain and scoot thru 
Ferris recycle 
PLUS OS 
Recycle the diamond 
Right and left by 
Chase and follow 
ADVANCED QS 




Order IN-form X-4 from 
ASD, 50¢ one copy 
OS DEFINITIONS 
& DIAGRAMS 
Order IN-form J-6 from 
ASD 50¢ one copy 
40 Callers Contribute Monthly 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the lop 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
	Teacup chain 




Spin chain the gears 
	
Trade the wave 
ASD PULSE POLL 	ASD 
EXPERIMENTALS Not a Callerlab program 
Caution: Not recommend-
ed for dancers prior to 
Plus program activity. 
• • 
EXPERIMENTALS 
1 Slam the door 
2 Slam dunk it 
3 Dunk eV 
star track 
(Priority order) 
ON THE ROAD AGAIN 
For Your Square Dancing Pleasure 
Calling Mainstream thru C-1 
Tom Trainor 
Internationally Known Caller 
and Mountain Recording Artist 
Resident Caller, Sunflower RV Resort 
On Tour from April 15 thru October 1 
Throughout U.S. and Canada 
For your club dance, square dance weekend, 
campout, festival, caller's clinic or special event. 
WEEKEND DATES AVAILABLE, OCTOBER THRU APRIL 
For rates and dates, write: 
Tom Trainor, 12809 Seville Drive, Sun City West, Arizona 85375 
Or call: 
602-584-3607 or Toll-free anywhere in the U.S. 1-800-448-5216 
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THE COLLEGES 	 TRAINING 
ARE COMING FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
Walt Cole's Three TIMING! 
MUSICICHOREO SCHOOLS 
Hannibal, Missouri—May 25-29 
Rapid City, SD—July 22-26 
Pt. Angeles, WA—Aug. 26-31 
New & Experienced Callers 
The basis of calling is timing, 
the basis of timing is music. 
Contact: Walt Cole 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 
84403 	801-392-9078 
NO. TEXAS CALLERS COLLEGE 
Friendship Hall, Rockwall, TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 10-15, July 1-6, Aug. 5-10 
Staff: T.D. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs. 
Modules. Mental Image. Memory 
Write T.D. Brown, PO Box 940 
Rockwall TX 75087 
214-771-9701 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. 
Canyon City, Colorado 
June 26-July 1, 1990 
Staff: Calvin Campbell, Don 
Armstrong, Bill Litchman 
Dena & Elwyn Fresh 
Teaching Methods for Squares, 
Contras, Rounds, Folk 
Calvin & Judy Campbell 
343 Turf Lane 
Castle Rock CO 80104 
MIDWEST CALLERS SCHOOL 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 17-22, 1990 
(Just before Nat'I Convention) 
Stan Burdick, Don Taylor 
Don Taylor,/Promenade Hall 
112 Depot St, Auburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
NORTHERN N.Y. 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Silver Bay, N.Y. 
July 18-21, 	1990 
Stan Burdick & guests 
For 1-5 year callers only 
Complete Course 
Fundamentals 
Write Stan Burdick 
P.O. Box 488 
Huron OH 44839 
TURKEY RUN ROUND DANCE 
LEADERS SCHOOL 
Turkey Run St. Park  
Marshall, Indiana 
July 22-27, 1990 Phases 1-2-3 
July 27-29, 1990 Phases 3-4 
Staff: Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Write Betty & Clancy Mueller 
112 Hollybrook Dr. 
New Whiteland IN 46184 
317-535-4437 
8th ANNUAL ROUND A RAMA 
INSTITUTE FOR RID TEACHERS 
designed to improve leaching (enmities 
Hagerstown, Maryland 
Aug. 1-4—Techniques PH IV. V. VI 
Aug. 5-9—Teacher TrainingSight 
Staff.- Bill & Carol Goss, CA 
Iry & Betty Easterday, MD 
REGISTRATION LIMITED 
Contact: Easterdays 
524 Gordon Circle 





July 8-12, 1990 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experienced 
Write Ed Foote, 140 McCand- 
less Dr. Wexford PA 15090 
3rd ANNUAL KACHINA 
KOLLEGE FOR RID TEACHERS 
Parrish Ranch Campground 
Berthoud, Colorado 
May 20-24—Beginning Teacher 
May 27-31-2-5 Yrs. Exp. 
Aug 31-Sept. 2—Phase V-VI Clinic 
Emphasis on Teaching, Cueing 
8 Dancing Techniques 
STAFF: Ray & Anne Brown 
INFO: Ray & Anne Brown 
1452 S. Ellsworth Rd. Sp. 10780 
Box 3508, Mesa AZ 85208 
602-984-1780 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
August 24-25-26, 1990 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for Information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 
Fremont NE 68025 
402-721-4925 
SUPER SCHOOL-EAST 
Pocono Manor Resort 
Pocono Manor, Pennsylvania 
August 19-24, 1990 
Herb Egender, Bill Peters 
John Kaltenthaler, Jim Mayo 
Full Curriculum Tailored 
To Individual Needs 
Write: John Kaltenthaler 
PO Box 679 McCauley Ave. 
Pocono Pines PA 18350 
NORTHWEST CALLER COLLEGE 
at the beautiful Square & 
Round Dance Center, and 
Campground, lolo, Montana 
July 9-12, 1990 
Daryl Clendenin, Chinook 
Records Recording Artist 
Make the College A Part 
of a SID Vacation. 
Write: 9955 Hwy 12 
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Keep Your Brain Young 
(and Smart) 
You've all heard of the "use-it-or-lose-
it" principle. Well, according to some new 
research by Dr. K. Warner Schaie, Pro-
fessor of Human Development and Psych-
ology at Pennsylvania State University, 
the principle applies not only to physical 
activity, but also to our intellectual 
performance. 
Dr. Schaie has conducted a study since 
1956 on hundreds of people as they grew 
old. 
In a recent article in American Legion 
Magazine, which club member Kathy Toth 
called to our attention, Schaie noted that 
people in his study at age 80, on average, 
showed amazing mental abilities, per-
forming better than 70 percent of the 
abilities they had at 25 years of age in two 
tests. and better than 85 percent in three 
other tests. For other people in verbal 
tests, ablitity was still climbing at age 65 
and was 17 percent higher than at age 25. 
What has all this to do with square dan-
cing? Schaie found that a controlled 
temperament is one ability that seems to 
help keep the brain young, and that, along 
with brain exercises such as "working 
crossword puzzles and square dancing, 
can keep the brain thriving and engaged. 
One way to remain active," he recom-
mended, "is to be a joiner." 
He also recommended having long-
term goals as another means of keeping  
the brain healthy. If you've ever wanted 
to learn to play a guitar, ride a motorcy-
cle, ski, climb mountains, write computer 
programs, or speak a foreign language, 
for instance, he says the brain skills to 
master all these will almost certainly be 
available at least through the mid-70s. 
He noted that a flexible personality 
style is important because "if flexibility is 
lacking, older people tend to quit taking 
risks and exploring new solutions." He 
suggested. in addition to joining groups, 
running for office, teaching a trade or 
craft, or doing volunteer work. 
We guess most square dancers already 
know what it took Dr. Schaie over 30 years 
to find out—that square dancing keeps us 
young! He should have asked us! 




Fin & Feather Resort 
Hemphill, Texas 
SOUTHERN CALLERS COLLEGE 
Grand Hotel, Pigeon Forge, TN 
(Scenic Gatlinburg Area) 
September 3-7, 1990 
PARRISH RANCH COLLEGES 
Berthoud, Colorado 
Rounds: Ray & Anne Brown 
602-984-1780 
August 26-31, 1990 Staff . Don Williamson, 3 Schools; May 20-24, 
Staff. Wayne Morvent Stan Burdick. May 27-30. June 3-7 
Stan Burdick Squares: Jack Murtha (CA) 
For 0-5 yrs. experience For new/newer callers 916-673-1120 
Tuition: $175.00 plus lodging June 10-16 (full week) 
Write W. Morvent Full Callerlab curriculum taught ARIZONA CALLERS SCHOOL 
HC52, Box 344 Don Williamson, Rt. 8, College Feb. 4-9, 1990 
Hemphill TX 75948 Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 Vaughn Parrish, 602-982-1088 
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GRAND SMOKY SQUARE-UP 
GI 
AUGUST 3,4,5, 1990 HOTEL AUGUST 3,4,5, 1990 
SHO-GRAND RESORTS 
PRESENT THE 2ND ANNUAL 
AND 
CONVENTION CENTER 
PIGEON FORGE. TENNESSEE 




Mike House, Johnny Jones, Don Williamson. Mac McCall 
SPECIAL GUEST CALLER—DREW SCEARCE, VA. 
ROUNDS: STEVE & JACKIE WILHOIT, TN. 
2 NIGHTS AT GRAND HOTEL (Up to 4 in rooms) 
4 MEALS PER PERSON 
COMPLETE WEEKEND SQUARE DANCE PACKAGE 
TICKETS FOR SQUARE DANCING ONLY 
S3600 PER COUPLE (CONCERT INCLUDED) 
LEVEL: MS 
and announced Plus 
SPECIAL ATTRACTION (SAT. NIGHT ONLY) 
DANCE AND 
COUNTRY MUSIC CONCERT 
with Live Music 
by Stan Williamson and the Red Boot Band 
A-2 DANCE 
Sat. 1-4 PM 
NO. DANCERS IN ROOM 	  NON-DANCERS 	  
A DEPOSIT OF 586.00 PER COUPLE IS DUE WHEN YOU SEND IN ORDER FORM. 
BALANCE IS DUE BY JULY 20, 1990. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS  
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP 	 PHONE ( 
Send check or M.O. along with self-addressed long stamped envelope to: 
GRAND SMOKY SQUARE UP, P.O. BOX 177, PIGEON FORGE TN 37863 
Phone (Canada) 615-636-1652 — (U.S.A.) 1-800-562-0809 
PACKAGE: 2 dancers in room $245.80 
3 dancers in room S292.30 
4 dancers in room $338.80 
Additional non-dancers in room $28 50 
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Order in Multiples of 10 
RAVE 
We have just returned from the 15th 
Annual South Carolina Square and 
Round Dance Convention. We had a 
great time, and was the place packed! 
They had all programs of dancing from 
the Basics through Advanced. 
I really like the of the Basic Hall, 
because I feel we fail to get the class peo-
ple involved in big dances. We tend to 
forget about our new Blood (classes) in 
square dancing. 
There was also plenty of round 
dancing. 
I would like to thank each and everyone 
of the South Carolina Callers Association 
members and associate members for 
making Sandy (my wife), Justin (my son) 
and me feel welcome, and for inviting me 
to be a part of this year's festival. 
We would also like to thank all of the 
dancers for making us feel welcome and  
the many friends we made while atten-
ding this festival. Special thanks to the 
Advanced Dancers for being so warm, 
friendly and forgiving; we had a great time 
If you ever get a chance to go to the 
South Carolina State Festival in January 
at The Myrtle Beach Convention Center, 
by all means go. Don't change a thing, 
guys, you have a great program. Next 
years date is January 25, 26. 
Kevin, Sandy and Justin Lowe 
GIVE US A RING (WITHIN LIMITS) 
Our two phone lines ring both at our 
home and at the office. We don't print our 
phone numbers regularly because we find 
that people forget to call us strictly within 
business hours, 8-4 EST, and are disap-
pointed when they can't reach us. 
However, try us at those times, weekdays, 
at (419) 433-2188 or 433-5043. Payment 
in advance is asked for book orders. 
Sorry, no credit cards. Most purchases, 
especially for subscriptions, are too small 
to warrant the extra procedures. 
Dealers Wanted 
Auto Shade 
A MUST for every avid dancer! 
Keeps the car cool while it promotes dancing. 
A & K Distributors 
P.O. Box 2628 • Davenport, IA 52809 • (319) 323-2950 






experience aid in effective problem solv-
ing. Be gracious and maintain a sense of 
humor. Have respect for others and their 
ideas and mediate opposing views. 
"Leadership functions include teach-
ing, holding club office and supporting 
programs, planning, participation, writing 
news releases, identifying tasks required 
to achieve goals and solve problems, 
checking details, brainstorming, review-
ing ideas, suggesting solutions, explain-
ing, striving for a cohesive group with op- 
timum efficiency." 	—Fred Haury 
"Have you danced with the 
Disapproving Dancer? This is a 
dancer who deems allemande left 
or grand right and left beneath him. 
These calls are an integral part of 
square dancing, folks. 
Nevertheless, he circles around 
doing his thing with disgust, look-
ing down his nose with disapproval 
at a caller stupid enought to call  
such movements. 
"Square dancing is for fun; at least it 
is supposed to be. You meet the nicest 
people there. Perhaps you should include 
some strangers—or at least a few people 
with whom you now have a nodding 
acquaintance—in your set at the next 
dance. They might become your best 
friends. Let's keep square dancing fun 
and relaxing." 	—Miami Valley News 




Circulate over the bridge... 
Swing thru the intersection... 
Pass over the overpass... 
Turn thru the cloverleaf... 
Scoot back to all positions... 
Or, if all else fails... 
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR!! 
KALOX-Edco-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX 
K-1317 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING, Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX. 
K-1316 THAT'S WHERE MY WOMAN BEGINS, Flip/Inst. by Tom Miller 
LONGHORN 
RECENT RELEASES 	POPULAR RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
LH-138 TWO TIMIN' BLUES 	LH-193 FREEDOM 
LH-144 BALLIN' THE JACK LH-194 FIRE BALL MAIL 
LH-1022 GOODNITE LITTLE GIRL 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO . 
B-384A HEY CHICK, Two-step/Rumba by Jack & Ann von der Heide 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Jack von der Heide 
B-384B TOMORROW'S WALTZ, Waltz by Jack & Aileen Cody 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Jack Cody 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO:  
B-383 SOME OF THESE DAYS/TOMORROW'S WALTZ 
8-382 AIN'T SHE SWEET/HAPPY TIME RAG 
NEW ON CROW. 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS. Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
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NATIONALIJARE 
 DANCE (ow 	g „, 
J A rAtv 
DATE: September 22, 23, 24, 1990 
AT: Hotel Koyo on the beautiful Lake Biwa 
Ohtu, Shiga, Japan 
CHARGE: $233/person, $150 below 12 years 
Includes Hotel/Meals (except lunch) Charge 
FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
Mrs. Hiroko Tomosada 
	
Mr. Yosikazu Tanaka 
	
Mr. Davey Nakahori 
2-1 Konooka-cho 
	
1-8-21 Tsudo 3-2-39-906 Yasunaka-cho 
Ohtu, Shiga, Japan Fujiidera, Osaka, Japan 
	
Yao, Osaka, Japan 
Tel: 0775-78-4382 
	
Tel: 6729-53-1431 Tel: 0729-24-9160 
ION 
HYATT HO! IN THE BIG go 
29th DELAWARE VALLEY SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CONVENTION 
SEPTEMBER 13,14,15,1990 
RED BATES, GARY BROWN, ED FOOTE 
CARL HANKS, LEE KOPMAN, RON LIBBY 
TOM MILLER, CHUCK STINCHCOMB 
HYATT, CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY 
2349 W Marlton Pike (609-662-1234) 
70 W off 1-295, Hyatt on Left 
(Just past Garden State Race Track) 
WAYNE & BARBARA BLACKFORD 	 AMOUNT 
WAYNE & DONNA SLOTSVE $37.00 Per Couple 
CARMEN & MILDRED SMARRELLI 	$19.00 Per Single _ 	Total 
CONVENTION BADGE MUST BE WORN AT ALL TIMES 
REGISTRANT'S NAMES (Please Print) 	 MAIL REGISTRATION FORMS TO: 
Darrell & Dottie Lewis 
LAST NAME 	 His First Name 	Her First Name 	 42 Webb Rd. 
Children's Registration Ribbon Chadds Ford PA 19317 
First Name 	First Name 	 215-459-4416 
STREET 	 Telephone No. ( ) 	  
CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 
	All registrations include: 
One Program Book 
No of Dancers. Square 	 Round 	 Youth 	 Solo 
	
Make checks payable to: 
29th DVS&RD CONVENTION Dance Level Preferred: Rds: Easy 	 Intrmd. 	 Advanced__ 	
Refunds on cancellations 
Squares: 	MS 	Plus 	Adv. 	C-1 	 until August 1, 1990 
($5.00 charge on all cancellations) CAMPING FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE NEARBY 







by Ed Fraidenburg 
 
  
CA/08 .4  
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STAR TRACK 
by Lee Halley 
Starting Formation: Static square. 
Action: 
Head couple star thru, all double pass thru 
Start a track two but do not complete the call, 
Meet original partner and star thru... 
(Actually the track movement is 11/2 .) 
Repeat as above with sides initiating action. 
Repeat for heads, repeat for sides. 





Starting formation: Couple (man and woman) 
Action: Partners join hands (man's right with 
the woman's left) and raise them to form an 
arch. The woman walks forward and under their 
joined hands, making a V2 left face turn while 
the man walks around the woman in a clock-
wise direction 1/2 . Dancers have exchanged 
places and are both facing in the opposite 
direction from which they started. 
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Heads California twirl, separate, go around one 
To a line, star thru, double pass thru 
Leaders California twirl, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
California twirl, left allemande... 
DIVE THRU 
Starting Formation: Facing couples (man and 
woman) 
Action: The couple whose back is to the center 
of the square (unless a specific couple is 
directed) makes an arch by raising their joined 
inside hands. The other couple ducks under 
the arch and moves forward. The couple mak-
ing the arch moves forward and California 
twirls. 
If neither couple has backs to the center of 
the set, then one couple must be directed to 
dive thru the other couple. 
Heads star thru, California twirl 
Dive thru. pass thru, dive thru, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, right and left thru 
Star thru, two ladies chain, star thru, dive thru 
Pass thru, star thru, right and left thru 
Two ladies chain, star thru, left allemande... 
POINT TO POINT DIAMONDS 
(The Forgotten Gem) 
NOTE: Caution the dancers to look for a "long" 
formation (not parallel) when flip the diamond is 
called from point to point diamonds. 
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SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, center girls trade 
Flip the diamond, recycle, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, dixie grand, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Grand swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple trade 
Flip the diamond, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom and star thru, others lead right 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, swing thru, boys run 
Girls hinge, diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Girls trade, crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, swing thru, boys run 
Girls hinge, diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Girls trade, all single hinge, circulate* 
Boys run, left allemande... 
Or, 'Girls run, right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, right and left thru 
Dixie style to a wave, boys trade, boys run 
Girls hinge, diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Trade the wave, boys run, bend the line 
Left allemande.. 
Heads rollaway, pass thru, go round one 
To a line, swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, center girls trade 
Flip the diamond, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande... 
Sides rollaway, heads square thru four 
Spin the top, centers run, centers hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple trade 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Grand swing thru, pass thru. ends cross fold 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, spin the top, boys run 
Girls hinge, diamond circulate, boys trade 
Flip the diamond, girls trade, recycle 
Slide thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, single hinge, girls run 
Boys hinge, diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal 
Star thru, pass to the center 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Grand swing, thru, centers run, centers hinge 
Diamond circulate, center girls trade 
Flip the diamond, grand swing thru, pass thru 
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Centers cross fold, swing thru 
Right and left grand 
A LOOK AT 
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS 
RIGHT AND LEFT BY 
Action: From facing couples, right and left thru, 
turn 1/4 more and centers slither (nose to nose 
sashay). 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads square thru four, right and left by 
Swing thru, centers run, bend the line 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left by, recycle, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads half square thru, slide thru 
Right and left by, recycle, pass thru, trade by 
Slide thru, right and left by, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, boys run 
Chain down the line, right and left by, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Grand swing thru, (regular) swing thru 
Right and left by, single hinge 
Follow your neighbor, boys cross run 
Recycle, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and slide thru, right and left by 
Recycle, swing thru, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and slide thru, right and left by 
Scoot back, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Load the boat, right and left by, spin the top 
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and veer left 
Chain down the line, right and left by 
Recycle, swing thru, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and do-sa-do, ocean wave 
Girls run, tag the line left, bend the line 
Right and left by, right and left grand... 
Heads square thru 3/4, separate, go round one 
To a line. right and left by, split circulate 
Boys run, right and left by, recycle, sweep 1/4 
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Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers right and left by, recycle 
Bow to your partner...  
BREAK THE CHAIN 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
Action: From starting double pass thru forma-
tion, centers right, pull by, left to the next for 
a courtesy turn 3/4, to end in facing lines. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, break the chain 
Dixie style to a wave, boys cross run, girls trade 
Recycle, swing thru, right and left grand... 
Heads star thru, break the chain, star thru 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, boys run 
Ferris wheel, break the chain, flutter wheel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads star thru, pass thru, go around one 
To a line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Break the chain. flutter wheel, sweep '/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Flutter wheel, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Break the chain, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch '/4, coordinate, ferris wheel 
Break the chain, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, boys run 
Crossfire, circulate, boys run, pass to the center 
Break the chain, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Right and left thru. break the chain 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line in, star thru 
Break the chain, flutter wheel, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Slide thru, break the chain, slide thru 
Left allemande... 
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Heads star thru, zoom and break the chain 
Flutter wheel, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Dixie grand, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, right and left thru 
Star thru. pass thru, wheel and deal 
Break the chain, dixie style to a wave 
Left allemande... 
IN APPRECIATION 
Harry McColgan, a well-known travelling caller 
and instructor for 30 years passed away on 
Jan. 30, 1990. He recorded on Red Boot. 
Harry's great love was calling and teaching. 
He will be missed by all. 
The family would like to express our ap-
preciation for the love and kindness bestowed 
upon us during this time. We thank each of you 
for the visits, flowers and food. Our special 
thanks for those who took part and contributed 
to the benefit dance and helped in any way. 
The plans are to make this dance an annual 
event with the proceeds going to the American 
Cancer Society in memory of Harry. We shall 
all miss him in our own way. 
Ethel McColgan and Family 
American Squaredance. June 1990 
P.S.: MS/QS 
by Walt Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING 
INTRO 
	
Heads promenade 1/2 
— — — — 	 Into the middle & 
square thru 
— — — — 
Right & left thru — — 	— — Veer left 
Couples circulate — — : Girls trade — — 
Bend the line — 	: Square thru 3/4 — 
- — Swing corner — — Promenade 
— — — — 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
Zero line: Centers pass thru, U-turn back 
Touch 1/4 , walk and dodge, ends star thru 
Right and left thru, do-sado to a wave 
Recycle, left allemande 	(zero box) 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Outisdes in, lines forward and back 
Centers pass the ocean, recycle, ends star thru 
Zoom, centers pass thru, left allemande...(ZB) 
Zero line: Touch 1/4 , single file circulate, trade 
Walk and dodge, trade by, pass the ocean 
Recycle, slide thru, left allemande...(ZB) 
Zero box (wave): Scoot back, split circulate 
Centers trade, spin chain thru, ends circulate 
Scoot back, boys run, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Facing couples: Touch 1/4 , girls run 
Touch 1/4 , boys run, zero 	 
Facing couples: Pass the ocean, girls trade 
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line, zero... 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
Trades: 
Zero line: Pass thru, couples trade, zero line... 
Zero line: Pass thru, ends trade 
Centers trade, zero line.. 
Zero line: Pass thru, partner trade 
Right and left thru, zero line... 
Zero line; Pass the ocean, all eight circulate 
Boys run, boys circulate double 
Couples circulate, couples trade, bend the line 
Zero line... 
American Squaredence, June 1990 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
Dixie styles: 
Zero box: Swing thru, spin the top 
Right and left thru, Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Boys trade, boys walk and dodge, boys run 
Girls trade, girls walk and dodge, girls run 
Lines pass thru, tag the line right 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Zero Line: Right and left thru, dixie style to an 
Ocean wave, boys trade, all left single hinge 
Centers cast off 3/4 , new centers trade 
Centers cast off 3/4, centers run, bend the line 
Star thru, California twirl, zoom 
Centers pass thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: Touch 1/4 . scoot back, boys run 
Right and left thru, Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Boys trade, left spin chain thru, boys circulate 
Double, girls run, bend the line, slide thru 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass the ocean, spin chain thru 
Girls circulate twice, boys run, tag the line right 
Boys scoot back, boys cross run, girls trade 
Wheel and deal, pass to the center 
Square thru 3/4, left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru. lead couple U-turn back 
Swing thru, spin the top, boys run right 
Center four wheel and deal, sweep 1/4 
Swing thru, turn thru, outsides bend 
To face in, left allemande... 
Veer right: 
Zero line: Pass the ocean, recycle, veer left 
Couples circulate, boys run, boys trade 
Single hinge, boys run, reverse flutter wheel 
Sweep 1/4 , veer right, girls circulate, boys trade 
Bend the line, right and left thru 
Dixie style to a left allemande... 
Tags: 
Zero line: Pass thru, tag the line right 
Couples circulate, boys trade, couples circulate 
Girls trade, centers trade, bend the line 
Star thru, double pass thru, cloverleaf 
Centers pass thru, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass thru, half tag the line 
Girls trade, boys trade, centers trade 
Walk & dodge, partner trade, right and left thru 
Pass thru, tag the line, centers in 
Cast off 3/4 , star thru, left allemande... 
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In Notes for European Callers by Al Stevens and Rudi Pohl, a variation of 
the QS right and left by is discussed. 
"...Some are incorporating another by 
(right and left by-by), calling for the centers 
and the end dancer to slide nose to nose 
after the normal ending formation. Again 
anticipating the ending formation, the girls 
would slide past two dancers ending in a 
left-handed wave with the boys in the mid-
dle. Right and left by-by-by—you figure it 
out (Hint: It ends in a left two-faced line). 
This is a local variation. I have seen no 
write-up on the action; however, it does 
add a little bit of spice to a call that I think 
the average Plus dancer will tire of quickly." 
L ots of good things are happening via For the Record from the Texas 
Callers Assn. We also like this analysis of 
the new QS right and left by: "What's 
great about it? 1. Involves the dancers in 
three different formations—lines facing, 
two-faced lines and ocean waves. 2. Easy 
to cue. 3. Quick to learn. 4. Smooth flow. 
5. Emphasizes the sashay family...by us-
ing the slither or sashay form. I know that 
the mini-wave is not listed in the defini- 
tion but the first line tells the basic rule 
...dancers 'exchange places without chang-
ing facing directions' (To those of you 
familiar with Advanced, a slither is used 
for the centers dancers to sashay. 
C oming from our northern neighbors, Joe and Anne Ubelacker in Cana-
dian Callers Notes, we discovered a per-
tinent comment of interest: "Doesn't any-
one teach dancer to 'come into the mid-
dle' anymore? There is no place that I've 
called where the dancers, at any level, 
know what I'm talking about when I call 
heads pass thru, separate and go around 
one, come into the middle. They stay with 
the others in a line and it's like pulling 
teeth to get them to come into the mid-
dle. It's even worse when the dancers are 
in the center and they have to split two, 
around one into the middle. Anyway, think 
about it—there's more to dancing than 
making lines all the time." 
M aybe it is time to look at a grand square variation or two (in the gim-
mick category). We can borrow these from 
Australia's Callerlink, just for fun: 
We hope to see you at these Circle D Records 
Trail-In Dances to the National Convention: 
June 26—Western Squares Dance Ranch 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Andy Petrere & Bob Baier 
June 27—Holy Rosary Church, Memphis, TN 
Andy Petrere, Tim Marriner, Paul Marcum 
Marvin & Kay White 
For the Vacation of a Lifetime, Join Us at: 
English Mountain, Tennessee 	June 3-7, 1990 
Andy Petrere, Dean Crowell, Gary Shoemake 
Jackie & Juanita Smith 
6451 Oak Cluster * Greenwell Springs, LA 70739 * (504) 261-6143 
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Heads square thru, sides face, grand square 
Heads cloverleaf and heads grand square 
(Now at halfway point—no reverse) 
Sides divide and star thru, square thru 3/4 
To the corner, left allemande... 
Heads only grand square, sides divide and 
Star thru, same two right and left thru 
Then star thru and back away, reverse 
Sides star thru, right and left thru, back away 
Sides divide and star thru, all left allemande... 
A couple of scoot chain thru examples may be in order, and the Toronoto & 
District Notes has a bunch. Try these: 
Heads pass the ocean, scoot chain thru 
Trade by, slide thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom, dixie grand, allemande left, promenade. 
Heads square thru, touch 1/4 , scoot chain thru 
Scoot chain thru, girls run, star thru 
California twirl, slide thru and roll, pass thru 
Grand right and left... 
J ack Lasry always gives us some nice food for thought and usable choreo in 
his Notes for Callers: 
"Turn thru is one of the little calls that  
is often poorly danced except if we call 
swing thru, turn thru, left allemande." From 
time to time, I like to feature a tip with turn 
thru and then remember to use it more 
often...here are a few ideas: 
Heads turn thru, cloverleaf, double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 , slide thru, left allemande 
Heads rollaway, heads turn thru, separate 
Around one to a line, star thru, double pass thru 
Leads partner trade, left turn thru 
Grand right and left... 
D ick Han tells us in his Dancetime Notes for Callers that a good way to 
lead into the OS right and left by is to start 
with right and left thru and 1/4 more: 
Heads lead right, touch V4, split circulate 
Boys run, right & left thru & 1/4 more, girls trade 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads touch 1/4 , girls run, turn thru, slide thru 
Right and left thru & 1/4 more, couples circulate, 
Girls trade, ferris wheel, centers touch 1/4 
Left allemande... 
A dvertising to attract the non-dancer is a subiect covered in Southern 
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• Deeper Than The Holler 
CJC 511 Shane 
• Beautiful Noise CJC 509 
• Show Me The Way To 
Amarillo CC21 
COMING SOON 
• Mama Good Times (Dixie) 
B. Poyner 
• Cry Cry Cry B Wilcox 
• I Still Do Curt 
• Five Foot Two and 
Chorlestons Too CC23 
J. Berg 
• Margie CC 22 J. Berg & 
E Sheffield Jr 
• Celebration CC23 J Pladdys 
Brad Carter Bob Wilcox Sharie Greer Tom Dillander 
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Pistol-Packin' Mama 
Cabin on the Hill 
This Ole House 
Going Home For Christmas 
Wait For the Wagon 
Be My Baby 
CRC-I01 by Bob 
CRC-102 by Bob 
CRC-103 by Bob & Matt 
CRC-104 by Matt 
CRC-I05 by Bob 
CRC-106 By Matt 
('ro%i n Record Company, 825 Timberlake Dr., Virginia Beach VA 23464 i804)467-2557 
California Callers Notes this time. Here 
is an excerpt: "Write the facts. Advertis-
ing must contain who, what, why, when 
and where like any news article..The who 
is in two parts—who is sponsoring and 
who it is for. The what is learning to 
square dance. The when is now—contact 
us now and we will provide information on 
what exact date classes begin. The why 
is because square dancing is a fun exer-
cise that is done with other people. Where 
is an exact description, including direc-
tions, of where the class meets." 
W arren Berquam continues to give us, in Minnesota Callers' Notes, more 
material (choreo and ideas) than we can 
ever use, but it's good to pick and choose: 
"Which of the following are best? Which 
do you use? 
Heads lead right and circle to a line... 
Heads flutter wheel, square thru tour, circle 
to a line... 
Head ladies chain and rollaway half sashay 
Slide thru, circle to a line... 
Heads touch 1/4 , walk & dodge, circle to a line... 
Head ladies chain, star thru, pass thru, circle... 
We all want some variety..." 
A NEW WAY TO LEARN BY VIDEO TAPE 
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FLIP SIDE/ROUNDS, Continued 
SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE—Grenn 14138 
Choreography by Armand & Joan Davlau 
Good music and a nice intermediate rhumba. Phase IV +2. 
YOU'RE AN OLD SMOOTHIE—Grenn 14101 (17075) 
Choreography by Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
Good music and a good intermediate quickstep. Phase IV +1 
WALTZING BELLS—Grenn 17122 
Choreography by Ruth & Andy Waerner 
Good lilting music and a slightly different easy waltz. Phase II. 
COFFEEMATE—Grenn 14123 (14291) 
Choreography by Harry & Elsie Stocklelder 
Good Cream In Your Coffee music and a comfortable. easy. 
basic two-step. Phase II. 
NEW ENGLAND SWINGS—Grenn 14294 
Choreography by Eva Hankins 
Good music and a comfortable, easy two-step with a 
48-measure one-time-through routine. Phase II+ 1 
FORGET ME NOT WALTZ—Scope 42 
Choreography by CrotUDeZordo 
()wet music and a nice. very easy waltz, cued by Ken. Phase II 
ROSE MARIE—Scope 41 
Choreography by Crott/DeZordo 
A slightly different. easy, five-step routine to familiar music 
Cued by Ken Phase II 
WITHOUT YOU—Hoctor 612 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Good music. good high-intermediate rumba. Phase V +II. 
LOVE ON ARRIVAL—Capitol 44435 
Choreography by Steve 8 Jackie Wilholt 
Peppy Dan Seals vocal with a basic-type intermediate cha cha. 
Phase III +1. 
YOU GOT A RUMBA—Virgin VS1166 
Choreography by Max Bassett 
Roy Orbison's You're Got It vocal with a comfortable, easy-
intermediate rumba. Phase III +1. 
IF YOU WANT TO BE MY WOMAN—Epic 34-73076 
Choreography by Lloyd & Joyce Goode 
Merle Haggard vocal with a good beat: a slightly different, 
easy two-step plus chicken walks Phase II. 
ONE MAN WOMAN—RCA 9077-7 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Walkera 
Good vocal by the Judds and a nice three-part, high-
intermediate cha cha. Phase V. 
PIERRE—Col 31422 
Choreography by Mary Trankel & Don Gilder 
Peppy Chuck Berry vocal and an interesting intermediate two-
step, foxtrot, single swing routine Phase IV. 
ALONE IN SAN ANTONE—WBS 7-22751 
Choreography by E. Hoss & Kit Waldorf 
Good peppy Gene Watson vocal and a good, three-part, easy-
intermediate two-step. Phase III. 
THE WALKER JIVE—Mercury 876536-7 
Choreography by Steve & Jackie WI!holt 
Real swinging Dumas Walker vocal and a good. three-part. 
intermediate jive. Phase IV. 
SOME DAYS ARE DIAMONDS—RCA GB 14075 
John Denver vocal and a nice, easy-going two-step Phase II.  
NO MATTER HOW HIGH—MCA 53757 
Choreography by Hoss & Kit Waldorf 
Good Oak Ridge Boys vocal with an interesting, long-sequence, 
intermediate cha. Phase IV. 
OKLAHOMA SWINGS—MCA 53780 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good swinging music and a good. easy-intermediate two-step 
and jive routine. Phase II +4. 
CHANCES ARE—COI 13-33001 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good Johnny Mathis vocal and a good intermediate five-step 
routine Phase III + 2 
SUGAR SUGAR—Eric 4015 
Choreography by Curl & Tammy Worlock 
Good music and an interesting, high-intermediate cha cha. 
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Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
In 	wippneet by Hanhursl's Record Service 
PO box 887, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 1.800-445-7398 
Alberta Bound. Johnnie WykoIt 	 Blue Star 2393 
Livin' In the House. Bill Helms Chinook 104 
Card Carryin' Fool, John Oben 	 Bogen 1383 
&nom the Blues, Otto Warteman Bogen 1384 
Here I Go Down That Wrong Road Again. Chuck Donahue Mt 74 
Honeymoon Feelin. Jim Cholmondeley 	 Eagle 2105 
Burgers and Fries. Elmer Sheffield ESP 163 
Satin' On Top of the World. Craig Rowe 
	
ESP 712 
Four in the Morning. Geralc McWhirter Cimarron 110 






Oh, What A Love. Sally Castracane 
	
Silver Sounds 117 
Palisades Park. Phil Kandrut 
	
Silver Sounds 118 
I Fall to Pieces, Singin' Sam Mitchell 
	
Prairie 1100 
Always Late. Dave Abbott 
	
Hi-Hat 5122 
Happy Piano/Company's Conan 
	
Blue Star 2394 
Banjo on Line/Mountain of Harmonica 
	
Bogen 1385 
Sea of Heartbreak, Kip Garvey 
	
Eureka 1014 
In Times Like These. Tom Manning 
	
Sokd Gold 203 
Mean Woman Blues. Ken Sierecki Buckskin 1237 
Not Counting You, Andy Petrere 
	
Circle D 242 
Dn Second Thought. Dean Dwell Circle D 243 
Hart Times Roll. King Caldwell 
	
A Bar K 106 
Mt. Banjo Hoedown/Cindy Big Mac 1008 
I'm Already Blue. Ron Mineau 
	
Big Mac 105 
Little Brown Girl. Mac McCullar Big Mac 106 
Summertime Blues, Bob Pnce 
	
Lightning 305 
Banjo Pickers' Ball. Earl Johnston Grenn 12219 
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NEW RELEASES.  
C-203 STICKS/WONDERFUL (Hoedown) 
C-111 BOBBY MCGEE 
C-110 FOUR IN THE MORNING—Gerald 
C-109 RAGTIME PIANO 
C-202 MOUNTAIN DEWICIMARRON SPECIAL 
HOT SELLERS.  
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 
\I,NN R R04,  
,G0R0 0. 
C-102 THE PARTY'S OVER 
C-108 I FEEL BETTER 
C-107 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY 
C-104 SUGARTIME 
C-303 HONEYCOMB 
C-106 HONEYMOON FEELING 
C-302 TRUCK DRIVING MAN 
C-501 I SAW THE LIGHT 
GERALD McWHIRTER, 4021 NW 61s1., OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73112 	 Bill Bumgarner 
ON LINE, Continued 
However, with the aid of computer assis-
tive technology, he still is able to write a 
best selling book and to lecture interna-
tionally! 
Former schoolteacher, Laura Schiller of 
California, has found the PC computer 
allows her to carry on as a member of her 
family. She is able to run her household, 
talk to her husband and children, and 
write poetry. All this is possible with one 
a small amount of movement in her hand 
to move a computer on/off switch. Laura  
is also a victim of ALS. She says. "I would 
have died long ago with out the computer. 
It gives me a way to communicate with my 
family and friends and to express my 
trapped feelings..." 
The computer may give a remarkable 
change in the quality of life for handicap-
ped citizens. Perhaps it can help you or 
someone close to you. 
Dean Emery, President 
Handicapable S/D Association 
9354 Johnson Rd., Mobile AL 36695 
(From the Newsletter of HSDA) 
, 
Catalog Available 	/1 1:• 
$1.00 Each 	 . . •.•. • 	. 
Refunded with 
your first order. 	 • lkiY:/./ 	• 
• ;6,--frl' 	• •-- • •• 
• • • 	• - : • 
CALL US 
TOLL FREE! 
\L-800-476-20023) 	▪ ": 	! i r,,Tcj..-\\ 
Duco Dot and Eyelet com-
bined with satin ribbon. 
Beautifully coordinated 
for that special dance. 
e—, Collar, sleeve detail and 
ry skirt ruffle are edged with 
unusual eyelet and ribbon 
trim. Elastic waist and 









2012 Warren Ct. 




Please send with order - size, color, your name, address, and 
telephone number. For charge purchases, send charge card 
number, name printed on card and expiration date. For freight, 
please add $3.50. S.C. customers, add 5% sales tax. 
Sizes: 6 - 20 
Colors: Aqua, Pink 
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9 SKYLINE DR. 
QUARE DANCE PRODUCTS MANKATO MN 56001 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
CLOGGING 
THE NEXT EXCITEMENT FOR SQUARE DANCERS! 
FAST EASY LESSONS ON VIDEO by Orvie Haun 
"INTRODUCTION TO CLOGGING" - intro. & 1st basics 
"FUN CLOGGING FOR EVERYONE" - all the basics 
"EXCITING STEPS AFTER BASIC" - intermediate level 
W 8$4.71591.1C7I/OFI SLIA.ITZEt $29.95 plus $3.00 ship. 
STEVENS STOMPERS TAPS: 
Most popular, best sound & quality 
STEVENS WORLDWIDE, INC. 	, 	STEVENS 
P.O. Box 112, MERCER PA, 16137 STOMPERS 
(39th Nat'l. Booth #56-58) 
Call for information & Free Catalog 1-800-722 8040 
FAX Orders or CANADA, call (412) 662-0808 
Complete line of Quality_ ._._ 
PInntrrIFTMAL PnitVITT!  
PO BOX 216 	GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
Latest ROUND DANCE 
GR17136 LOVE NEST II, Two-step by George & Judie McFarlane 
LOVE NEST V, Foxtrot by George & Judie McFarlane 
Na 20 in the SQUARE DANCE PROGRESSION Series 
GR12220 KINGSTON TOWN, Inst. Singing Call; Earl Johnston calls the Flip Side; wrong way Char 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR14142 PEEK A BOO, Two-step by Barbara & Jim Connelly 
GR14149 JUST IN TIME (Lavin' Time), Two-step by Ralph & Joan Collippi 
GR14154 WALTZ FINALE by Doc & Peg Tirrell 
GR14216 OUR DAY (Your Day), Two-step by Betty & Clancy Mueller 
GR14247 TICO TICO FUN CHA by Herb & Gayle Toles 
GR14249 STARLITE WALTZ (Pennsylvania Waltz) by Doc & Peg Taal! 




impatient with slow learners, recounting 
a rude encounter on the floor, wondering 
why students drop out, or frenetically ex-
horting everyone to "have fun!" There is 
an awareness that not everyone is hav-
ing fun, or it wouldn't be necessary to 
constantly tell people to do it! 
Everybody wonders why we just can't 
seem to attract lots of new people. But 
when new people join a class or even 
come to a dance to 'check out' the activi-
ty, they can see that there's tension 
underlying the fun. They can see that it's 
only fun if you're a fast learner, only fun 
if you're fleet-footed enough to avoid the 
squares with the rude people. Why would 
new folks voluntarily get involved, when 
they can see others being embarrassed 
or ridiculed and they know they may be 
the next if they join a class? 
The basis for the wonderful square 
dance cameraderie that seems to be 
disappearing is everyone's willingness to 
adopt a cooperative, friendly demeanor 
on the floor. This square dance esprit d'  
corps is what makes dancing enjoyable 
for most of us. Personal, professional, 
even national differences don't matter at 
all when your're dancing in a set that 
works for everyone in it. All that's required 
for this to happen is for all to be half-way 
decent dancers and follow the few sim-
ple rules of square dance courtesy, but 
dancers can't know how to behave unless 
they're taught! 
Callers aren't emphasizing the cour-
tesies in teaching new dancers, club of-
ficers aren't asking the callers to teach 
them, members aren't the showing new 
dancers by example, and nobody is cen-
suring dancers who behave like boors. 
Dot hoped this was not a "a pattern to 
come in the A/C levels of dancing." I'm 
afraid this may be the wave of the future 
in all programs. We can expect more and 
more rudeness to impinge on our danc-
ing until we begin to turn things around 
by teaching the courtesies and requiring 
our dancers to observe them! 
Patty White 
San Francisco, California 
SOLID GOLD/ iiI4-=--: 	I 
1- 1 
, 	--:--- c • ••... ----.0 ilz  
r \ fb", 	SILVER STREAK 
,k ? '---. -  	SQUARE DANCE RECORDS 
,  fcgRps  
NEW RELEASES 
SG102 — TRAIN HOEDOWN — Hoedown 
SG302 — MADE IN AMERICA — Nick 
SC402 — POETRY IN MOTION — Jim 
SG203 — IN TIMES LIKE THESE — Tom 
SSK201 — ALL THE FUN — Rick 
SUPER SELLERS 
SG101 — SKAGG'S HOSS — Hoedown 
SG201 — I'M MADE FOR DANCING — Tom 
SG202 — LOVE BY MORNING — Tom 
SC301 — GET ME BACK TO DIXIE — Nick 
SG401 — TWO CAR GARAGE — Jim 
COMING SOON 











T-N-J PRODUCTIONS 	PO BOX 175 	MIDDLETOWN IA 52638-0175  
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The Friendship Squares of North America 
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SOS CHANDRIS' CHANORIO M/V HORIZON 














w cum 	ST. LUCIA * ANTIQUA * ST. THOMAS  
SAILING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1990 
Join us on this brand NEW ship (inaugural May, 1990)—to Ts Hos .4,4wemEuE:N• EG 
of the most exciting ports of call in the Caribbean: 	THIS YEAR 
SAN JUAN * MARTINIQUE * BARBADOS 
Of a Lifetime 
presents... 	 By Square 
t ux: Et4) S 
Inside Cabin front $1165.00 p/person • Outside Cabin from 51205.00 p/person 
(AIR INCLUDED FROM MOST CITIES—CALL FOR SPECIFICS) 	 ),/ 
OPTIONAL 2-NIGHT POST-CRUISE STAY IN SAN JUAN 
Registry Libena CALLER COORDINATORS JIM & JEAN CHOLMONDELEY 
1-800-333-7349 • (314) 741-7799, or... 
(
ailit i4V Tr 	 YVONNE WESA 
a 	1141 1-800-635-7447 • (314) 441-1804 
grid 
102 WHARF ST BLDG B" • LAKE ST LOUIS. MO 63367 
FASHIONS BY MARILEE 
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS & ACCESSORIES 
ALSO FASHIONS FOR COUNTRY SWING, BALLROOM 
AND CASUAL WEAR, TOO 
CALL OR WRITE 
FOR FREE CATALOG 
OR DEALER NEAREST YOU 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU SING-ALONG CASSETTES 
OVER 1000 SELECTIONS FROM COUNTRY, GOSPEL & POP 
COMPLETE LIST AVAILABLE-FREE CATALOG 
YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE 1622 S. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TX 75217 	1-214-391-7040 
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** Directories of festivals & conventions. 
* 
National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world.  
$7.95 (plus $2.05 postage) 
$45.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 (Dept. NSD) 
MEANDERING, Continued 
albino Tempo to Budget, fly to Detroit, pick 
up my own car (left there for strategic 
regional reasons), drive four hours 
straight north to Traverse City, and check 
in for an hour's rest at the Hampton Inn 
before the big dance there. 
It was really a big one—over 20 sets for 
a fifth Saturday Special of the NW Michi-
gan Council (15 clubs) at Pathfinder 
School in this resort city. (Did you know 
that about every third cherry you pop in-
to your mouth was picked in Traverse Ci-
ty?) Well, it was a dynamite dance 
bunch—my kind o' people! Love 'em all. 
Some we had met in Hawaii two months 
earlier. Grandiose refreshments. Local 
caller Ron Hensel was emcee. Other cal-
lers present: Jerry Featherly, Dan Harri-
gan, Bruce Light and Joy Mackey. Jim 
and Pat Thomas were cuers. Host club: 
Buttons and Bows, who invited me to an 
after-dance rendezvous at the Ground 
Rounder. Thanks to key kupl Pat and 
Dwight Coddington. (Dwight is learning to  
call.) As that extra long Saturday turned 
into Sunday and the long month of March 
turned into April, I turned into a Hampton. 
(Hi, Lionel! I thought you turned into an 
April fool!—Co-Ed). 
And with that, this overly-long, longitu-
dinal, linguistic legend must cease, to give 
latitude for more depthful developments 
in the square dance world. 
RED BOOT BOYS 
TRAIL-IN DANCES TO THE 
MEMPHIS NATIONAL CONVENTION 
(Square Dances and Concerts) 
JUNE 1000 
22 BIRMINGHAM, AL 
2 	ATLANTA, GA. 
24 WAYNESVILLE, NC. 
ZS 	KINGSPORT, TN. 
27 MEMPHIS, TN. 
RBB & D. Holliday at Vestavia Rec. Ctr. 
$7. per person in advance: $8 at door 
RBB for the DELTA SQUARES 
$7.00 per person in advance: $8 at door 
RBB & WILHOITS at Rec. Center 
$7 per person in advance; $8 at door 
RBB & ROSADOS at Civic Auditorium 
$5 per person 
RBB & EASTERDAYS at Airport Hilton 
$10 per person 
Mike Noose, Johnny Jones. Don Williamson, Mac McCall 
Tenor 	Lead 	Baritone 	Bass 
For Info & Advanced Tickets write: THE RED BOOT BOYS 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone 615-288-7194 or 615-638-7784 
Send Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope 
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"The Best Little Square 
Dance Store Around" 
STYLE JB-586 
A Reverse Duco-Dot Beauty-Color dots on a white 
background Flattering square neck w/ white sheer lace 
ruffles & ribbon trim. Ribboned sheer lace trim on the 
sleeves & skirt. Bows at the corners of the neckline & on the 
skirt for that extra-special trim! A delicate. Summer look of 
65.'35 poly/cotton. Washable. Sizes 6.20. 
Colors: White with Royal Dot,White with Red Dor; White 
with Navy Dot; & White with Black Dot. 	572.00 
Send with order: 
Style, Color, Size and Price. Your 
Name, Address, City, State & Zip. For 





















250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 






• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Add 33.50 for postage & 
handling S4 50 for Air Mail. Check, 
Visa and MasterCard accepted. 
Please allow 5.4 weeks for delivery. 
Send 55.50 for a copy of our Square Dance Apparel 
Catalog Will he refunded with your first order 	• 
•  
• 





United Squares of America asks 
Did you ever dance on a dance floor 
that was 7 miles long? 
Wait oil you see the dangles for this dance! Yes, we're 
at it again. We're hard at work on our 2nd Annual 
Cruise. In addition to the 17 dances we had in 7 days 
last year, we'll be adding a "Square Dance Beach Party" 
on 7-Mile Beach in Grand Cayman. 
Come help us dance our way through the Caribbean! 
CALL US AT 1-800-666-3359 
In St. Louis Call: 
UNITED SQUARES of AMERICA 
00 Groupers Travel 
(314) 537-9505 
American Squaredence, June 1990 
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* If you like Great Westerns, you'll love 	* 
* * 
* CLAYT 	 * * * 
* * By veteran Virginia caller — Jim Schnabel 
* * 
* FIRST PLACE NOVEL IN THE NINTH INTERNATIONAL * 
* LITERARY AWARDS 	 * 
* * 
* * 
* Clayt Shackelford may not have been cast in the same mold as his con- * 
* temporaries, Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp. Nevertheless, this pocket- * 
sized lawman keeps his lovely little corner of the Wild West every bit 
* * 
as tidy as Dodge City or Abilene. Sometimes testy and prideful, occa- 
* * sionally confused, but ever resourceful, swift, fearless and lucky, Clayt 
* is more than a match for the villainies andvillains that keep turning up * 
* in his bailiwick, Oregon's beautiful Wallowa Valley. 	 * 
* * 
When a whimsical Providence drops the Nez Perce Indian preacher, Great 
* * Bear Who Runs Fast, on the same square with Clayt, the games grows 
* chancy and dangerous. After the US Army's bloody defeat of Chief Joseph * 
* in the War of 1877, vengeful generals railroaded through a law that for- * 
* bade the Nez Perce from ever returning to their beloved ancestral lands * 
around Wallowa Lake. Clayt doesn't think much of this law, but as a Depu- 
* * 
ty Sheriff is sworn to enforce it. Great Bear Who Runs Fast doesn't think 
* much of the law either, and declares to Clayt his intention to ignore it. 	* 
* The ensuing confrontation provides a unique and entertaining tale of an * 
* Oregon that really was. 	 * 
* * 
* * 
* CLAW is available from the publisher, ROMAR BOOKS, 18002 15th 	* 
* Ave. NE, Suite B, Seattle WA 98155-3838. Send check or money order * 
for $10.45 ($8.95 + $1.50 postage and handling) or call toll-free 
* * 1-800-356-9969, extension 1889. Major credit cards accepted. For fur- 
* ther information call Jim or Elaine Schnabel, (703) 765-5413. 	* 
* * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Book 
Nook  
Special review by Co-Ed Cathie Burdick 
CLAYT 
by Jim Schnabel 
Normally, I don't read westerns or 
books written with dialect spelling. I do 
like history. Having made those state-
ments, let me say that I picked up Clayt 
after it arrived in the mail and hardly set 
it down until I had finished the 251 pages. 
Clayt Shackelford is a sympathetic char-
acter, a mixture of the strong-silent type 
and the bashful young man trying to do 
a good job, with an eye to moving up in 
his career. His wife, Norey, is all that we 
postulate as the ideal pioneer wife—
upright, church-going, hard-working, lov-
ing. All the characters are believable, in-
cluding the Nez Perce preacher, Bear. 
The book is dedicated to Jim's mother, 
Angie Schnabel, nee Shackelford. Angie 
Shackelford is the baby born to Clayt and 
Norey, which leads us to believe that there 
is an element of truth in the novel, 
although the author never reveals that. 
We thought there might be some 
square dancing in the book, but taking in-
to account Norey's strict Methodist beliefs, 
Clayt and Norey probably never danced. 
More about the story appears in the fac-
ing ad. So does the price and publisher. 
We recommend this fast-paced, easy-
reading story, spiced with just enough 
dialect to make it authentic. 
BERMUDA 1991 
2nd ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL (Phases IV—V—VI) 
Friday, February 8 to Wednesday, February 13, 1991 
CUERS: Richard & Joanne Lawson, Alabama 
Peter & Beryl Barton, Ontario 
12th SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE CONVENTION 
Thursday, February 14, to Wednesday, February 20, 1991 
CALLERS: Jim Purcell — Carl Hanks — Jim Lee 
CUERS: Richard & Joanne Lawson 
Betty Hanks — Shelly Lee 
THREE HALLS: Plus — A-1 — A-2 
NEW! 	— 1st CLOGGING FESTIVAL — 	NEW! 
Wednesday, February 20 to Sunday, February 24, 1991 
INSTRUCTORS: Charlie Burns, KY — Jeff Driggs, W.V. 
TWO HALLS — Easy & Intermediate to Advanced 
TO BE HELD AT... 
THE DELUXE SONESTA BEACH HOTEL...in Bermuda!! 
Come for Any — All — Or Part!! 
FOR INFORMATION: BERMUDA, PO Box 145, Avon MA 02322 
Tel.: 617-963-0713 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
35 VARIETIES — BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	 $4.00 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) 	 $1.00 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK  $9.00 MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped).$5.00 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) 	 $3.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS 	 S10.00 PARTY LINE 	(After-party ideas)  $6.00 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects)  $6.00 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) 	 $1.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300-page text) ...$14.00 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK  $9.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY 	GIMMICKS 	 $6.00 PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP (Variety) 	 $3.00 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up)  $3.00 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules)  $6.00 
CLIP 	ART 	II (All 	different) 	 $4.00 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion) .$8.00 
CLOGGING (Basic book)  $4.00 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) 	 $7.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) 	 $6.00 SOUNDING THE HALL (Equipment)  $3.00 
EASY 	SING-A-LONG 	(Adaptations) 	 $3.00 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing).... ..$4.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic)  $3.00 TEACHING 	CLOGGING 	  .$7.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) 	 $4.00 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family). $3.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	 $4.00 WHEEL AND DEALING (Nursing Homes) .$5.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $2.00 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) ..... .$5.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) 	 .$3.00 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship).$10.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore)  .$7.00 
POSTER PAK-1, PAK-2, PAK-3 (cartoons for fun & instruction 	$10.00 each 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	 20C each; 100-515.00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	100 for $10.; Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one year's issues) 	 $3.00 
IN-FORMS (guides, helps: 150 subjects).......35C/1; Ask for quantity prices 
POSTAGE 
$1-$4 99 $1.25 pstg. 
$5-$9.99...$2.00 pstg 
$10 & up $2 50 pstg.  
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
Phone: 419-433-2188 or 5043 (During EST Business Hours) 
p. ,,M1,111  
w 	 .,64 	iL 
A recipe that is not shared with others will soon be forgotten, 
but when it's shared, it will be enjoyed by future generations. 
Ed. Note: The same is true for square dancing, right? 
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Sq. Dancers Excuse T-Shirt 
s-a-/-x, Assorts/ Co/or:. Reg. $11.00 
EXCUSES: 
DON'T ASK ME I'M LOST TOO 
I CAN'T DANCE BUT I'M CUTE 
BOX THE WHAT& 
MYASSISDRAGGIN 
ETC... 
Thru June Only 





Thru June Only 
WINDSOCKS 





Hangs from 8 tt. ceiling or 
beam. Great for apartments, 
dorms, porches, or from a 
tree limb. Comfortable for 
one person. 







The Swing Thru., 
RD #1 box 428, 
Cresco, Pa. 18326 
(717)595-7474 
Postage Rates: 
IF YOUR ORDER IS 
$10.00 or less 
$10.01 to 25.00 
$25.01 to 50.00 
$50.01 to 75.00 




(Above charges are NOT refundable) 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
ATTENTION 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
RECORD DEALERS! 
o • All square and round dance labels 
available. 
• Fast, professional service. 
• • Computerized record information. 
• TOLL FREE order phone. 
• Continuing dealer management 
o program. 
1-800-445-7398 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
w P.O. BOX 687 
RIDGEWOOD. NJ 07451-0687 
C) 
• EXCLUSIVE MASTER DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
































Phases IV: V & VI 
Wayne &Barbara BlacIdord (FL) 
Frank & Phygis Lynhel (OH) 
September. 3-7 
Ken Sower (CA) 




Frank Segall (OH) 
ScottiSharria (OH) 





America's Finest Square Dance Resort • 
1990 Weekend Schedule 
Mountain 
in The Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
1990 5 Day Schedule 
CH APARR74CORDS W/E 
Ken Bower (CA Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Scott Smithi(UT); Baty( Mar (AZ) 
GarY Shoemake (TN) 
EROS] Ray & Bee Dovidy (WV) 
April 27-21 
Daru5y WoOka (GA) 
Gabby Baker (GA) 
[RIM ifedial.1210(GA) 
May 2547 
Ray Doil \Mloo (TN) 
RorNawas,(TN) 
[RDS],Clara & Eariordon 
(TM 
Cecil $rryr'e (WV) 
Jim flu rhant (yA) 









Phil Koiloerski (IN) 
Nick Hartley.(IN) 




Gary aornakiM s (T 
[RDBYBennio Tirachlk 
May 111-28 
Ron Eve hart (h) 
Dive Crawde4) 





April 311-Nay 4 
Is 01011 (CA) 
Kea BurkerGL) 
ERDS1Bhd & Ona NNW° 
May 27-floe 1 
A21 o Ip Cl 




Anatt 'tree (LA) 
De 	rowolipt) 




Phases III 	VI 
Tom Erjan Kannipel (KY) 
Raltli
Jeloan Collipi (NH) 
-15111 
PM D4nd (AR) 
1114 Huttir) 




Grate Wheatley (NM) 
May 28-25 
Charles OUisehberry (TX) 
Jerryttover(OK) 
[RBI Bill & Virginia Tracy 
loan 19-22 
Les Greenwood (Canada) 
Lorne LOckerY(Canada) 
EROS] Neale & Anhurlyn 
(Brown (Canada) 
Iasi 2441 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Jerry HaagJWY) 
EROS] Dan & Linda 
(_Prosser (RA) 
hay 14 
Bob Poyner (IL) 
JayiNatly.(oH) 
Shane Greer (OK) 
Larry Prios(MI) 
July 8=13 
Tony Oaendine (SC) 
Jerry Story.(TX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
EROS] ,limAJane Doorman (IL) 
July 15-20 
George LaverMer (AL) 
[RDSrJudy Everhart (IN) 
October 26-28 
GOOD QE BOYS WIE 
Sam , Dunn (OH) 
Keith limmerfnan (OH) 
Nike King (OH) 















*my Story Mt) 
:any LessonBQ 
[ADS] Jim-Dine Poorman (IL) 
July 20-22 
Phil Koiloileski (IN) 
Josep6 Miller (FL) 
EROS) Phil Van LoKeren 
(OH) 
17-1/ 












/ (OH) \ 
kly 511 
Ma/Estes\I&L) 
Harry Lackey (NC) 
Alvan 3-5 
Wayne Daimid (TN) 
[ROS]N. SmithcLII) 
Ay. ai- Sept. 2 
LIGHTNING*RECOR DS Wit 
Jimmy arson(NC) 
Eclialey (NC) 
Max Arnold (NC); Bob Price (NC) 
[RDS) Welt2 & Nomialtiekenson (TN) 
October 12-14 
Hare/ KeIiey (GA) 
Joh SwIndle(GA) 
ERDc4ilal & SadliFlodon 
October 1S-21 





Bill Bualgarnar (OH) 
Gary' &Milt041r  ),,c 
[ROB) Butch & 
7_,Lr_acy(1111„.\ 
AirgasiTS42 
Barry esla (TN) 
Gary oornaie (TN) 
Ray & Boalwdy 
September 74 
Mark, illates\ihow 






[RDS}Dill & Betty Lincoln 
(API_ . r' 
July 29-August 3 
John (When (NJ) 
John Kephart (NC) 







Bill Harri4n (MD) 
Jim Lee(Canada) 
[RDS/Ozzie & Margaret 
LOsIlynd(kID)--
October 7-12 
Craig RoWe (IN) 
Art TangenikleA) 
EROS] Dick & Gail Blanks 




[R])s) Lloyd E.Eileen 
! Lockerman (PA) 
Angint-26-31 
Larry Leis \on (TX) 
Lem Grave Ita(LA) 
EROS) Marilyn & 
(AL) / Hicks (MI) 
SeptiMWei2211 
Tony OiAl (ins (SC) 
Jeri Story.1X) 




Rots Howell (TX) 
Bob Gambol' (TX) 
July 29Atigast 3 
Lerrrprior (MI) 
Curt Brattet(IL) 
Wad Carter (IL) 
1Miiii11524 
virgiti4111 (IN) 
Ct4ck Peet (1.1) 
Joh'Paul Bresnan (AL) 
(RDS) John & Dimple WillHord 
SePtiribi(16-21 
A 
Tony Lligeirge (LA) 
[ADS] BarbaraS,Ted May 
October 14-1S 
WELL SEE\ YOU AT 
THE NATIOLF1 CONVENTION, 




(RDS) Nora Hutchins (NC) 
Nevinbiii 2-4 
55 FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE, 'IN 37862 • 615-453-0171 (TN) OR 1-800-633-1281 
Amoicin Squared racer Juno 1990 
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